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Abstract /

C"'":V''v ;

A pilot program to train echo-mobility was
conducted involving 23 blind participants aged 4.5 to

15 years. ^ Approximately 6 hours of training were
administered over a 14 week period.

The purpose was

to test and refine techniques for teaching and

improving echo-mobility in different ages of blind

children.

The hypothesis that improvement in

echo-mobility would result from such training was
tested.

A pre-treatment/post-treatment measure was

administered to 12 of the participants to determine
the extent of echo-mobility improvement on two tasks 

straightness of travel, and target location.
Statistical analyses revealed no improvement in target
location, but marginal improvement was demonstrated in
straightness of travel.

Further analyses confirm that

these improvements were attributable to echo-mobility

skill.

The marginal results are attributed primarily

to an assessment instrument that was not sufficiently
sensitive to detect improvement, and was not robust to
random error.

Qualitative observations indicate a

iix

marked improvement for most of the participants in the

recognition and application of a wide variety of echo
skills.

Qualitative data ciarifY seyeral a.veiiues

toward improving the research design, and yield a
variety of specific techniques and approaches toward

increasing the effectiveness of echo-mobility

training.

The implications of echo-mobility training

are discussed in detail.
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Accdrdi

(1971), a prominent ^

figure in the field

psychology who

himself is blind, "The ability to travel safely,
comfortably, gracefully, and independently ... is a

fa:ctgr of:^
individuaP*-' ip. 1)/: ■

:

in the life of a blind
;

Since:, the mid::18th century, the : abi-lity of some

blind people to perceive objects from a distance has

^ been of gradually mounting human inte.feest, : probably;

due to its apparent capaeity,to enhance those assets /
of nonvisual travel of which...Emer

so:' ;

t .:

eloquently wrote (Norris, Spaulding,. & Brodie,. 1957;
Barth & Foulke, 1979; Warren and Kocon, 1974;

Zemtzova, Kulagin, & Novikova, 1962) .; . Over
centuries, anecdotes have abounded of some blind

people processing remarkable awareness of . their

surroundings, and of. their ability: to move through ;t
them with ease and grace without guidance or the need
to feel about (Lende, 1940).

Examples of documented

reports of such abilities can be found as far:, back as
Diderot who wrote in 1749 of a blind friend so

sensitive to his surroundings that he could

;

distinguish an open street from a cul-de-sac
(discussed in Hayes, 1935; Griffin, 1958/1974/1986).
Felts (1909), wrote of a totally blind acquaintance
who went regularly about the crowded streets of New
York with perfect ease and freedom without the use of

a cane or any sort of guide.

Hayes (1935) tells of a

six year old blind boy able to ride his tricycle along
the sidewalk without a blunder.

More recently, a

newspaper article was published describing a 13 year
old blind boy who skates with phenomenal agility in
congested public rinks (Nicolosi, 1994).

At about the

same time, a story was aired on national television

about a totally blind man riding a bicycle at
respectable speeds through the streets of an

unfamiliar neighborhood, and an array of,iron, poles

■

and pedestrians in a school yard unknown to him
(Garrison, 1994).

Even a few experimental reports attest to

remarkable abilities in a few of the blind.

McCarty

and Worchel (1954), for instance, studied an 11 year

old, totally blind boy who could avoid: obstacles
placed in his path with almost perfect accuracy while .

riding his bicycle at ;tbp speed:.v - PSKsbrla
with this, participaht: (B,.^
revealed that hev .like;t

April . 2.6:, 1995)
mah d.escrib.e:d by Felts in

1909, traveled freely abcut Hi

tewn/ schobi;/ and: :

college campus without the use of a cane or guide

until his mid 20's.

In 1974 Magruder■studied;a blind

man who could describe with great precision the
distance, direction, dimensions,, and general nature of

novel objects, as far as 13 feet away in uhfamiliar
.envirbnments

'

. Personal^ cbntacb:;with .the .participant

(L. . Scadden, ■ personal, chmmunication. May ,5, . 1993) . .■
found that he. tdo, . blind :frbm. the : age. of 4, rode a
bicycle on a regular basis as a boy.

.. llepbrts . :fr.bm ..ambng : those who :.wo.f,k with the blind
as well as: the . blind themselves under-s.cbre the

.yeracity and sighifiCance of documented' phenbmena.
All of over a dozen mobility and. special eddcation

.dnstructors informally surveyed by this authpr.have
known of at least one student with remarkable skills

of spatial awareness and mobility. .

In addition,

several personal acquaintances reveal further tales of

impressive ability to perceive surrounding

^

nonvisual means.

"... the better one becomes

acquainted with blind people, or the more one reads
about their abilities, the more obvious it is that

some objects can be detected well in advance of actual
contact" (Griffin, 1986, p. 299).
Even so, it has not been until about the past six
decades that this sense in the blind of the presence

and position of objects around them without tactual
contact has come under careful empirical study.

Such

study may be of incalculable value to blind people
everywhere by making available the knowledge needed to

improve vastly nonvisual competence in spatial
awareness and travel.

A thorough understanding of the

nature of this.skill could have staggering

implications for-training and rehabilitation.

This

report examines thoroughly the empirical findings as.

well as modern theoretical perspectives concerning

echo perception, and explores the logistics of
designing and implementing an effective program, to
train and refine echo~perception abilities in the
blind.

HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

An excellent review and examination of the

earliest investigations into the sense of objects by

the blind is provided by Hayes (1935).

A brief review

is given here to provide a context for understanding
more modern research of the issue.

Facial Vision

The first documented consideration of the sense

of objects is found in an account by the French

philosopher Diderot in 1749 about, a blind friend who
was reportedly able to judge "... the nearness of
bodies by the action of the air against his face."
[Diderot's observation is widely cited in,the

literature on human echo perception, but particular
attention thereto,is given by Griffin (1958/l'974/1986)
and Hayes (1935).]

From that time to the early 20th

century, two major sets of theories evolved regarding
the nature of this sense.

One set constituted' the tactile or skin sense

theories which proposed, much as Diderot suggested in

1749 (reprinted 1951), that the blind were sometimes
able to sense, through the skin of their face, some

systematic change in subtle properties of nature that
alerted them to the presence of objects in their
vicinity.

These explanations were derived in large

part from the reports of many of the blind that they
felt the presence of obstacles through the skin of
their face.

Though these remained the predominant

theories until the early 1940's, little agreement was
reached regarding the exact natural properties "
involved, or, specifically, how by what means were
these properties perceived.

These theories ranged

from hyper-^sensitivity to air currents and
temperature, to perception of light or other

electromagnetic waves through,specialized nerves in
the face, to a recognition of ether waves and other
occult forces.

7-

A second set of theories comprised the audition

theories which implicated the mechanisms of the ear.
These fell into two main classes - the pressure theory

which stated that the tympanic membrane was sensitive

td .Subtle changes 'in. air .pressure caused by the
presence of objects^ and the auditory theories which
asserted that the ear can perceive subtle variations
in sound waves as they bounce off. objects.

Throughout the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, studies on thelobject sense in the blind
were carried out With some, rigor, and, in the face of
evidence for all sides, the tactile theories held

sway.

Thus, by the turn of the century, the term .

"facial'vision" came to be-applied most commonly to

this little understood phenomenon.

implying that

sensory mechanisras: in the :face provided: some

pseudo-visual perception .of space1. lit was-not until
the . 1940 .' s that a:serieSi o

unassailable studies of

F.this ability in humans laid the controversy squarely
to. fest.

■

^ F

vision to Echo Perception

In the early 1940's Dallenbach and his associates
at Gornell University investigated the specific

sensory processes involved in the honyxsual; detection

of obstacles (Gptzih,; 1942)h
the form of thred- setSv o

This inyestigatioh took

studies in which auditory,

tactile, and.,tympanic stimuli were each systematically
controlled.

In the first two sets of experiments (Supa,
Cotzin, & Dallenbach, 1944; Worchel & Dallenbach,

1947), 2 blind, 10 deaf-blind, and 2 sighted

participants, all blindfolded, walked under varying
conditions toward an obstacle.

This obstacle usually

consisted of a. maisonite soreen 025 incheS thick by

48 inches wide by 58 inches tall which was raised so
that' its upper edge was 82 inches above:the floor.

Both the position of the screen and the starting point
of each participant were varied randomly throughout an
18 by 61 foot chamber.

All participants v/ere asked to

indicate when they first perceived the obstac1e. ,{first
perception), and to stop as close as possible to the

obstacle without touching it (final appraisal).
Ratios of these figures were then calculated for each

participant in each trial so that performance in each
condition could be measured.

Reliability of

participant judgements was rigorously controlled by-

setting up the obstacle while participants were
outside the chamber, and randomly introducing check
trials in which no obstacle was present.

Several sets

of,25 trials constituted each condition in both

:studi,es-. .

In all experiments in which participants' hearing
was left in tact, performance was consistently good
for the blind and fair for the sighted. ■ When

participants walked with shoes on over a hardwood
floor, the 2 blind participants were readily able to

perceive the obstacle at distances as far as 24 feet.
After about 9 practice trials, the sighted became able
to perceive the obstacle up to about 6 feet. , The

blind and sighted were also able co edge to within
half a foot of the obstacle on most occasions without

touching it.

When this exercise was repeated with

footsteps muffled by stockinged feet on thick carpet,

all performance indices dropped somewhat for all
.participants, butperformance still remained
relatively consistent.

Performance:was only slightly

effected when participants' faces were loosely veiled

9

and hands Govered by thick. cloth tHat abb : curb^^
could, not penetrdbe. V [rn.;i953 ; Kohjer.ahd :hi.s^^ .

V,

associates obtained similar results by anesthetizing
the Skin.of.first one, then both sides of

.participants V faces Irepobted in Kohler, 1964):] , In ; ■

an,experiment that removed all stimuli other; than

hearing, participants were still'able to estimabe
obstacle dis:t,ance\:with fair'adcuracy. , In : this
experiment the blind and sighted participants listened
through headphones in a separate room to the

experiraenter'.S footsteps transmitted via microphone

held' by the experimenter as be walked with shoes on
over the. bare floor toward a stone -wall

bnder thdse

conditions first perceptions and final appraisals of
the experimenter's,approach,to .the wall,.were /not,

greatly impaired>1 and' the patterns of' occasions^in : ,

.which.the participants allowed the experimenter.to
collide with the wall resembled participant collisions

in other experiments where hearing was left in tact.
In those experiments in which the hearing of the
participants was heavily occluded, however, the
participants evidenced no ability to detect the

, ^'b-

10

i.'.

^ ,'"''

'. l",-;', - ■ ' - ,b: ■

dbstaGle.

They collided .with the screeri on every, .one' - .

of 100 trials. / [Similar- results; wehe; obtained

.i

later'.investigation by Ammons., Worchel, and
.Dallenbdch/.: (19.5^3

with 20 deafened participants

out-of•^do.brs/];: .Moreover, . when... the .deaf-blind

partic.ipa.nts.; all of whom had inner ear disruption
leaving., the tympanic merabrahes. in taet, ran through a
similar series of experiments, not one could perceive

the dbstacie..in a^

brie, of liuridred's of trials.

[This

finding was - alsb ■ .replicated later .by . Worchel and .. Berry.
. (195.2) with 1.0 deaf-blindfolded participarits who .(

failed to perceive .bbstacles put of doors, giyen .210 .v
■ .trials'.l..;

Thus > the in'vestigators established(a clear

relatibnship^, b

the preserice /.of.' pprceptibie sound

and the.ability.to:detect obstacles, and no such
relationship involving tactile sensation.

It was

concluded'that auditory perception is "necessary and
sufficient" for the detection of obstacles, and that V;

e.Gund waves (such as those emanating from footstepri). .

reflected by the obstacle comprise the.
stimuli ..(H

the specific /Cpmpbrierits of

11

reflected sound that make obstacle detection possible
without vision still needed clarification.

; In an additional, series of,expe.iiments , (Gotz

and pallehbach, ,1950),,: 2 .sighted and.p blind

,

participants listened through headphones to a

microphone-speaker assembly in a separate chamber.
Participants could move this assembly by remote

control toward a large maisonite screen similar to
that in the previous studies,:while signals of various
types were emitted from the speaker.

The participants

were able to vary the 'rate of motion of the assembly,,
and give first perceptions and final appraisals as in
the previous studies.

Nine types of signals were

emitted from the speaker - thermal noise (white noise)

and eight pure tone frequencies, ^ , The.therma1 noise ,
covered the audible spectrum from 100 Hz to 10 kHz,

while the eight pure tones ranged.by octave intervals
from 125 Hz to 10 kHz.

With white noise participants':

performances were comparable to performances shown in
the earlier studies in which participants themselves j
walked toward the obstacle.

When the pure tones were

used, however, participants listening through

12

.headphones were unable to detect the obstacle with any
but the 10 kHz tone.

Even so, performance using this

tone fe11 grpat:ly short, o£■ performance with white
noise.

Though participants sensed the proximity of

the screen reliably with the 10 kHz tone, they were

unable to estimate distance reliably.

Participants

reported that, as the assembly approached the
obstacle, they could judge its proximity by a change :
in . the hature. o
a rise in pitch.

signal which seemed to constitute
This change was most perceptible

when using the white noise, less so with the 10 kHz
tone,land not at all with the other tones. ,

These.

reports were similar to those given by participants in
an.earlier experiment (Gotzin, Worchel, and
DaTlenbach, 1944) in which the sounds of the

experimenter's footsteps were .transmitted to thev
participants by microphone- ahd hea^jphones .

In light

of these reports, the experimenters concluded that the

■perception of obstacles without vision depends on a
rise in the pitch of sounds as they are reflected or

echoed from approaching surfaces, and that this rise
in pitch is only perceptible with frequencies around

13

10 kHz and above.

Since these three reports, terms

that refer to the perception of echoes - "echo
detection," "echolocation," "echo ranging" - have come
into common- use in reference to the nonvisual ,

perception of obstacles by humans.

Lessons from Hind-Sight

Perhaps it should not be too difficult in some

respects to understand why this controversy over the

perception of objects by nonvisual means should have,
raged for so long. .In truth, as indicated earlier,
the blind themselves are notoriously mystified as to
the nature of these perceptions (Supa, Cotzin, &
Dallenbach, 1944; Juurmaa, 1969).

Even some with

extraordinary skill are unable to report how they

accomplish this.feat (Felts, 1909; Shephard & Howell,
1980).

Indeed, many skilled at the perception of

objects report this perception as a distinct sensation
or pressure on the face (Juurmaa & Jarvilehto, 1969;
Juurmaa, 1970a; Ono, Fay, Tarbell; 1986; Schenkman,

14

,

1985b).

Two explanations of this sensation have

evolved.

The first implicates.an increase of muscle
potential tension in, the fhce due to unconsciously

learned anxious responses to the proximity of objects
(Dolanski, 1931; Taylor, 1962).

Echo■perception is

typically an unconscious process (Juurmaa &
Jarvilehto, 1969; Juurmaa, 1970a) learned primarily by
random trial and error

Mauney, 1950) .

(Juurmaa, 1969; Worchel- Sc .

When objects are struck it is

typically the head and face that receive the most
memorable impact . . An unconscious connection is
thereby drawn between actual object perception through
unconsciously processed echo information, and an
involuntary response of muscle ..tension in the face.
This perspective need not invalidate the subjective
tactile experience often associated with obstacle

perception.

In fact, Juurmaa and Jarvilehto (1969;

Juurmaa, 1970a) use this experience to justify a
distinction between phenomenal experience and
functional stimulation.

This distinction is best

exemplified in studies which report tactual sensations

15

in participa

to the presentation of phantom

bbstaples(Greated b;^ sound synthesis techniques
(Kohler, 1967).

A more recent empirical explanation involving a

'Series' of. • Studies (OnQ, Fay, ..Tarb.ell, 1986) .'.indr^^^^
that the experience of tactile, facial sensations is
connected with vision.

Although these authors did not

compare people, blinded early, in .life to those blinded
later On,: they found that much higher percentages Ofi
sighted than, blind people, reported the experience of.

bactiis sensations in the face when objects were
near.

In addition, the sighted participants reported

experiencing: a.dim light upon closed eye lids-as
facial pressure.

These authors suggest that those

blind later in life may associate the presence of

objects - once a consciously visual experience - with
genuine sensations upon the face.

Thus, the term

"faciab vision" may have, at. least in .small part,,

arisen from, actual phenomena.'

It is of interest to

.note in relation to these considerations that a

lengthy aeries of obstacle perception training studies

reported by Ammons, Worchel, and Dallenbach (1953) ,

16

with 20 sighted-blindfolded participants failed to
yield a single report of "facial vision" - i.e.,

experience of tactile sensation or pressure.

All of

the participants became aware of the auditory nature.
of the perception, though many also reported imaginal

visual expeariences such as "black curtains" and;"dark

shadds". that seemed to coincide with close proximity
to the obstacle.

At any rate,.vwhatever;. the .reasons for the

protracted'confus

.of : the,yp^st, ; Griffin . (1958/1.974/

1986) points out a lesson to be learned:

retrospect it seems clear tha.t: most. of^yyt^^^

"In

better

controlled experiments, as well as many of the most
carefully collected introspective reports
indicated a preponderant importance of hearing." (p.

303)

He notes further that the most rigorous studies

in the 1700's of an apparently similar ability in bats
to detect and locate objects without the use of vision

also found hearing to be of primary importance.

Yet,

these most salient examinations of this phenomenon in
bats as well as in humans went unrecognized and
unappreciated for almost 200 years, and the link

17

between the ,related,phenomena, in bats and men did not
become thoroughly clarified until about the 1960's
with the a:stute observations of Griffin (1958) and the

insightful■work of Kellogg (1962/1964) .
Investigations into echo perception in animals as well
as humans have since united to develop a greater

understanding of this ability, and how it can be

applied to,effective mobility without vision.

WHAT IS ECHO PERCEPTION?

As indicated earlier, "echo perception" is an

aspect of auditory perception which may be broadly

defined as the ability to perceive echoes.

On the

surface, such an ability seems unremarkable and of

little value - largely.because echoes are not believed
to convey much information.

They are often thought to

be a specialized phenomenon unique to specific
circumstances such as firing a gun in the mountains,

or calling out in caves and tunnels.

But this is like

saying that light reflects only from mirrors and
highly polished surfaces.
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In actuality, the visual system is enabled to
perceive its surrounds by its ability to process the

Gdmplex,patterns of photons of visible light as they
refdect from: surfaces in those surroundings.

If all

we.could see were; sources of light and not reflected

iight, bur eyes would give us very little awareness of
the nature ,bf our surroundings.

By perceiving and

i.interpretirig patterns of reflected light, extremely
rich and detailed information can be gathered about

,the layout -and characteristics of surrounding space
and objects therein.
Vision and audition are close cousins in that

both can process reflected waves of energy.

Vision

processes photons (waves of light) as they travel from
their source, bounce off surfaces throughout the

environment, and enter the eyes.

.Similarly, the

auditory system can process phonbnS;. . (waves of sound)

as they travel: from their source, :bounce off surfaces,
and return to the ears.

Both systems can extract a

great deal of information about the; environment by
interpreting the complex patterns of reflected energy

that they receive. x As Gibson put it "There is a flow
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of energy, the ambient array of radiant energy
reflected from every face and facet of every surface
and object in the environment" (Scwartz, 1984, p.27).

Though Gibson was referring to light energy, in the
case of sound, these waves of reflected energy are
called echoes.

Echoes occur to varying degrees and forms under

virtually all circumstances in all environments that

support life as we know it.

This information can be

perceived and processed by the auditory system to

enable a great many determinations about surrounding
space and one's physical relationship to it.
The functional effectiveness of echo perception
in animals who possess little or no vision is

legendary and little questioned.

Lee, van der Weel,

Hitchcock, Matejowsky, and Pettigrew (1992) point out

that certain species of bats can use echoes elicited
by their own ultrasonic chirps to "move as gracefully
as birds, through the cluttered environment" (p. 563),
and to negotiate .obstacles as thin as ,0.65 mm.

These

authors further indicate that some echolocating bats

can develop a precise spatial memory of previously
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explored environments to an accuracy within 2
centimeters.

Griffin (1958/1974/1986) points out that

the capture of insects as minute as 0.2 mm without the
use of vision poses little difficulty for many species
of bats.

Numerous investigations such as these

concerning nonvisual navigation and foraging by bats,
nocturnal birds, and marine animals (Ayrapetyants &

Konstantinov, 1974; Griffin, 1958/1974/1986) clearly
demonstrate that echoes can.provide detailed and
consistent information about the surrounding
■environment that is pragmatically useful to auditory
observers in.the animal kingdom.

Studies along similar lines of blind humans do
not demonstrate the ability to negotiate micro-thin

wires or swoop down with expert precision on the
tiniest of insects, but the results are nevertheless
striking in the context of practical functioning

demanded by human civilization.

It has been shown,

for example, that the blind can sense the presence of

small; objects from 2 to 3 meters away (Jones & Myers,
1954; Myers & Jones, 1958; Rice, Feinstein, &
Schusterman, 1965) , judge the distance of a single
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object to within scarce inches at close range (Juurmaa
& Jarvilehto, 1969, Juurmaa, 1970b; Kellogg, 1962/
1964), ascertain the lateral location of a single

object to within a few degrees (Rice, 1969; 1970),
judge size variations to mere fractions of an inch at
close distances (Juurmaa & Jarvilehto,, 1969; Juurmaa,

1970b; Kellogg, 1962/1964; Rice & Feinstein, 1965),
and determine distinct shapes of objects (Hausfeld,
Power, Gorta, & Harris, 1982; Rice, 1967a, 1967b,
1967c) and textures of surfaces (Hausfeld, Power,

Gorta., & Harris, .1982; Juurmaa & Jarvilehto, 1969;

Juurmaa, 1:970b; Kellogg, 1962/1964).

Mills (1961,

1963) demonstrated one participants' ability to detect
a one meter by half a meter cardboard target as far

away as 100 feet,, and Rice (196?, 1970) found one
blind man who could reliably detect the presence of a

1 inch disk 3 feet away.

In order to understand fully

the experimental findings and appreciate the

implications of echo perception research, it is ,
essential to have at least a basic .grasp of how echo

perception works.
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HOW ECHO PERCEPTION WORKS

Approaches through physics and mathematics to the

study of sound and. erivironment, together with .many
behavioral studies of the use of echoes by animals and

humans under varying conditions have led to an

incomplete but nevertheless practical understanding of
the processes behind echo perception and its utility.
Eloquently simple and concise examinations of human
echo perception are given by Rice (1967c) and Welch
(1964).

For more extended and detailed.examinations

of the processes involved, see Griffin (1958/1974/
1986), and Rice (1967a).

For more technical analyses-

see Schenkman (1985b) and Wilson (1967).

Three components must be present for the.

perception of echoes to take place - sound, a surface
or surfaces to reflect sound, and.an observer with

auditory receptors to receive and cognitive processes

to perceive and process the reflected sound (Rice,
1967a, 1967c).

The quality at which these echoes are

perceived depends upon characteristics of each of
these three components, and the spatial relationship
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among the components (Wilson, 1967).

The complex

process of echo perception arises from the interaction
of all these factors.

Each of these factors is

briefly considered, and their interactions are
discussed.

Sound and Echo

'

All environmental spaces that support human life

are pervaded by a diverse array of sound.

This

diversity of sound can be simplified.as varying

according to five basic parameters - directionality,

pitch, timbre, intensity, and envelope.
Directionality refers to the degree of focus of a
sound as it.emanates from a source.

The focus may

vary from-unidirectional like the narrow field of a
trumpet, to omnidirectional like the surrounding field
of a drum or cymbal.

The bell of the trumpet and

other horns helps to focus its blast so that most of

the acoustic energy travels in a beam-like effect.
The term unidirectional refers to travel primarily in
one direction.

The drum has no such mechanism to
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"beam" the sound, so its acoustic energy radiates

about, evenly :in ail directions ot omnidirectiorially.
.•

Pitch" simply refers to the frequency of. the sound-

as . on a, musical : scaie, ; but; the "notes". are called ,

"frequencies" and are measured in,,Hz or kHz
lowest frequency ;that the human

, The .

can typically

register is. about ,2:0.. Hz,; where the highest, is usually
around 20000 Hz or 20 kHz.

In musical terms, this

range is equivalent to about ten octaves.

T

to the .spectral composition of: the

sound, or, in essence, chords or clusters of

frequencies

■ These clusters of" fre.quencies may ■

... ;

comprise timbres ranging in .coitplexity. - Simple .
timbres involve ..reiatively few freguencies such a:s in ,
.the human, whistle Or a tuning fork,.. while complex 

timbres inyolve .many -frequencies- "as in th

or an automobile engine.

human ; yoice

In .addition they m.ay. be •

narrow band ;where all the frequencies occur within : 
just a few octaves like an "s" sound, to broad band
where the frequencies span many octaves like ^a:.jet;
airplane or radio static.
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Intensity merely refers to how loud; the sound is, ^

and it is usually measured in decibels? or.dB. ;.
' The term envelope is a . lit
refers to^ three temporal fdcbprs

more complex.. ? It
irise' time; or?:at^

(the length of time for the sound to increase from

zero to peak intensity) .. sustaih. time./:(the length oE .v
.time that the.sound remains at.its average intensity),

and decay (the length of time for the sound to
decrease from average to zero intensity).

A hand

clap, for example, has a rapid rise and sustain time,
and decays quickly.

A gong rises much more slowly,

sustains briefly, and takes a very long time to

decay.

For purposes of studying echo perception,

these three values are often combined for a total

temporal measure called duration.
Each of these five basic parameters is determined

by the physical properties of the cause .or source of , .'
the sound.

When a sound is produced, it travels in the form
of waves of energy that radiate linearly from the
origin of the sound.

Hence, these waves assume

parameters of shape and dimension that embody the
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basic . parame

: sound just described. i Fbr^. ; ;

example, high pitched sounds are carried by short wave
forms, and complex sounds may be carried by broad wave
patterns with short and long dimensions.

Sound waves

are most cohesive and carry the most energy at or near

their origin.

As they travel away from their source,

however, their energy wanes until they either loose
all cohesion and diffuse completely, or, more likely,
until they encounter surfaces in their path.

The

interaction between the original sound waves
(sometimes called incident waves) and interposing
surfaces results in the reflection of that energy.

The parameters of the reflected energy are altered
from the original according to "the reflective
characteristics of the environment in which the sound

waves travel.

Reflected energy may occur in the form of
discrete echoes of specific source sounds such as when
a call is heard to reflect off the mountains or a

distant building, or in the form of sustained echoes
called reverberations such as the result of yelling in

a gymnasium or stair well (W. Del 1'Aune, personal
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communication, May 6, 1993).

Reverberations are

formed from many echoes resulting from one or more

sounds cascading about and around many surfaces or
surface features.

Reverberations, from the ongoing

array of. ambient: source .noise- set . up- standing 
refleetions, called reverberant fields, that are more
or less continuous.

This effect is well known even to

those who do not d.epend upon echoes by the "ocean in ,

the seashell" phenomenon.

When one places a seashell

near one's ear, it is said that one can "hear the

ocean", as though a piece ocean actually remains
within the shell.

In fact, this effect is produced by

sounds in the environment which reverberate within the

shell's chamber - causing a continuous "whoosh" of

sound.

A similar phenomenon is found in all

containers with solid surfaces such as a glass jar, ; a
stairwell, and to a lesser extent, hallways and
interior rooms.

The ambient source noise that elicits

reverberant fields may be of very great or low
intensity, and can be found just about anywhere there
is a medium through which sound waves can travel

(Wilson, 1967).

Except when specifically referring to
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discrete echoes, the term, echo can be used to include

all forms of reflected sound including reverberant
fields (Schenkman, 1985b).

The total array of

original energy patterns and patterns of echoes
comprise the "acoustic field"

The Echo Observer in the Acoustic Field ,

A well-tuned, auditory observer stands within a
sea of information communicated by sound and echo.

Acoustic fields pervade both urban settings where
sounds of traffic, air conditioners, and milling
crowds abound, and rural settings where the lighter
sounds of birds, trees rustling, and footsteps upon

the gravel path predominate.

They pervade even spaces

generally thought to be silent - arising from
combinations of the subtlest sounds such as the gentle

hum of electrical wiring, the all but diffused sounds

from distant spaces, the brush of a person's clothing,,
the ebb and flow of breath, the merest trickle of

saliva, even the soundless sounds of heart beating and

blood pulsing.

Myers and Jones (1958) found that 18
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blind children could reliably detect a four by one
foot wooden panel at a distance of four-and-a-half
feet in a sound proof, anechoic chamber under
environmental conditions believed completely silent.
Five out of eight blind children from a separate group
under identical environmental conditions were able to

detect six foot cardboard strips as narrow as four
inches at distances up to 8,feet. .

According to Wilson (1967), the occasions are
most rare that ambient noise levels approach absolute
silence.

The ocean depths of the seashell may be

heard in even the most silent places.

Such

perceptions as those of Myers and Jones' participants
(1958) are possible by the interpretation of the,

arrays of even the subtlest ambient noise which form
delicate collages of discrete echoes and
reverberations which fill spaces and connect all

surfaces therein by a webwork of reflected energy.

I'Auhe and his colleagues demonstrated this by
analyzing stereo spectrograms of straight vs.

t-intersecting segments of a corridor which was
unoccupied and devoid-of obvious sound (De I'Aune,
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De

Gillespie, Carney, & Needham, 1974; also reported in
De I'Aune, Scheel, Needham, &- Kevorkian, 1974).

These

recordings were taken through a set, of artificial
ears.

It was found that frequencies under 200 Hz were

more intense in the t-intersection, and frequencies of
800, 1000-1300, and 1800 Hz were more intense in the

straight segment - with differences being most

pronounced in the ear facing the side of the corridor
with the t-intersection.

By these subtle changes, De

I'Aune, Scheel, Needham, and Kevorkian, (1974) found

that many blinded veterans could reliably distinguish
between the straight segment and the t-intersection of
this corridor.

The.Nature of Echo: Information and Perception

The characteristics of,echoes are defined largely

by the same parameters■that define source sound, and,

like source sound, each echo parameter is determined

by the physical properties of the cause - i.e. , the
reflecting surface,.

It is, therefore, possible to

determine the nature of reflecting surfaces and
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objects by interpreting the parameters of the echoes
they reflect.

The variations in echo parameters can

be interpreted meaningfully, because they correspond
directly to environmental, configurations.

Object Detection

Object detection - the ability to distinguish
between the presence or absence of an object - is the
most basic element of echo perception.

It may also be

the most important, since no other .information such as
distance, location, orientation, size, and composition

of objects and surrounding surfaces can be gleaned
unless the mere presence of the object is detected.
The ability to detect object presence or absence

simply relies on the observer.'s ability to perceive
and recognize the presence of the echo cast by the

object.

If an echo is present, then a reflecting,

surface must also be present.

If there is no echo,

then there is either no object present, or an object ,

is present whose surfaces are Only capable of casting
echoes that are too weak to be heard.
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As such, this

simple ability to detect objects through echoes might
be said to depend most - if not entirely - on.the
parameter of intensity, since the presence of an echo .

is defined by some measure of intensity.

Empirical investigations into simple, nonvisual
object detection have been largely concerned with the
effect of echo intensity on detection performance.
The intensity of an echo depends upon the amount of

sound energy reflected back to the ears of the
observer.

The factors involved in varying echo

intensity primarily concern target parameters, the

type of sound sources used to elicit echoes, and the
spatial relationship between target, sound source, and
observer's ears.

The more reflective is a surface, the more energy

is reflected, and, the more intense the echo.

Target

geometry and composition are probably the key factorsthat contribute to its quality of reflectivity, and,
therefore, to the strength of the returning echo.
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,

; Tar-geh .gedmetryv ;; Targets of different dimensions

and curvatures effect echo strength or intensity by

reflecting varying proportions of acoustic energy back
: to Vthe obsefvef

.

varied;,; ,

the ratio of ^ ta:rget;length; to width

ahd curvature;'at 

a constant distance of 4 feet from four blind^v,^^^^

participantsi . Hal

trials irivolved no target.

The participahts, reported whether Or;hot thdy detected
the target when prompted; ;;a11 targets.were /sixteen; ;/;
Square, inches;,;. but the dimensions , va.ri,ed,from 4 , by;4;,, .

8 by 2,,; and; 16: inches by l;,inch.i ,Object detection ;
became poorer,at ,this /distance as the fatio:,of length ;, .
to'width increased

,;The thirmer; the target ,.;;the more , •

difficult it: was: to detect

even; though the surfa,ce

area of the tarqet.remained, the sa.me
Thinner:t'argetS-^tend ;t<i;scatter-^or;:diffract more i

energy than they reflect.

Thus, a smaller proportion

of the echo returns to the observer.; in, an attempt to:

reduce the amount;.of:, lost energy .and thereby increase.;

' that returned to the ;obSeryer, 'the'longer.targets were

curved :to /ah „arc.:.'matching ,a; radiue. Of four feet - the;
observer's head being the center.
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This created a kind

of partial -dish to ^:fecus rather than scatter the

energy.

All participants were able to detect even the

thinnest targets when more of the energy was reflected
their curvature. ■ - -i :

i'

Targets of.lesser density ,

;are not good reflectors..

Soft surfaces, for example,

tend to absorb much of the energy, and sparse surfaces

such as chain link fences pass rather than reflect
most of the energy in the same way that narrow

surfaces do (Twersky, circa 1950).

Juurmaa and

Jarvilehto (1969; Juurmaa, 1970b), for instance,

spectrum analyzed the audible output of an ultrasonic
echo receiver.

[Such devices emit ultrasonic waves,

receive the returning echoes, and electronically
translate that ultrasonic echo into audible tones and

timbres that correspond to the parameters of the
echoes received.]

The translated output of echoes

from metal, pasteboard, and cloth were analyzed.

The

signal quality was distinct between all three
materials - particularly between the harder surfaces
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and cloth.

One of the key distinctions involved

intensity, where echoes from cloth were the least :
y■ ■

'intense

; Similarly, targets of extreme :smoothness such as;
glass or acrylic tend to refleqt less energy back to
the observer than do courser surfaces such as wood or

pasteboard (Twersky;,:i;l95:0;,igsia);^ ^.Tw^
that glass surfaces such as store windows proved '
somewhat more difficult for sighted-blindfolded

participants to localize (Twersky, 1951a). ;: Sound
waves tend to slide off highly polished surfaces 

causing a larger quantity of energy to be scattered.:r

Eighteen sighted-blindfolded and one blind participant
studied by Hausfeld, Power, Gorta, and Harris (1982) /
■for example, found it difficult to distinguish 20
centimeter diameter disks of Plexiglas and low pile

carpet from each other, ,and from wood or cotton

fabric, but wood and fabric were readily distinguished
from each other.

Dolanski (1930; 1931) similarly

found that the distance and size at which disks of

iron, glass, and cloth were detectable did not vary

according to material among 42 blind participants.
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Apparently smooth glass, plastic, and even iron may
scatter about as much energy as cloth absorbs.

It

should also be considered that the targets used in

these investigations were quite.small, and may have
been more difficult to discern than larger targets.

Juurmaa. and Jarvilehto (1969; Juurmaa, 1970b) found

that 7 blind participants were generally able to make
clearer distinctions between metal, pasteboard, and
Cloth when the sizes exceeded 40 centimeters.

Kohler (1964) found very clear relationships

between absorption properties of object surfaces and
their detectability when ultrasmooth surfaces were not
used.

Distances at which cardboard, rubber, felt, or

wading were first detectable diminished as absorption
increased. ' - ■

A more detailed discussion of the effect of. ,

source sound variables on echo perception is reserved
for a later section.

Suffice it to say for now that,

in order for an echo to occur, there must be a sound
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source to generate it.

As seen earlier, very little

energy: is needed to.generate some form of echo.
However, it is not unreasonable to suppose that

greater amounts of source sound would serve to

generate echoes of greater amount or intensity.

If

echoes of greater intensity are more easily heard,

then they should facilitate object detection.

Supa, Cotzin, and Dallenbach (1944) conducted a
series of studies in which a 48 by 58 inch maisonite
screen raised 2 feet off the floor was placed before 2

sighted-blindfolded and 2 blind participants.

The

screen was placed at distances varying randomly

between 6 and 3y feet.

In an unspecified number of

.

trials for each series, the screen, without

participant knowledge, was not placed in the path of
travel.

Participants walked down the path, and

indicated when they first perceived the screen.

Echo

intensity was controlled here by varying the level of
the sound of participants' footsteps as they walked.
Two series of 50 trials each were run.

In .the first,

participants walked over the hardwood floor with shoes
on.

In the second, they walked in stockinged feet
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over a strip of very thick carpet.

In neither

condition was, the obstacle falsely detected when it

was absent from the path.

When it was present under

the condition of greater sound intensity, one of the

blind participants was able to detect it reliably at a
little more than 17 feet; the other could sense it

about 4 feet away.

The two sighted participants, both

of whom had received previous training for this

experiment, were able to perceive the. screen at a
little over three feet.

When walking under the less

echo intensive condition, the distance at which the
screen was first detected diminished by about 53 to 68

percent among all of the participants, and all
detections were less certain.

This finding was

.

replicated almost without exception in three
additional experiments conducted under similar
conditions. .

Myers and Jones (1958) presented a wooden panel
one foot wide by four , feet tall to. 18, seated, blind

participants at a distance of about four feet.

Echo

intensity was controlled by removing all possible
noise from the test environment, and varying the
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amount of noise that participants could make.

Experiments were conducted in a sound proof, anechoic
chamber under two conditions - each involving a group

of nine participants.. In one, participants had to
indicate whether the panel was present or absent

without making a single sound or movement including
breathing.

In the other, participants could make

whatever noises they wished before deciding.

Though

the results are not clear, they favor detection under
the condition involving sound generation.

.qpatial Rpl^tionehip Between Target and Observer

ni .cii-;qnrp' ■

As a general rule, echo intensity

decreases as the distance that the echo travels

increases.

Kohler (1964), for example, found, through

spectrum analysis, that the intensity of white noise
and pure tones of upper frequencies decreased as a
cardboard disk of 50 centimeters diameter was moved

away from the sound source.

An investigation by

Jerome.and Prochanski (1947; 1950) varied the distance
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in one foot increments from three to nine feet between

four blind participants and a maisonite panel three
feet wide and six feet tall.
half of the 60 trials.

No panel was present in

Results clearly show that the

panel became more difficult for all participants to
detect reliably as its echo strength was diminished by
the increase in distance.

Detection errors involved

both falsely detecting the panel when it was not

present, and failing to detect the panel when it was.
Correct detections fell from between 73 and 100

percent at 3 feet, to between 34 and 80 percent at
nine feet.

Thus, the increase in distance from three

to nine feet decreased echo intensity sufficiently to

impair object detection for even the most proficient
of the participants.

Several studies examine the

effect of varying both target geometry, namely size,
and distance on object detection.

A thin target

reflects less energy by scattering a large part of the
energy away from the observer.
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A small target

delivers a similar effect by presenting a smaller
surface area to, the :On-coming.sound wave.

Most of the

wave, therefore, tends to pass around the target

rather than being caught and returned by it.
Polanski (1930; 1931) measured the effect of size

on the maximum distance at which an object was

detectable.

Disks decreasing in diameter from 500 to

20 millimeters were moved .toward 42 blind participants

until the participants reported detection.

Experiments were conducted in which the disks were
moved frontally (directly toward the face), and

laterally (directly toward each ear).

The results of

both conditions show a clear relationship between
diameter of target and distance of detection - with

larger disks being necessary for detection at further
distances.

The smallest disk that could be detected

at close range was about 100 millimeters frontally,
and about 40 millimeters at either side.

[The

relationship between horizontal target position and
detectability is discussed later.]

Although Dolanski,

failed, to include blank trials regularly, the
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relationship between size and distance of targets in
echo perception has been widely reported.
Rice., Feinstein, and Schusterman (1965) used
stimuli similar to that of Dolanski.

Aluminum disks

of varying sizes were presented at distances of 2 to 9
feet from 5 blind participants..

The target was

omitted in half of. the trials at each distance, and

participants were asked to indicate whether the target

was present or not.

A linear relationship similar to

that in Dolanski's investigation was found between
size and distance.

As the distance increased, disks

of greater size were required for detection, to remain
reliable.

.Jones and Myers (1954) found comparable results

using vary different stimuli.

They tested the ability

of:Over 30 blind participants to detect six foot
cardboard strips ranging in width from 2 feet to 1

inch, and varying in distance from. 3 to 6 feet. . Blank
trials were included in 25% of, 40 trials for each

participant.

Though detection of the larger strips

was only slightly impaired by increasing distance, the
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smaller'.strigjs -were generallY, much more^^^^ d

to

detect as distance increased.

, Finally,, in a progrdm desi^

.to, train three

participants with progressive vision loss, Juurmaa,

Suonio,; and,- Moilanen .(1^8; Jwrmaa,- 1968b) fOufad th^t
it took longer for participants to learn to perceive a
pasteboard panel 20 centimeters wide than one 40 ,
centimeters wide, though a difference in height from 1
to 2 meters seemed not to effect detection performance

Four studies have

examined the effects of horizontal target position on

echo detection ability.

By horizontal position, it is

meant that the targets in all studies were presented
at the level of the ears.

In a study by Kohler (1964)

in which a 50 cm cardboard disk was presented in many
locations around the heads of 20 participants,
detection was most accurate when the disk was

presented . directly - in front of the participants.
Detection performance worsened gradually with movement
to side positions, and diminished further with
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.

movement: behind the head.

Rice (1969, 1970) also

fpund with 8 blind participants and 3

sighted-blindfolded participants that detection
reliability rolled off as the target was moved from
the frontal position to side positions. .In Schenkman

(1983), the detection performance of 4 blind

participants presented.from, the side with cardboard
rectangles ranging from 1.03 x 0.73 to 0.365,x 0.515 m

were compared to that of six. blind participants

presented with a 0.38 m aluminum disk, from the front.
None of the participants in the side presentation
condition were able to detect any of the targets

reliably, but detections.were common with those
participants presented with targets from,the-front 
even as far away as four M.

A study by Dolanski (1930; 1931) cohtradibts the ,
findings of Kohler (1964) .ah.d, Schenkman (1983)

concerning detection bf laterally placed targets.

In

Dolanski's study, 42 blind participants were presented
with disks made of different materials and varying in
size from 20 to 500 mm diameter.
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These participants

were able to detect: all of the targets at about 50
percent greater distances from the side than in front.

There are not enough data available to enable a
Clear understanding of the contradictory nature of

these findings.

Differeht sound sources used at

different positions may have effected results.

For

example, the participants in the Schenkman (1983)

study used cane taps as echo signals, while the echo
signals used by Dolanski's participants (1930, 1931)
were not specified.

It may be that cane taps are not

optimal for.the detection of elevated targets.

A

sound emitting device was used in the Kohler (1964)
study.

Its nature is also unclear, however, though

other facets of the study utilized the device at:chest

level.

It may be that lateral position of objects

facilitates echo perception over frontal position
under certain conditions, but those conditions are not
known.

Studies are

contradictory concerning the accuracy of echo
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perception as a function of vertical position.

The

Kohler (1964) study presented in the previous section

also charted detection accuracy for positions below

and above the head, and found that detection accuracy
fell off as the cardboard disk moved below or above

the level of the ears.

However, Schenkman (1983)

found in 8 blind participants that detection was more
accurate for objects placed at waist than at head
level.

Interestingly, the difference between object

heights was greater for objects placed 4 m away than
those placed 2 m distance.

Again, signal characteristics may be responsible

for the apparent contradiction in these findings.

It

may be that, cane taps, as were used in Schenkman
(1983), optimize detection of objects at waist level..

This possibility is examined in a later section.

Target nhliquity.

In previous sections it was

made clear that target dimension greatly affects echo

perception ability.

Smaller or narrower surfaces

scatter acoustical energy so that much of the
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returning energy is lost.

A study by Clarke, Pick,

and Wilson (19.75) investigated the degree to which

target obliquity also affected echo perception.

In 12

blinded and- four blindfolded-sighted participants, the

ability to detect flat surfaces of different: sizes and
distances tapered off sharply as, the angle of rotation
was increased with respect to the participants.

For

example, at a distance of one meter a board 90 cm wide
became undetectable at an angle of. approximately 20

degrees,.
affect.

Two elements seem to contribute to this
First, as objects become more oblique, their

surfaces divert the acoustic energy away from the

observer.

Also, as targets grow more oblique, they

may also grow thinner as the target is presented more

edge-on.

This results in a scattering of much of the

acoustic energy so that, depending on the thickness of
the target,, little of it may be returned.

Affects of Found Source Position

Two principal studies have examined the affect on
echo perception of the position of the sound source
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with respect to the listener.

Kohler (1964) found

that blind participants were able to detect obstacles
with at least double the accuracy when they carried

the signal -source rather than relying on reflections
cast by the irradiation of the environment with
ambient noise.

Thus, echoes are apparently most

audible when the sound source is close to the body.

Schenkman (1985a; 1985b) examined the affect of

vertical sound source positioning on the echo

perception of five blind participants.

Detection of a

2 X 0.5 m surface at distances of 1, 3,:and 5 M was

tested with the; noise generator located near the head,
waist, and feet.

It was found that detection was

generally most accurate with the sound source. located
at the waist, and least accurate with location at the
head.

Object Perception

The term "object perception" is generally used in
the literature to refer to the assimilation of object
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features through tactual exploration.

Here, the term

refers to assimilation through echo interpretation.

According to SChenkman {1985b), features of both

envelope and pitch parameters are the primarycomponents of the perception of distance for humans
using echoes.

Concerning the envelope parameter, there is an
additional component in echoes_called "time delay".
This refers to the temporal interval between the onset
of the source sound and the beginning, or onset of the

perceived echo.

This delay increases directly with

distance from the origin of the source sound.
Inversely, as the distance decreases, so does the time
delay between the sound and the echo.

As the distance

becomes very small (about 2 to 3 meters) the time

delay decreases to a point at which the human ear can
no longer tell the sound and its echo apart.
At this point, the ear comes to rely on the pitch

parameter for distance judgements.
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As the distance

decreases between, the surface and the observer.and/or

sound source, the pitch of the echo is perceived to
rise with respect to the source pitch.

This change in

pitch is best demonstrated by Bassett and Eastmond

(1964).

By spectrographic analysis they showed that

the spectral characteristics of white noise change

systematically as a■microphone is moved from the sounds
source toward a surface at which that source is

aimed.

This change results from cancelation of

certain frequencies and augmentation of others in
direct relation to the proximity of the surface to

either the speaker (i.e. , the origin of the source
sound) , or the microphone (i.e. , the observer) .,

These,

changes are explained by interference patterns between
the.reflected wave and the incident, wave which is

heard as a rise.in pitch as the surface is

approached.

While participants throughout the

literature have: reported this rise in pitch to be a

primary cue in distance perception -.particularly in ^
tasks that involve movement - Clarke, Pick, and Wilsop.

(1975) present evidence which indicates that intensity
may play a role in static distance perception.
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By listening for time delays and,changes in
pitch, impressive feats of surface detection and
distance perception may be accomplished.

One of the 2

blind participants in Supa, Cotzin, and Dallenbach
(1944) was able to detect the presence of a maisonite

screen more than,20 feet away much of the time, and

the other generally became aware of the screen between
five and six feet.

All four participants were usually

able to move to within half a foot without touching

the screen.

Figures such is thesevhave been widely

replicated under similar procedures involving 27 blind
adolescents (Worchel, Mauney, & Andrew, 1950), 20

sighted-blindfoided college students (Ammons, Worchel,
& Dallenbach, 1953), three blindfolded adults with

progressive vision loss (Juurmaa, Suonio, & Moilanen,
1968; Juurmaa, 1968b), and ten blind children between

five and 12 years (Ashemed, Talor, & Hill, 1989).
In a study of motion detection, Juurmaa and
Jarvilehto (1969; Juurmaa, 1970b) moved 50 centimeter

square panels of pasteboard toward or away from 7
blind participants from distances of 70, 120, and 200
centimeters. . Levels.of performance: decreased linearly
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with distance.

At 70 centimeters, most of the

participants detected the target's movement within 20
to 30 centimeters

somewhat more than a third and

less than half^ the total distance..

At 2 meters, most

participants fell between 70 and 90 centimeter 
again, somewhat more than a third and-less than half
the total distance. , These authors found much better

performance in a distance recognition task in which
these participants had to estimate when a 60
centimeter square metal sheet reached a prescribed
distance of 90 centimeters as it was moved toward each

participant from a distance of 200 centimeters.
Estimates typically fell between one and nine,
centimeters of the prescribed distance.

These.results

are similar to those found by Kellogg (1962/1964).
wherein one, of 2 blind participants could perceive a

change, in distance as little as four-and-a-half inches
with a 1 foot wooden disk at about 2 feet away.
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Studies in size discrimination have all. followed

a similar paradigm - a system of paired stimuli.

The

smallest and largest in a set of stimuli are presented

consecutively where the size difference is greatest
and most likely detectable, then the next smallest to
the next largest, and so on until the size difference
becomes minute.

Using this method, studies have

generally found size discriminations to be possible at
minute thresholds.

For example. Rice and Feinstein

(1965a; Rice, 1965) found a 95 percent success rate in

the ability of four blind participants to distinguish
a 10 Mm difference in the diameter of a 90 Mm disk

presented at 60 cm distance.

Juurmaa and Jarvilehto,

(1969; Juurmaa, 1970b) found that seven blind

participants could reliably distinguish a difference
of five square cm in a target of 60 square cm.

presented as far .away as 2 m.

Kellogg (1962/1964)

using a.sightly different but comparable procedure
involving.paired comparisons, found that one of , 2
blind participants was able to distinguish a 2.5 cm
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difference in a 22.5 cm disk presented at 30 cm
distance.

It seems clear that size discrimination ability

by echo perception involves intensity as a primary
parameter.

Smaller surfaces reflect less sound,

therefore less intensity.

In fact, the foregoing

studies also demonstrated that size discrimination

ability is directly related to the distance of the
object.

The perceptual discrimination ability of the

participants in Rice and Feinstein (1965a; Rice,
1965), fell as distance was increased.

For example,

at 60 mm, participants were able to to discriminate 10
mm changes in a 90 mm disk 95 percent of the time,
whereas at 120 mm, their discrimination ability fell

to 20 mm changes in a 215 mm disk 90 percent of the
time.

Similar trends were found with Juurmaa and

Jarvilehto, (1969; Juurmaa, 1970b), and Kellogg (1962/

1964).

Indeed, a study conducted by- Clark, Pick, and

Wilson (1975) shows the size and distance difference
can be difficult to discern from each other.

study, 12 blind and four sighted-blindfolded
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In this

participants were presented with two pipes, one twice
the radius of the other, at equivalent and different
distances, one twice the other.

While the

participants could distinguish which pipe was which
when presented at the same distance, they could not
tell the difference between the small.pipe presented
at the closer distance and the large presented at the

further distance.

In theory timbre parameters might

also play a.part in size discrimination, since higher
frequencies reflect,from smaller objects more readily
than lower frequencies, but the study just mentioned
calls the pertinence of this parameter into question.
No other empirical evidence is available concerning
this matter.

In theory, directional characteristics of

reflected energy, combined with intensity variations,

should allow the perception of shape through the use
of echoes.

Rice (1967c) found that several blind

participants could distinguish a triangle, a circle.
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and a square from each other with fa:ir reliability.
This ability has been replicated in a later study by
Hausfeld, Power, Gorta, and Harris (1982) which :

involved 18 sighted-blindfolded participants.

The

trick; for. both sets of participants involved the.
generation of an oral signal, and then moving the head
so that the emitted sound could be used to trace the

edges of the shapes presented.

No investigations have

been reported concerning the effect of size and
distance on shape perception. .

. As indicated, earlier, spectrographic analyses of
coded,, ultrasonic reflections indicate that the

ability to perceive object composition through echoes

is determined largely by echo timbre - the emphasis
and de-emphasis in the return of certain frequencies
(Juurmaa & Javilehto.1969; Juurmaa, 1970b).

Different

surface textures and compositions seem to reflect
certain frequencies better than other frequencies 
causing the return of distinct wave patterns that
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denote the composite nature of objects.

In Juurmaa

and Javilehto's study (19.69;. Juurmaa, 1970b), echo
recognition of texture was examined with four blind
participants.

Three 50 centimeter square targets of

cloth, pastebpard, and metal were individually
presented to each participant at a distance of 120
centimeters.

Participants were able to recognize the

materials as much as 61 percent of the time.

Cloth

and metal were most easily distinguished from the
Other materials, while pasteboard proved somewhat more
difficult.

These results are somewhat comparable with those
of other studies of texture recognition.

Using 12

inch disks of different materials presented at 12 inch

distance, Kellogg (1962/1964) found that 2 blind
participants with reputedly good echo perception
skills could readily distinguish between hard and soft

surfaces.

Wood, glass, and mental, though virtually

indistinguishable from each other, were easily
distinguished from denim and velvet.

Denim and velvet

were distinguished from each other 86.5 percent of the
time.
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In a similar investigation by Hausfeld, Eower,
Gorta, and Harris (1982) in which 20 centimeter disks

of Plexiglas, wood, low pile carpet, and cotton were

presented at 25 centimeters distance to 18 ,

sighted-blindfolded participants, the participants
quickly learned to recognize the wood and cotton
reliably.

One blind participant could distinguish

wood from cotton with a superior reliability of 90

percent, but, like the sighted participants, was
unable to distinguish the other materials.

: Obiect Location::

Object location here refers to the horizontal and
vertical localization of objects, not the distal

location as has already been covered.

This ability

must certainly arise from the perception of the

directional parameters of the reflected energy.

Although studies have shown that localization of
source sounds is possible in the vertical plane (see
Middlebrooks & Green, 1991 for a review), no reports

• could be found that study the ability to localize
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objects in a vertical plane using echoes. . Studies
have examined object localization in the horizontal
plane.

Clarke, Pick, and Wilson (1975) found that 12

blind and 4 sighted-blindfolded participants could
localize a wide variety of objects in a surrounding
space.

Rice (1967c) found that two blind participants

could localize an 8 cm disk at 1 m distance to within

5 degrees.

In later studies involving 5 blind

participants (Rice, 1969, 1970) it was. found in 11
participants that localization accuracy fell off as

the target was moved closer to 90 degrees left or
right. : These.findings seem consistent with some echo
detection studies which have shown that detection

ability drops off as objects are moved from the
frontal position (Kohler, 1964, Rice, 1969, 1970;
Schenkman, 1983).

.

Integrating Echo Perception Variables

In order for echo^perception to be of use to the
auditory observer, two factors must come into play.

First, the auditory observer must be capable of
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integrating the echo information about various

characteristics of space and objects within space into

a gestalt of,spatial, awareness. ■ "It is one thing to
distinguish among a small set:of previ,btisly agreed,: :

targets, and quite another to make out the featured: p
a totally unknown environment."
135)

(Mills, 1963, p.

In addition, the integration of this information:

must allow freedom of motion.

It must provide an

active gestalt that presents continuous, dynamic
information about changing relationships between an
auditory observer in motion and the complex network of

surrounding surfaces.

As Rieser put it (1990) "During

locomotion, an observer's network of self to object
distances and directions changes, and the accuracy of

perceptual/motor coordination depends on 'the precision
with which one keeps up-to-date on the changes" (p.
379).

Unfortunately, few studies exist that begin to

approach echo perception as a dynamic, complex skill.
In the 1960s Juurmaa (1965, 1967a, 1967b, 1969)

conducted a series.of studies involving over 50 blind

participants the determine the relationship between

echo perception and spatial orientation ability.
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The

echo perception tasks involved object detection at
different, distances, and,obstacle avoidance.

The

orientation measure involved such tasks as having to

find one's■way back to a starting point after being

lead sequitously away, and returning to an original
orientation after being spun about.

Juurmaa found

that echo perception (what he called obstacle sensing)
correlated very highly with participants' ability to
maintain their orientation.

This finding suggests

,

that participants were able to use echo from the walls
of the test cite to assist them in their orientation
tasks.

Another study (Mickunas & Sheridan, 1963)
examined the application of echo perception to the

negotiation of an obstacle course.

It was found the

blind participants encountered much greater difficulty
negotiating the course when their hearing was fully
blocked than when their ears were free.

No such

difference was, found in a group of sighted-blindfolded
controls. .

In the mid 1970s,, Magruder ,(1974) investigated
the integration of echo information in. natural
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settings.

While this was not a study of motion per

se, such skills of integration would seem highly
salient to successful.mobility.

A blind adult was

positioned■in about a,dozen distinct, outdoor
locations - split up between two separate days.

The

participant was asked to estimate the distance,
direction, and height of every object that he could, .
perceive, and to identify each object.

Each estimate

was compared to discrete measurements.

Out of

approximately 60 possible objects, distance estimates
were off by about 53%, and height estimates by about

47%.

Angle estimations were only off about 20% on

average, with 54 out of 56 angles estimated to within
5 degrees of true direction.

The participant, was able

to correctly identify 74%.of .all objects.

The

accuracy of all judgements fell sharply with

increasing distance.

For example, distance judgements

rose to about 90% accuracy with objects closer than 7
feet.

Although judgements were correct as far as 20

feet away, inaccurate judgements seemed most
predominant beyond 13 feet.
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Also, the close presence

of large objects to either side such as buildings made

judgements about other objects difficult.

Although . the ^resear^^^

is;

on this; point, it.,

seems; lifcely that the : interpretatidn. of ■echo

y.

information can provide a complex, , dynamic awareness •.
of surrounding space.

Such an awareness would seem

invaluable to the process of orientation and

mobility.

: :

;

As Ashmead, Hill, and Talor have observed,

. . . this perceptual ability is manifested in
functionally important behavior such as goal directed
locomotion, and awareness of the positions of objects,

in nearby space" (p. 21) .

If this is so, then it

seems essential to examine the conditions under which

the interpretation of this vital information can be
optimized.

Interpreting Echo Information

If one is to make the best possible use of
conventional echoes, the variables involved in

maximizing their perceptibility under the widest

possible circumstances must be carefully explored
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,

The degree to which meaningful interpretation of
echoes can be made depends on the characteristics of
the echo information and the nature of the environment

in which it occurs, and the physical and psychological
capacities of the observer to perceive and process
that information.

The signals used,to generate echoes

are only as good as the observer's ability to perceive
the information.

The parameters of sound must be

interpretable by the observer, or that information is
lost or meaningless.
As already noted the human auditory system can
receive sounds ranging in frequency, from about 20 Hz
to about 20 kHz. :Within this range, it can

distinguish about 1400.steps in pitch. .

In terms of

amplitude sensitivity,, the human ear ranges from a
sound pressure level of ,0.0002 dynes per cm, squared
and about 130 dB above this, and it can distinguish

around 350 steps in intensity within this range
(Juurmaa & Jarvilehto, 1969; Juurmaa, 1970a).

This

should speak well for the human auditory system's
ability to perceive the subtle nuances of echoes and
variations of, echo parameters, but the human auditory
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system also processes a mechanism that decidedly
hampers echo perception - the refractory period.

This

auditory mechanism attenuates or lowers the ear's

ability to perceive a sound about 2 ms after the onset

of that sound, particularly where strong or intense
sounds are concerned (Wiener, 1980).

Thus, the

parameters of the signal must accommodate these
characteristics of the human auditory system if that

signal is to be of use to human auditory observers 
namely the blind.

Signal Parameters

Considerable research and some measure of - :

controversy surrounds the application of echo
parameters to the elicitation of useful echoes.
Different investigations employ different perceptual
tests, and measure the results in different ways. ,

Nevertheless, some sense can be made of each set of
results if all the information from all sets is

carefully considered holistically.
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Er_eqiierLcy_

Many have argued in favor of the need for high
frequencies to carry the most pertinent echo
information.

Riley, Luterman, and Cohen (1964) found

strong positive correlations between mobility
performance and frequency sensitivity from 500 Hz to 8
kHz in 27 blind participants.

This positive

relationship grew stronger concerning frequencies up
to 14 kHz in 13 of these participants who.were

specially selected for high frequency sensitivity.
This makes theoretical sense.

Though high frequencies

don't travel as far as low frequencies, the energy
that they carry reflects more completely from surfaces

that. they encounter.

Higher frequencies correspond to

smaller sound waves, and small, sound waves are.

necessary for good reflection from small objects and
smair features of surfaces.

This is one of the

reasons that bats are able to detect and intercept

objects smaller, than a millimeter.

Ifukube, Sasaki,

and Peng (1991) found that even.humans, could detect
and localize acrylic poles as thin as 2 mm when
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■

ultrasonic echoes between 40 and 70 kHz were brought

down into the audible range by a down-coding device.
For detection of a 17 mm object, 20 kHz wavelengths

might be needed for an adequate amount of information
to be reflected.

Kohler (1964), for example,, presents .

oscillograms which show that a 50 Hz pure tone changes
very little in intensity as a'5,0 centimeter cardboard
disk is moved away from it, but the intensity level

drops notably when a 1 kHz tone is used, and still
further with a 16 kHz tone.

Cotzin and Dallenbach

(1950) found that only pure tones of 10.kHz could be

used to perceive a large obstacle with any

reliability. .Rice (.1967a) points out that 3 of his
participants with moderate hearing loss in the upper
frequency regions.delivered poor performances where
small targets and fine discriminations between targets
were involved.

In an investigation by Ammons and

Worchel (1953) of the ability of sighted-blindfolded

participants to learn to.perceive obstacles while
walking, all of the several participants with hearing .
losses of upper frequencies took longer to learn the
task.
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However, the role of pitch in the perception of
obstacles is more complicated hhan a simple

relationship'between wavelength and performance.
Rice's participants with hearing deficits, for
example, were able to perform nearly as well as
unimpaired participants where larger objects were
involved (Rice, 1967a, 1967c).

Likewise, Clarke,

Pick, and Wilson'(1975) found that of a gr.Qupi-;of 16

participants, 2 who were mildly hearing impaired at

"higher ifrequencies did not demonstrated sighificantly
poorer; performance.in the detection of a wide variety
of', objects.

In thef Ammohs and Worchel, investigation

(1953) the hearing deficient participants were able to

perceive the .obstaqle as well as'; the. others.ience they

had learned -the task ; participehts in Supa;jC
and Dallenbach (1944), performed quite well listening

through headphones to .the.experimenter; walking toward
a wall, even though the microphone had a reported

upper frequency cut-off at 9 kHz.

Laufer (1946),

found that the performance of a sighted-blindfolded -•

participant using an oscillator to'detect plywood
panels; of . various .widths and:heights performed equally
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well with frequencies of 250 Hz and 15 Khz.

A similar

result was reported by Myers and Jones (1958)
concerning a blind participant using pure tones

ranging in.ten steps from 250 Hz to 14 kHz.

The)

ability to detect a 6 by.2 foot target at
four-and-a-half feet distance was unaffected by the
frequency.

Finally, research with bats shows that it

is possible for bats, under optimal conditions, to
detect a target smaller than the length of the sound
waves used (Griffin, 1958/1974/1986).

Griffin further

suggests that a human using frequencies as low as 12
kHz might be able to detect a wire as thin as an 8th

of an inch (3 mm) at close range, even though
according to Rice (1967a) the physical properties of
this frequency would seem to correspond more suitably

to a disk slightly more than an inch (27 mm) across.
Investigations thus far have not demonstrated the
ability in humans to detect surfaces as minute as

Griffin suggests, but Rice, Feinstein, and
Schusterman, (1965) did find a few participants able
to detect a segment of quarter-inch metal square-rod
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at;IB inches distance with the corner or apex of the
rod. oriented toward them.

In this connection, three investigations have

indiQated that . minimiim intensity threshold sensitivity
does not have a marked effect on many echo detection
tasks. . Junrmaa. (196-5)

an ;:axaminati,o'h

blind

participants, found -tha.t^ ^ echo.'perceptiop., correlated
much more highly with pitch discrimination ability
than stimulus intensity threshold measures from 125 Hz
to 8 kHz.

Kohler (1964) found in 48 participants that

their awareness of fluctuating frequency and intensity

correlated highly with the obstacle sense.

Kohler

(1964) found in an additional study of 267

participants that detection of 50 cm cardboard panels
did not correlate with absolute threshold data in

tests that ranged up to 8 kHz, or with age in
participants 4 to 85 years old.

Furthermore, De

I'Aune, Scheel, and Needham (1974) found no

correlation between age in a group of high school
students and elderly veterans, and, their ability to
detect. a t-intersecting corridor

De 1'Aune■and

Gillespie (1974) also found no correlation between
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absolute threshold sensitivity up to 8 kHz and the

abi11ty of the/; veterans to perceive ;■ the t -intersec tion
(also reported in De 1'Aune, Scheel, Needham, &
Kevorkian, 1974) .

These findings concerning age are

:relevant, because high frequency hearing in the ■

elderly is almost■invariably poor compared to that in
younger people.

From these reports, it appears that

the ability to distinguish small variations in sound
is more salient to echo perception than whether or not
a sound or frequency can actually be heard.

In interpreting these seemingly contradictory
results, it must be remembered that different tests of

echo perception were performed under different
circumstances.

Cotzin and Dallenbach (1950) ,

for

example, used a dynamic task with the sound
transmitted to the participants under highly
artificial conditions.

All of

the other

studies were

conducted under more natural conditions, and the

specific tasks involved have been quite variable.

It.

may simply be that high frequencies are more efficient
for performance in some tasks such as the detailed

perception of small targets or target features, but :
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that they are less efficient for performance in other
kinds of tasks.

Though the processing of high

frequencies has certainly shown its advantages, there
are considerable limitations as well..

The short sound

waves that, correspond to high frequencies tend not to
reflect well from tilted surfaces for,purposes of

providing clear echo cues.

Kohler (1964) found by the

use of. oscillograms that much less tilt of a cardboard
panel was required to negate the intensity
fluctuations of high frequency reflections than those

of low frequencies.

In other words, a slight tilt of

the cardboard caused it to disappear from high

frequencies, but much more tilt was necessary before
the cardboard could no long be detected by. low
frequencies.

Also, as Kohler (1954) and Juurmaa and

Jarvilehto (1959; Juurmaa, 197,0a) point out, high

frequency sounds are miich more likely to be obscured
or buried by low frequency sounds than the other way
around (Wegel and Lane, 1924).

This means that echo

signals of low frequency may be more effective than
high frequencies in situations of high ambient noise
such as traffic or construction.
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Further, pitch and

intensity discrimination, the most salient .process;



enabling echo perception, tends to be poor at high

frequencies.

Kohler (1964), for example, found that

■discriminability of sound fluctuations such as those
caused by the presence of objects was greatest at
about 1.5, to 3 kHz.

Lastly, as Kohler (1964) and De

1'Aune, Scheel, : Needham, and Kevorkian (1974) point

out, absolute threshold sensitivity and discrimination

sensitivity become poorer with age at the higher

frequencies, so it may be fruitless for older people
to try to depend solely on high frequency information
f or echo ■/ perception.
The effective use of midrange frequencies does
..not seem. unr.easoriable when . one, qorisider.s that

ofiqhtation .;ah4 . mobility xarely/.reg
detect the minutest of objects.

the need to

A recent study

conducted by .W. . Wiener (personal communication. May
24, 1995)

found in 10 .blind participants that a

variety of mobility skills relied most predominantly

,on ^perception of midrange frequencies,
1974/1986)

Griffin (1958/

and Rice (1967b) nevertheless argue

comp.ellingly ::that the echo image .of the environment is
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...made sharpest

frequencies.

by the emission of higher

Further, Wiener (1980) points out that

frequencies from about 2 to 4 kHz are most difficult
to localize.

Laufer (1946) reports the worst

performahce for a sighted-blindfolded participant at
frequencies of 1 and 4 kHz as did Cotzin and
Dallehisach (1950).

This finding was not replicated by

Myers and Jones (1958) with their blind participant,

but ..the:i.h:':s: was an .entirely;statid has^ bf.presence
,vs. absehde detectio.n, . while those,.of ■ Cotzin and

.Dallenbach (1950 )■ , .' a

.. (194 6) ;Were dynamic

tasks .wherein■ ; pa.rticipant s made judgement s, of dbstacle

distance and Ideation ab they walked. ; It may. be that
simple' detection of medium or large obstacles:

iS

little effected by frequency, .:but that.,more complex
tasks

such as localization and location are.

In any event, where frequency alone is concerned,

the disparity between assets and liabilities seems
irreconcilable.
of sound.

Yet, frequency is, only one parameter

The picture is made gradually clearer by

examining the other parameters.
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Timbre

Studies of timbre seem to agree that complex, ■ .

wide band timbres yield more useful echo information
than simple wave forms of narrow band.

When comparing

the use by a sighted-blindfolded participant of a
buzzer vs. pure tones ranging from 250 Hz to 16 kHz as
source signals, Laufer (1946) found that the buzzer ■
allowed fewer collisions and more detections of

various sized panels at further distances than did the
pure tones.

The participant also reported that the

buzzer was easier and more pleasant to work with.
Dallenbach and his associates found performance with
pure tones transmitted to participants through a

microphone and headphones to be greatly inferior to
footsteps (Supa, Cotzin, & Dallenbach, 1944) and wide
band noise (Cotzin & Dallenbach, 1950).

Finally,

Kohler (1964) found that oscillograms of pure'tones
vs. white noise aimed at a receding cardboard panel
.clearly show intensity decreases that are much more

marked with the noise than the tones.

Kohler explains

that the advantage of complex over simple timbres
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.

probably lies in the fact that they combine properties

of many frequencies: into one; bdmpbsite signal ., 'This

v

elicits the sharp detail that high frequencies afford

while allowing maximum intensity discriminability with
the midrange frequencies that occur simultaneously.
In this connection, it is also known that mid to low

frequencies travel furthest, and therefore may allow
for the greatest distance perception (W. De 1'Aune,

personal communication, May 26, 1993).

Moreover, ,

,

Kohler (1964) goes on to point out that different
surface characteristics in different environments

reflect different wavelengths.

A composite or complex

signal would ensure that the greatest amount of

:

information is made available under the widest variety

of circumstances.

Using a complex timbre, then, it

seems clear that the auditory observer can effectively
make use of whatever set of.frequencies that will :

yield the best information in the current situation.
Bats accomplish this both by using complex tones, and

by sweeping their signals across a wide band of

frequencies (Griffin, 1958/1974/1986).

They also vary

:the frequencies that they emit depending upon their
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:

need - using frequencies between 30 and 50 kHz for

orientation, and: cruising flight, and between 40 .and 70
kHz for the interseption of tiny targets (Griffin,■
1958/1986).

Twersky (1953) has reported that sounds of medium
intensity yield better object perception than sounds
of high intensity.

On the surface, this would seem

counter-intuitive, since louder sounds should produce
louder and therefore more audible echoes.

There are

two factors, however, that explain why very intense
sounds may not allow good echo perception.
The first involves the fact that echo information

is always m.uch quieter than the sound or signal that

produces it - particularly echoes from small or far
away, objects.

If the signal is too loud, the echo :

cannot be heard over the volume of the signal.

The : • V

signal blots out the echo; it is said to "mask" the
echo.

y'. -..'
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The second issue is more complex.

It has to do

with the auditory constraints of the echo observer.
In the case of humans, there are mechanisms in the

auditory system, namely the stapedious reflex and the
neural refractory period (Wiener, 1980), which dampen
reception immediately after the beginning or onset of
a sound.

This means that a sound seems to get quieter

■

right .4fter it starts - particularly very loud
sounds. ■

The actual intensity of the sound does not

change, just the perception of the intensity.

These

mechanisms serve to protect the ear from damage

resulting from very loud sounds, and also to increase

speech intelligibility by causing each phonetic
articulation to seem discrete and somewhat distinct

from the others.

blur together.

Otherwise, all speech would seem to

Unfortunately for the human echo user,

these sound dampening mechanisms tend to diminish the
extent to which echoes - which always occur after the

onset of a sound - can be received and processed.
In view of these problems, it is essential that
other parameters be considered carefully so that a
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maximum of useful echo information is made available

to those who need it.

In order for a; signal to elicit useful echoes, it
should allow the majority of the echo to be heard by
the echo observerv : Twersky (1951a) and Kohler ;(1964).

report that signals b:f brief duration ■ (pulsed-vsig'nals)

were more pleasant 'tprwdrk^^^ ^^w

and enabied better

pbject ;lbcalization■than signals of lengthy duration.
Shortehing the duration of the signsl .gets the. signal

put of - the way .guickly' so that: the echo ihfPtmation
can best be heard.

If a signal is intense but over

very quickly, the echo information returns after the
pulsed source signal is finished, and is therefore not
masked by the source signal.

The echo may still be

somewhat suppressed by dampening mechanisms in the
ear, particularly if the source signal was very loud,
but the shorter the signal, the more audibly clear the

echo will be in any event.

Griffin (1958/1974/1986)

suggests that a pulsed signal of less than 10
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milliseconds

would be optimal for good echo

perception in humans.

He points out that bats often

;use pulseb of iess than one millisecond.
In addition to short duration, there is good

theoretical support for the use of a signal with a

very rapid

decay time (W.

personal communication, May 6, 1993).

De I'Aune,
A signal with a

rise time of under 2 milliseconds, for instance,

generally yields a special component of complex
frequencies that may extend:high into the spectrum.
This is called a "click transient".

It amounts to a

very brief burst of white noise at the rise time of
the signal which can yield very high frequencies
depending on the physical nature of the signal.

Even

if the signal itself is only comprised of low

frequencies, a very quick rise.and/or decay time
provides a complex spread of frequencies to a very
high range.

This is significant, because many useful

signals for echolocation such as finger snapping or
tongue clicks (discussed later) would not contain high
frequencies if it were not for their quick rise and
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decay. . There are, however, two investigations that
^ call the supremacy:::bf puTsed; signals , into: question. . .

Rice (1967b)- .found no differences in performance
at most tasks between participants who used orally

produced click vs. hiss signals.

These findings held ■

when oral signals were substituted for electrically

generated clicks of 4 milliseconds duration, and
electrically generated white noise, except that

participants tended to do better with the artificial
signal that most resembled their orally produced

signal.

However, in a shape recognition task

involving several blind participants, those using an
orally pulsed signal such as a tongue click did
somewhat worse than the one participant who used an
oral hiss sound.

Rice conjectures (1967b) that the

use of a continuous signal allowed the participant to

trace the edges of the target more effectively than
with successively pulsed signals like those used by

the other participants. Unfortunately, Rice does not
provide specific data as to the types of tongue clicks
used by his participants, except that they had slow
rise times, and ranged from about 25 to 75
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.■

milliseconds iri duration.

Also, it should be noted

that the participant who did so well on the shape

discrimination task by using a hiss signal later
indicated that he might have improved his performance
on distance perception and size discrimination tasks
if he had used a tongue click instead (W.A. Gerrey,
personal communication, April 12, 1993).

With five blind participants Schenkman (1985a)
compared electronic clicks of 1.5 milliseconds with
white noise signals of one second in detecting a two

by one-half meter maisonite board at distances of one,
three, and five meters.

The white noise was generally

found to be somewhat superior, but these results are
not clear.

The difference seems dependent on

individual participant performance and the. distance to
the target,. . One participant showed better performance

with the click signal, and, interestingly, this one
was the most proficient of the five at object,
detection for all distances.

Perhaps the more

proficient one is at echolocation, the better use one

is. able to make of ideal information and optimal cues.
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In order for a signal: to. elicit useful echoes, it

must allow, the greater portion .of the reflected energy!;
to return to the ears of the echo observer.

For

purposes of echolocation, directionality can be
divided into two related components with respect to
the ears of the echo observer - the primary direction

of the source signal, and the primary direction of the
reflected energy.

Concerning the direction of the signal, Laufer
:(1946) and Twersky (1953) found highly directed

■signals to yield better performance than undirected
signals.

Directed signals should be most useful,

because the primary energy of the signal is focussed
away from the ears of the echo observer.

The signal

remains the same volume as if it were undirected, but

the ears receive it at a lower intensity because most

qf the. signal' s energy is directed, away.

much, as the . .

sound of a trumpet seems quieter when standing behind
the trumpeter than directly at the mouth of the

trumpet.

By thus shielding the ears from the primary
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energy of the signal, a more intense signal may be
used to elicit strong echoes.

These echoes are then

quite audible, because the ears are shielded from the
bulk of the source signal's energy, and therefore more
exposed to the reflected energy.

The primary direction of the reflected energy is

determined by the direction of the source signal :
relative to the reflecting surface or surfaces
(Wilson, 1967).

In turn, the degree of reflected

energy reaching the ears of the echo observer depends
upon the relative position and orientation of the
observer's ears to the position and direction of the

source signal and to those of the reflecting
surfaces.

Thus, a signal emitted at or near the ears

of the echo observer and directed at a perpendicular
surface would be expected to yield the strongest and

most detailed perception of that surface.

Two investigations into this relationship have

found mixed but interpretable results.
(1983

Schenkman

1985). studied the effect of object detection

with the object and echo signal varying in their
locations with respect to the listener.
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In the first study (1983) Schenkman found that,,

using cane, taps, a group.of 6 . blind .partiGipants was
able to detect a small target placed in front of them
much betteb than a group of 4 blind participants to
whom the target was presented to either side.

Also,

this group of 6 was able to detect a 38 cm aluminum
disk :more.' easily with .vocal signals such as clicks and
hisses than with cane taps.

This later result finds

corroboration with a later study by Schenkman and
iJahsson (1-986) of the effectiveness of different types

of ■cane , taps' in producing echoes

In this :study, the

authors' rhad to exclude the data from one .^participant
who wou.ld not , re.fra'in f rom, usihg: .'tongue clicks

e

whose scores were:well'inflated above those of -the

. :

Other particlpants V ^ ■ While cane, taps' and hisses ■ shajre

few, ;,Spectral characteristics, /the spectral : ' -

'/

> :

characterist icsy between oane taps . and tongue clicks, : ,

are ,;.not: dissiniilal ./(Ladefoged; & Trail!, /in/piress;

Schenkman ,&. Janas.ony/ .1986) , . Taking these 'two ■ findings
together, : it seairis. f airly reasonable to attribute a

large portion of the discrepancy in performance to the
different relationships between echo signal, target,
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and observer.

When targets were presented to the side

rather than in front, much of the acoustic energy
radiating from the cane taps simply missed the target
allowing little energy to be reflected.

When the

target was in front, much more of the acoustic energy
struck the target, and was, therefore, returned.

When

signals were produced vocally, the amount of reflected
energy was further increased.

The acoustic energy

traveled more or, less straight from the participant's
head, struck the target, and returned more or less

directly to where it originated.

When canes were used

the acoustic energy followed very different lines.

It

radiated in all directions from the cane tip - sending
only a small portion to the target located somewhere
above the source.

The angle at which the acoustic

energy struck the. target was oblique, causing that

energy to bounce off obliquely.

As in the experiment

wherein targets were presented laterally, relatively
little of the reflected energy would ultimately have .
reached the ears of the observer.

This interpretation

is somewhat born out by an additional study in this
investigation. .Using cane taps only, 8 blind
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participants were able to detect a small target more

.

easily when it was presented at waist level than at

head level.

In :this scenario, the aconstic energy

emanated from the,.cane tip as before.v but .much more of

it struck the targe.t in the lower ppsition than in the;
higher position.

Thus, more of it had an opportunity

to reach the ears of the participants..

In fact, "

detections of the lower targetwere even a little

better with the target 3 m away than 1 m away.

With

the closer distance, it seems that much of the

acoustic energy passed beneath the target, and could,
therefore, not be reflected. : When the target was

further, the path of travel of the acoustic energy was
more direct, since the angle between incident and ■

reflection was wider.

These findings bare resemblance

to those of Clarke, Pick, and Wilson (1975), who found

in a study of 16 participants that detection of curbs

less than 20 cm high became nearly impossible when the
curbs were less than 50 cm away.

A later investigation by Schenkman into the issue
of directionality (1985) found results which seem on

the surface to contradict those just explained.
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This

investigation examined the ability of 5 blind

participants using artificial signals originate at
head, waist, and ground level to detect the presence

of a target.

The target measured 2 m tall x 0.5 m

wide, and- was presented at 1, 3, and 5 m distance.
For all distances detection reliability was highest

when the signal originated from the waist, and lowest

when the signal originated from the head.

This would

seem contradictory to both theoretical predictions and
empirical findings, but two factors must be
considered.

First, this report does not make clear

the directional characteristics or volume of the

signal.

It may be that the signal, when presented too

near the - head, served to mask or otherwise dampen the- ^

perception of returning echoes.

Also, and perhaps

more importantly, the nature of this target was
differfenh;;f

that used in other studies.

The other

targets were quite small - occupying only a small
region of vertical and horizontal space.

They were

especiariy susceptible to acoustic energy passing
around or beneath them.

The target in this later

investigation was quite tall and relatively wide.
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Though the patterns of returning acoustic energy

differed depending on the location of the signal,
signals aimed at the target from any vertical position
always struck, the target.

In this scenario, the least

energy striking the target would emanate from the head

position, since much of the energy would pass over the

target..

Signals presented from the ground might.have

been largely absorbed or deflected from the target by
the ground. , The location offering the most returned

energy would logically have been the waist where
energy would not pass too freely over the target, or ,
be deflected from it.

In discussing the conditions that optimize echo

perception, a brief note is needed concerning the
consistency of a signal. . Rice (1967a, 1967b) found

that blind participants were able :to use a variety of
artificial, signals to accomplish given tasks, but

performance was always highest when.those signals
resembled those to which they were accustomed through
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long, previous practice.' This is an important: \

^

consideration, because echoes are.elicited, to varying

degrees by j/USt abo^'^^ '^^^

it behooves a blind

listener to know what signals can be relied upon for
.the best.information.

For this, it would seem :

reaspnable: td suppose that familiarity with -the use of
certain ::co^^

would increase the

.r-eliabirity , of .such a signal.

If the blind observer

should be inclined to elicit echoes by deliberate

means, it would seem prudent to develop such a

The Ideal Signal

The ideal signal should quickly and easily

provide useful ,information about the greatest variety
of objects and surfaces under the widest possible
circumstances -.noisy or quiet, cluttered or open.

It

should be clear from the foregoing discussion of

signal parameters that it is fruitless to consider a
single parameter isolated from all other parameters,
since all integrate to provide optimal conditions for ;
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echo perception.

Taken as a whole, the ideal signal

would incorporate acoustic parameters that make use of

frequencies throughout the audio spectrum, and
maximize the return of echo information to the ears.

A pulsed, directed, complex signal of variable
intensity originating near the ears appears optimal.

Further, the signal should be an active or
deliberately produced signal that is relatively
consistent in its acoustic characteristics.

Active signals fall into two categories 
artificial and organic.

Artificial signal production requires the use of
an.external signaling device.
cumbersome and obtrusive..

Such devices tend to be

They typically require an

off hand to operate, and the noise they emit calls
attention to the user (Beurle, 1951; Greystone &
McLennan, 1968.)

However, producing signals by

artificial means can offer the advantage of allowing

signal parameters to be designed with precision to
optimize echo information.

Signals designed by

electronic or mechanical means can incorporate many of
the optimal characteristics.
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Many types of electronic have been used for;echQ.; ;

perception including buzzes and high frequencies
(Cotzin &; Dallenbach, 1950; Laufet, 1948; Myers &

Jones/', 1

Washington,., 1954)). pulsed and

continuous white noise (Clarke, Pick, & Wilson, 1975;

Cotzin & Dhilenbach;. r950; Mills, 1963 ,• Rice, :i967a;^^^^ (
19.67b; Schenkman, 1985a),. and traiisient clicks

.

.: ,

(Beurl.e,. . 1951.;.: Greystone and McLennan, 1968; Rice,

196.7a, 1967b,1 .Schenkman,: i985av 1985b). . Electronic.

.

generatioh offers the' broadest flexibility in signal ...
desigri,' but-this method of,, production tends to be.

costly, and requires a power source arid, periodic
mainrienanqe-. ;

Mechanical devices typically take the.form:of .
...snappers .a.nd clickers, . Such devices have been.: used

occasionally to -trairi the. blind in.. echo, perceptiori.
The.first'was :developed: by; Griffin in 1.944; ,(Witcher &
Washington, 1954)..

it was a; metallic snapper housed,

in a parabolic. s;hell to ;focus, the sound and .direct It'. ;
■ away- from the..earsy and it was .used;successfully to .
train blinded veterahs;,

;A similar but smaller device

was developed by Twersky; in the 1950's (Griffiri,- . 19:58./
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1974/1986), and found similar success.

Recently Boehm

(1986), found that five blind participants could use a

hand-held clicker "without prior training to correctly
identify most of 25 features in a 160 by 20 foot
hallway.

The particular clicker that they used is

marketed in the form of toys shaped as frogs or
insects.

Mechanical devices such as these are less

costly than electronic devices.

However, they require

frequent maintenance or replacement, , and they can not

be;designed with.maximum

User control

over intensity, ,for exaraple,; is ,typiGhf^^

limited.

Furthermore, in the most portable, least cumbersome

devices, the emtted :sighal is not well focused.
Cane taps and:■footsteps might fall into the
category of mechanically produced sounds.

While

possessing none of .the disadvantages of other forms of
artificial signal production such as expense,

mainfenaJ^ce,: etCv> they do not necessarily possess any
of the advantages either.

While such signals can

facilitate echo perception• (Schenkman, 1983; Schenkman
& Jansson, 1986; Supa, Cotzin, & Dallenbach, 1944) ,

neither cane tips nor shoe soles have been designed to
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optimize echo information.

In particular they are

nondirectional, they occur far from the ears, and the .
spectral components cannot be effectively optimized.
Organic signals hold few of the disadvantages of
artificial production.

They need not require extra,

manipulation, they are always available to the user,
they need not be cumbersome or unwieldy, servicing

requirements are minimal, and they are free.

They may

not offer the flexibility that electronic signals may
deliver, but organic signal generation does constitute
a broad array of parameters nonetheless.
Blind echo users are .known to generate a wide
variety of organic signals from hand claps and finger
snaps, to vocal and oral signals.

Hand clapping and

finger snapping,have the advantages of strong
intensity, medium spectral complexity, and quick onset
and duration, but these signals are unfocused, and
require the use of the hands which are often not

conveniently available.

Oral signals, on the other

hand, require no extra manipulation, are highly

directional, and are quite flexible.
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The most common.type of signal referred to in the
human,echolocation literature is, the oral click.

Nearly every work that deals with echolocation in the
blind mentions the oral click as a common signal

(e.g., Kellogg, 1962/1964; Magruder, 1974; McCarty &
Worchel, 1954; Myers & Jones, 1958; Rice, 1967a;

Schenkman & Jansson, 1986).

Information is rarely

provided as to the type of click, but the scant

information that is available suggests that a variety
of clicks are used.

Jones and Myers (1954) and Myers

and Jones (1958), for instance, mention "lip clicks",
and Rice (1967a; 1967c; circa 1970) indicates that the

tongue clicks used by his participants varied in
duration from about 25 to 75 milliseconds.

McCarty

and Worchel (1954) who studied a blind boy's ability ■
to ride a bicycle with great facility, indicate that
the click that he used to accomplish this feat

resembled that of a toy cricket.
Phoneticians classify oral clicks into five
distinct types according to how the click is

physically produced (Ladefoged & Traill, in press).
Each type of click has different envelope, intensity.
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and spectral characteristics.

Theoretically, clicks

in general should form good signals for eliciting
echoes, and empirical evidence demonstrates that they
are used effectively (Rice, 1967a, 1967c).

They are

fairly intense, of short duration, complex, and
directional.

Ladefoged and Traill show clicks to be

more intense than other normally spoken sounds.

In

addition, these authors report a study in which 10
native speakers of African dialects found tongue
clicks to be more easily distinguished than other
consonants from a background of white noise presented
through headphones.

These findings hold special

significance to echo.users in light of a study by
Kohler (1964) which showed that high background noise
drastically reduced echo performance for 20
participants.

It is clear that an echo signal must

possess sufficient intensity and uniqueness to elicit

echoes that are distinguishable from background
noise.

Depending on the oral click used, spectral

frequency is reported to vary from about 0.9" kHz to
about 8 kHz.

Rise times range from about 1.2 ms to
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about 8 ms, with duration ranging from about 6.6 ms to
about 20 ms. ,

,

:

Theoretical considerations would implicate the
click with-the sharpest rise time, shortest duration,

greatest intensity, and highest mean frequency as
having the greatest utility for echo perception.
However, little empirical evidence is available on
this point.

In fact, the only study that may be

applicable does not actually examine differences
between oral clicks, but rather differences between

the spectral characteristics, of taps from different
canes (Schenkman & Jansson, 1986).

With 2 blind

participants no differences were found in an obstacle
detection task relative to the differing spectral
characteristics of 10 distinct canes.

Hard

conclusions regarding the relationship between

spectral characteristics and echo performance are
impossible to draw from this study.

It may be that

spectral differences in echo signals must be greater
in order for impact on echo performance to be
appreciable.

Or, much more sensitive measures of

performance may be necessary to find differential
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impact.

Spectrograms presented in this report do not

bare striking differences to those of various oral

clicks (Ladefoged & Traill, in press).

If broader

spectral differences in echo signals are necessary for
echo performance to■be appreciabiy affected, than the

use of different oral clicks may result in little
variation in performance.
Generally speaking, the pulsed, complex, and
directional nature of oral clicks would seem to make

them highly effective echo signals.

The spectral and

. parametric dif f erences between: them- may. further

enhance their utility.

The control of parameters such

as intensity, timbre, and directionality make oral

clicks easily adjustable to fit the requirements of
varying situations.

An increase in intensity, for

instance, can help cut through heavy ambient noise so

that echoes from distant objects may be elicited and
perceived. . Decreasing intensity may be needed to
eliminate extraneous echoes in highly reverberant
environments, or to keep the click unobtrusive in
quiet, close environments, where others do not wish to

be disturbed.

.Its direction may be focused downward
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to locate curbs, steps, or grass lines, or focused
upward for overhangs.

If the effective use of echo

perception is to be optimized by an active signal,
there is good reason to consider the oral click as a
prime candidate.

While oral clicks have not been directly compared
to other sounds in terms of effectiveness, an
excellent example of their use can be found in the oil

bird which, accoding to Griffin, skillfully navigates
the absolute darkness of deep caves (cited in Witcher
& Washington, 1954).

These authors report that the

acoustic parameters of the click produced by,the oil
bird strongly resemble those comprising oral clicks
commonly produced.by humans.

Among humans McCarty and

Worchel's (1954) examination of a blind boys'
bicycling skill.serves as a most impressive
demonstration of echo-mobility by oral clicking. .
Likewise, the man shown .bicycling at moderate speeds
through complex and unfamiliar terrain emitted

intense, sharp tongue clicks with a frequency of more
than one per second.

When interviewed this man said

that his click was essential to his bicycling ability.
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and integral: to his mobility skill.

While the

environmental demands on a blind human probably
surpass those of, the oil bird by a fair margin, the
preponderance of theoretical support and empirical

evidence, together with apparent examples of success,
point to the oral click as useful in facilitating the
mastery echo perception.

ACQUISITION OF ECHO PERCEPTION SKILL

Studies of hundreds of humans strongly suggest
that all hearing persons can learn to perceive and

interpret echoes to some degree - either by active or

passive learning.

It is not, as once believed (Hayes,

1938), a special endowment that may be appreciated by
only a fortunate few.

In fact, though it is commonly

found that the ability to perceive and interpret
echoes is highly variable among the blind, it has
nevertheless been shown to manifest to some degree in.
the majority, and to a remarkable degree in many.

In

a study of 52 blind participants in Helsinki Finland,
for instance, Juurmaa (1965) found 87 percent able to
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demonstrate some ability to sense the presence or

absence of panels of .various sizes, at yarious;^ ; ,
distances, and six of these showed perfect

performances at a distance of 2.5 meters.
Although few investigations have been reported

concerning the specifics of training echolocation,
most investigations have indicated improvement in the
participants studied regarding the given task.
Training.and practice trials are common, and always. '
show improvement.

For example, Hausfeld, Power,

Gorta, and Harris, (1982) report considerable

improvement for all 18 of their sighted-blindfolded
participants on both the shape and texture
discrimination tasks.

^

.

Magruder (1974) found that, , in

a two day study of distance, direction, and object
perception, her participant improved estimates of
distance improved over 38% from one day to the next

given practice and feedback.

Those investigations that do specifically examine
the issues behind training echo perception have
generally found very positive results.

Among the

first of these can be attributed to Worchel and Mauney
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(1950) who studied the effects of practice on the

ability of seven, blind children to perceive a
maisonite boarder like that used by Dallenbach and his
associates- (Supa, Cotzin, & Dallenbach, 1944).

The

procedure was also the same as in the Dallenbach

studies, with first perceptions and final appraisals
of target distance being used as indices of
perception, together with frequency and force of
collisions. . Initially, participants' perceptions of
the target were erratic and inconsistent.
were frequent and forceful.

Collisions

Over the course.of 210

trials spread over four days, all participants showed
markedly increased consistency in the perception of
target proximity.

Final appraisals dropped from as

high as 150 cm down to ..less than 30 cm for all

participants, and the frequency of falsely perceiving
the target also decreased by more than 75 percent.

Frequency of collisions between the pre- and post-test
runs decreased from 56 to 19, and the force of

collisions decreased very markedly as well.

All of.

the participants showed the majority of their
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improvement over the first 30 to 60 trials, indicating
an asymtotic learning curve.
The asymtotic nature of echo training was

replicated-a few years later by Ammons, Worchel, and
Dallenbach (1953).

This experiment involved 20

sighted-blindfolded participants, and used the same
classic procedure as in other Dallenbach studies.

Again, participants' ability^ to localize the target

and avoid collision with it decreased substantially
over the course of a few day.'s practice.

With these

participant, however, progress was quite slow for the
first few trials, then, picked up suddenly.

Participants indicated a sudden awareness of the
parameters of the task - of what to pay attention to a
and how.

Once this insight was achieved, learning

progressed rapidly before tapering off.

These trends

are similar to those found by Kohler (1964) in which
20 participants learned to increase their ability to
judge distance over a six, week training period.
Juurmaa, Suonio, and Moilanen (1968; Juurmaa,

1968b) trained three individuals with progressive
vision loss in several skills areas - avoidance of
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different sized and multiple obstacles, and

determination of height and breadth.

The participants

walked down a path on which one, two, or zero

obstacles of varying size were placed.

The

participant was instructed to indicate when he first

perceived each obstacle, to stop 0.5 m before reaching
the obstacle, and to provide an estimate of the
obstacle's dimensions.

a day for four weeks.

Sessions ran about 30 minutes

Participants learned to avoid

collision quickly, and in a similarly insightful manner
as previous studies have demonstrated.

However, first

perception increased. more.evehly: and gradually over

-the course; of,traihing.

Perception of dimension was

the miost.. difficu,it;skill - of.^

tp-^^

was imprpyement ;for adl. participants ;;;in;

areas,, it-.was ;,nofc^

.

While there
skill

partiGipant who had the

best initial performance made., the least progress
relative to the btherS:. . .It would seem that those who

have less to learn, learn less.

This phenomenon was born out in a study by ■
Greystone and McClennan (1968) of 26 blind children.

Participants were instructed to navigate an obstacle
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course with the assistance Of an electronic clicker.

The obstacle course consisted of,a. series of walls

with an opening at a different point along each wall.
The effect.was a maze of off-set openings through
which the participants had to traverse.

After the.

participants had completed the task, they were given
the electronic clicker, and told to practice at home
over the summer.

When the school year resumed, the

children were tested again.

It was found that

participants who had done well to begin with did not

improve, but those who had done poorly to start with
improved markedly.

Collisions and hesitant stops were

reduced by about 50 percent, and time to complete the '
course was reduced by about 16 percent.

No data were

available regarding the nature of practice that took
place over the summer.

Finally, Clarke, Pick, and Wilson (1975) studied
16 participants in a course of training to improve

participants' ability to negotiate a complex obstacle
.course with and without the use of a. signaling
device.

Forty minute training sessions, took place. '

twice weekly for eight weeks.
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Participants were

introduced to a variety of object perception tasks

involving a diversity of objects including curbs,
furniture, pipes, etc.

For example, in one task,

participants were asked to rotate about a room full of

objects, and describe any object they sensed around

them.

Feedback was provided regarding accuracy.

All

participants improved on all tasks with and without
the signal generator between re- and post-assessments
of skill. ,

The research is clear that anyone with normal

hearing can learn at least, basic echo perception, and
many appear to be able to learn more complex skills as
well.

Moreover, much insight into how echo perception

might best be learned can be gleaned from this

information.

If echo perception can be passively or

actively learned under appropriate conditions, then it
stand to reason that, given the right conditions, echo

perception can be actively taught.
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Developing A Training Program

The research to date yields clues that can be
used to facilitate the development of an echo

perception training program.

The primary issues

include what needs to be taught, and how is the
teaching to take place.

In order for a training program to be worthwhile,

it must be practical.

Exploring the limits of echo

perception and establishing psychophysical
measurements certainly has its places, but if a
training program,cannot teach perceptual skills that
will apply to the enhancement of a person's
functioning, that program has little immediate,
practical utility.

The most useful application of echo perception
for a bat is in the facilitation of its ability to
survive - i.e., to hunt, roam, and find shelter.

Analogously, the same may be said for humans.

In

order to survive, people must be able to meet their
needs, or see that their needs are met.

One of the

most instrumental aspects of this process involves the
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ability to transport oneself from one place to
another.

The inability to move can be said to sharply

curtail a person's ability to obtain and maintain
needed resources.

Therefore, an echolocation training

program should hold its primary focus on the

development of skills that will enhance mobility.
Two key aspects of mobility may be argued 

security, and efficiency.

According to Jansson,

(1989), the process of blind mobility can be divided

into two functions: walking .toward, and walking
along.

Walking toward involves the process of .

maintaining one's orientation toward a goal.
be a proximate or distance goal.

This may

Walking along refers

to the on-going process of controlling one's
locomotion - processing environmental features and
acting in accordance with them.

The ability to maintain one's orientation and

good control over one's locomotion constitutes
efficient travel, but,efficiency must also mean,

security.

Studies in blind mobility have pointed to

three factors:that constitute secure travel (Leonard,

r972; Armstrong, 1975): the ability to stay on a path
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without accidental departure, the ability to avoid

bodily contact with objects, and the ability to cross
streets quickly and directly without incident.

Barth

and Foulke .(1979) discuss variables of security and

efficiency in terms of "preview" - the ability to

adequately perceive the features of an-, environment in
advance of one's position.

They argue compellingly

that advanced awareness allows for effective planning .

and appropriate responses to conditions ahead.
Given these elements, it seems reasonable that,

if an echo skills training program is to be practical,

it must develop skills that facilitate the maintenance
of orientation,, the ability to negotiate and. avoid
objects, and the ability to control locomotion through
near space by the use of proximal cues such as guiding
features (walls, borders, building lines, etc.)

Although there is some president for the

inclusion of echo perception into mobility curricula

(Amendola, .1991; Wiener, 198..P) very , few specific
techniques for teaching are available.-

It is clear

that development of echo skills can occur through
practice and feedback, but that,'s about all that is
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clear.

The development of specific training

techniques .is,: therefore,, much needed, and wide open.
In devising techniques for training echo skills,

it would seem essential to keep in mind the unique
needs of the population being served.

For example,

while deficits in spatial awareness and comprehension
are not necessarily pervasive among those blind early
in life (Jones, 1975; Loomis, Klatzky, Golledge,
Cicinelli, Pellegrino, & Fry, 1993), they are,
nonetheless, irrefutably common (Hart, 1980; Hill,

Rieser, Hill, Hill, Halpin, & Halpin, in press;
Warren, Anooshian,. Bollinger, 1973).

It is,

therefore, necessary that a program specializing in
the apprehension of space be sensitive to such

issues.

For.example, many of the blind, particularly

the young, establish manual groping or sweeping
gestures that are fundamental to object contact or

acquisition (Martinez, 1977).

In the preliminary

implementation of an echo training program, it may be
necessary to devote some attention to the instruction

of directed reaching for some students, or to design
alternate exercises that do not require reaching
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responses.

Moreover, head centering is often not

found in the blind, particularly the early blind.

They often tend to orient their heads obliquely to

sound, favoring bne^^^^^^e

Other postural anomalies are

also common (Martinez, 1977) which may make head

orientation difficult.

Head pointing responses may

not be appropriate at first.: . It may be best to
instruct. Students, to turn their chest or back to the

reieyant.Stimuli by way of response.
Another aspect in which instruction must be
sensitive to student factors concerns age.

It seems

reasonable to suppose that different skills might be
appropriate to.different ages, .and that forms of
instruction would have to vary in order to optimize
. instruction, to a wide age .range.
.
: For example p younger

Students ma.y.:.not possess a grasp of basic spatial
cdncepts.,such as. right vs.- left, above vs. below, near
vs. far, and so on (.G^^
1989).

and Ascarelli 1960; Warren,

Some blind children may not understand

"facing" or "reaching for" something, or their
performance at such tasks may simply be poor.

Juurmaa

(1967a, 1967b) indicates that development of spatial
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skills Gpntinues to occur after the age of 10.

Techniques should be designed to at once circumvent

and develop comprehension of such spatial concepts.
For example, spatial terminology (right, left; up,
down; near, far; etc.) may be used in conjunction with
tactual cues (touching corresponding body part 

shoulder, top of head, leg, etc.) and interaural and
distal cues (positioning experimenter's voice in space
to correspond to spatial vocabulary).

For some

students in the beginning, it may also be helpful to ^^
pair source sounds with echo stimuli.

A student may

find it easier to respond to something that seems more
concrete by its source noise than abstract by its
reflective properties.

Though echo perception alone

tends to be,a phenomenon that is consciously "felt"
more than "heard", echo users nonetheless use auditory

scanning techniques for orientation (Kellogg, 1952/
1964), so skills learned in this way may generalize

with practice to genuine echo tasks;

They may also

help to acquaint students with lesson parameters and
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Although the specific mechanisms underlying the

technical aspects of echolocation in humans have been
fairly well studied and are well, understood,
particularly concerning blind humans, no systematic

study of comprehensive training for complex
echo-mobility has been reported.

Most of the studies

in this area are: based on simple trial and error
methods that concern very basic skills.

They may

address the :question of/whether or not echo perception
can be learned, but they fail to examine the

application of these skills to complex mobility, and
they do not address the question of how such skills
should be actively taught for optimal effect.
This study seeks to explore these avenues through

the implementation of a pilot program of echo

instruction.

It is hoped that this, program will allow

the collection of comprehensive qualitative and

quantitative data relevant to the teaching of echo ,

skills.

It is further hoped that such information

will enable the establishment of stronger, more
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effective programs of . echo instruction..

To provide a

basis for understanding the functional use of such a

program, this study tests the hypothesis that two key
aspects of-mobility - straightness of course and

target location - will improve through systematic,
comprehensive training.
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METHOD

Participants

The study involved a total of 23 blind youth 
all of whom were partly or fully mainstreamed in
Southern California public schools.

There were 11

boys and 12 girls ranging in age from about 4.5 to 15
years.

Participant Groupings

This study implemented a pre-treatment/
post-treatment assessment.

Due to a variety of

problems, however, 11 of the participants were not ,
post-assessed.

Therefore, in, analyzing the

participants and interpreting the results, the

participants are considered in two groups 
pre-assessed only, and post-assessed,.

Background

characteristics on these participants are presented
for each group.
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^ ^ Background Characteristics

, ■

All medical information was taken from school

records, and confirmed or elaborated upon (when ;

possible) by personal observations and observations by
their ■ ihstructors and .parents. ..

and StyT . hf Rli ndnp^ss

^ ^i

^ (

;A11; participahts were': educatidnally blind.. : Sines
the ohs.et of blindness,(.their vision liad been of no '

fuhctional use tO' them, in their studies. , All were ;;

braille and can.e( users

All af( thd .participants

visual'acuity fell below minimal visual acuity'
measurements

and none of .them .possessed .any : .

perceptidn' of;color beyond, gross contrast

-discrimination./; '

. . .Four ...of, the pre,-asseSs®d only: and hwo ..of the ■
post-assessed participants were totally blind.
had no perGeption of light whatever. ; .

They

.. ■

. Three.of the pre-assessed.only and eight of the.
post-assessed possessed nonfuhctional light
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perception.

They were dimly able to see very bright

light sources at close range, but they could not tell
the location of these, sources.

They could not see

objects no-matter how large, close, or brightly
illuminated.

Two of the pre-assessed only andone of the
post-assessed possessed light^ projection and gross

form perception.

They were dimly aware of the

direction of very, bright light sources, and could see
the presence of large objects at close range.

They

could hot see physical detail or shading contrasts.
Two of the pre-assessed only and one of the

post-assessed possessed light projection with gross

visual perception of movement, form, and shading
contrasts.

At close range they could see vague

outlines of large, objects, and could glimpse bright or
dark hues against dull or light hues.

For two of

these participants (one from each group) forms were
often easier to see from the side, and if they were
moving.
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Ca.us_e_Q£_BJL±ndnes_s_

Although a large percentage of participants in

both groups seem to have lost their vision through
retinopathy of prematurity, a wide variety of
etiologies are represented overall.

The table below

delineates the number of participants in each group
who lost their vision due to specific causes.

. '

Age of Onset and Duration of Rlintinffss

The onset of blindness occurred during the first

six months for nine of the 11 participants who were
pre-assessed only, and 11 out of 12 participants in
the post-assessed group.

Two of the three total

exceptions (both pre-assessed only) are,believed to

have had very poor vision even from birth.

One of

these lost his vision gradually from infancy;' the

.

other had received a surgery during infancy which
improved his vision markedly for a few months.
details of this procedure were available.
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No

The third

Table 1

Pmmt. of .gtndenl-.q Wi bh and

Wi l-hoTi t: Post-

Post-Assessed

4

6

;

1

2

:

0

1

0

1

'■ 1

,

Retinopathy of Prematurity (ROP)
Optic Nerve Hypopiasia

Septo-Optic Dysplasia

, !

GongenitaXt

0.; ' • ;:Congbnitai

■ ■i
.0

Cause ofRlindness

;

■

1 :

0

1

;

■ ;Retinaiblaatoma'--^

only
with Cataracts

V" ' .

:■ RembyaT ;6f Brain;Fbrtummor.
Maternal Rubella,

0.

- Congenital Retinal, Detachment with

;'y' ' ■■^:'.;;/:,,;:, ■ ^,Ch,taracts

1' ,,;
2

,0

Liebey: Syndrome ;■ ;/

0

unknown

participant (post-assessed) had been fully sighted

until the ag®b

6.

Since blindness, occurred during infancy for most
of the participants in both groups, the duration of
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blindness closely follows the chronological age of
most of the participants.

Chronological Age and Gender

At the beginning of the program, those

participants who completed the pre-assessment only

ranged in age from four years eight month to 15 years
plus with an average age of about nine years.

Those

who were post-assessed also ranged in age from five
years ten months to 11 years - averaging about

eight-and-a-half.

Of those pre-assessed only there

were six girls and five boys, while the post-assessed
group,heId six of each.

With one exception, no physical handicaps besides

blindness were present.

This exception involved a

mild hearing loss throughout the mid-range frequencies
in both ears.

This hearing loss was not diagnosed

until after the beginning of work with this
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.participant;; and^tlsis part^^

was .:not^



post-assessed.

No diagnosed mental handicaps were present.

•However, two of the participants functioned two grades
below level at the age of ten.

In addition one 6 year

old has experienced unusual difficulty maintaining :

attention, and acquiring sequential skills such as
braille reading, counting, and retaining verbal
instructions.
pending.

A psychological assessment was

All three of these participants;were

post-assessed.

Level of Mobility•Ski 1 1

,

;

Mobility competence varied widely from extremely '

high to very poor in both groups.

The two highest

functioning participants were able to travel

independently in unfami1iar environments with grace
and security.

These two were 11 and 12 years old, and

were not post-assessed.

The highest functioning

participant who was post-assessed was nine, years old.
He required some assistance to learn unfamiliar
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environments, but learned them very quickly and
eagerly.

The lowest functioning participants in both

groups were barely mobile in unfamiliar areas, and

required much assistance, time, practice, and
encouragement to learn them.

Apparatus

The apparatus consisted of an assortment of

simple and complex stimuli designed from a great many
materials. , (See Appendix B for a comprehensive list
of materials and measurements.)

Stimuli

Most of the stimuli were constructed from

Plexiglas panels.

These panels were fastened together

into different configurations to form many types of

stimuli. (See Appendix C for detailed assembly.)

The

stimuli ranged in complexity from simple panels of ..
various dimensions to real and simulated features of a

travel environment.
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simple stimuli consisted of panels or simple
targets that were usually presented in near proximity

to the participant.

The panels comprised five sizes 

small (30 cm x 15 cm), medium (60 cm x 30 cm), large

(120 cm X 60 cm), giant (120 cm x 120 cm), and long
(240 cm X 120 cm).
Environmental features were both artificial and

natural, and included a variety of elements and

features encountered in typical travel situations.

Seven principal artificial features were designed and
used - poles, high wall, low wall, interior corner,

curved wall, polygon, and alcove.

(See Appendix C for

detailed measurements and. construction.-

Naturalistic

dbjects and features included trees and bushes, walls
and fences, poles and posts, tree .branches and
awnings, raised curbs and steps, building
configurations and other aspects of general layout,
fire hydrants, parked vehicles, etc.
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Procedure

This study utilized a repeated measures,

pre-treatment/post-treatment assessment with no
contro1 group.

Standardization

E

to control and account for

many forms of variation between participants.

these, age:and me;n

Among :.

development, and environmental • ;

discrepancies were of ; principal concern.

,M

tasks andr-exercises were desighed to be

'equally applicable, to all ages : .Although,the style of
presentation;, of , tasks ,varied,a

to

accommodate hhe age, of participants,;the nature of the
tasks themselves was kept fairly constant across all

ages for both the assessment instrument and training
program.

Most tasks were, designed to require minimal

verbal and problem solving skills, yet were fairly
unaffected by more complex cognitive capabilities.
The tasks were typically simple and direct, and
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required only spontaneous reactions rather than

reactions facilitated by advanced thinking or mental
discipline.

Other age related factors such as level

of anxiety.in novel situations were handled by
thorough procedures of participant preparation and
familiarization.

These are discussed in later

sections.

Tasks and procedures in different environmental
conditions were also standardized to some extent.

Concerning the assessment instrument, the spatial
layouts described in the assessment procedure were
roughly matched between environments.

Concerning the

training program, environments were supplemented with
artificial stimuli to increase experiential
homogeneity between participants in different

environments.

Also, efforts were made to adopt

similar naturalistic exercises across different
environments.
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Assessment

An assessment instrument was developed to measure

echo performance as applied to two aspects of
mobility: straightens of travel! and target location.
A set of tasks was administered concerning each

aspect.

These tasks were administered in random order

to each examinee in both pre- and post-assessments. •

This set of tasks measured examinees' ability to
walk a straight line based on strong echo cues 
idle., from parallel walls.

In the strong echo cue task, the examinee was
asked to walk a straight line down a straight,

Plexiglas passage about 11 m long x 2.6 m wide.

(See

Appendix C for detailed design specifications'.)

The

walls of the passage were adjusted in height so that
the ears of all examinees did not stand above or below

the Walls' surface.

The floor of the passage was

hard, not carpeted or padded, and was fully covered by
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marked butcher block paper.

Each trial began with the

examinee centered between the walls, and with feet and

nose pointed straight down the center of the passage.

The videographer called once to the examinee to "walk

straight toward me."

The examinee was then asked to

walk directly toward the voice without touching the
walls.

The number of trials administered to each

examinee varied ■ to one to three depending on time

constraints.

All trials were executed consecutively. , ,'

The procedure for the straightness of travel task
with weak echo cues followed that of the task with ;

strong echo cues but for a few exceptions.

Both the

butcher block paper and the Plexiglas walls were
absent from this task.

All echo cues were either very

distant, or uneven in nature so that parallel
information was weak or absent.

In addition the

absence of the paper further reduced the clarity of^' .V
what echo information might have been available.

Trials were repeated when examinees departed from the
course, or did not finish for whatever reason.
Travel along both runs was timed to the second.
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,

.

This task involved the location of a small target
and a large target.

The small target consisted of a

120 cm, X 30 cm Plexiglas panel affixed vertically to a
Plexiglas stand.

The large target consisted of the

giant, 120 cm x 120 cm target.

details of design.)

(See Appendix C for

Both targets were positioned

simultaneously 2.6 m - 3.1 m from the participants,
and about 2 M - 3 .M apart. Both targets were adjusted

so that the ears of all participants did not stand
above or below the targets' upper or lower edges.

The

surfaces, of both targets were orierited toward the

participants.

The participants were first,instructed

to find one of the targets - whichever they wished.
Once this was done, they were instructed to find the

other, target - whether large or small.

Trials were

repeated when examinees could not find the tairgets.
All trials were timed to the half second.
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,

Prior to pre- and post-assessments, each examinee

was carefully familiarized with the:surrounding
space.

They were familiarized with the layout of the

assessment terrain, and were encouraged to examine and

explore all pertinent apparatus.
■ Examinees were permitted to make use of whatever^ ■

signals or sound cues they wished.

No instruction

concerning signal use was given before either pre- or
post-assessment.

,

Training Program

The training program utilized a comprehensive and
systematic approach to the instruction of echo
perception skills, and the integration of echo

perception with spatial awareness to enable
echo-mobility.

The program began by introducing very

basic echo perception skills, then proceeded to train

more complex skills which demand increasing levels of ,

perceptual processing and perceptual/motor responses. "
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/A detailed layout Q

program design is presented;

in Appendix A.-

'

■ ■

^ Erivironmental faotor-y;; - Wi th training indoors,

room characteristics and stimulus target placement '
were configured as ;much as^possible^ to; minimize ;:
acoustic interference with echo cues.

For example,

targets were not placed near walls, doorways, or other

nonstimulus objects.

Also, targets were rarely placed

between a student and a nonstimulus source sound, thus

reducing possible,nonecho cues to target placement due
to sound shadows.

Indoor and outdoor noise levels

were minimized when possible. ;'^;;!

: St\ident preparation. ■ \

Prior to each task,

students were encouraged to examine and explore all
stimulus materials and environments.
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Stimulus targets were presented in

such a way ,as to, elicit spontaneous responses that

distinguished target position (distal and
directional), and orientation (straight, and oblique

in the horizontal plane). (See Appendix C for a

comprehensive description of the stimuli.)

The

experimenter presented the smaller, less cumbersome
targets by standing behind the student, and holding

the target with arm extended in the direction
desired.

Larger, more cumbersome targets were set

into place ahead of time, and the student brought into
perceptual range of the target.

When the target or

student was positioned as desired, the experimenter
prompted the student to respond - usually to locate or
describe the target (see Appendix A.)

When necessary, spatial terminology such as .

right, left, up, down, near, and far was used in
conjunction with tactual cues such as touching
corresponding body parts (e.g., shoulder, top of head,
waist, etc.), and interaufal and distal cues such as
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positioning experimenter's voice in space to the
right, ieft, belpw, etc,. , Other; spatial pohcepts such
as straight ahead were carefully explained verbally
and by example when necessary.
: :S.tudeht;s^ w

immediate arid cordial

feedback;; followirig' all -trialsy

or cqmmehts \

between stimulus presentations were permitted and

addressed, and were encouraged between lessons and
trials.

Students were encouraged or instructed if

necessary to move their heads for purposes of auditory

scanning. ■ Three principal types of responses were

'

elicited - head/trunk orientation, locomotor, and ,

\verbal./y;;

V-v'/i

When exercises involved the use of head/trunk

, ;

orientation, the student was instructed to turn his

body toward or away from the stimulus target.

Preliminary observations were made to determine which
students oriented their heads, and which oriented

their trunks more accurately. ;,Then, scoring was based

on the method of orientation.

Targets were positioned

such that their primary surface faced the student's
head.
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:

When locomotor responses were heeded, students

were instructed to walk toward or along side a
stimulus target, or to avoid a target as an,obstacle. .

At times students were also instructed to stop walking
in,a certain relationship to the target (e.g., when

.

reaching the end or beginning of a wall).
When verbal skills permitted students were
instructed to state certain relationships between them

and stimulus targets (e.g., centered or not centered
between two objects,, nearer to this object or further
from that one, etc.). Students were also asked, to ,

describe and identify objects, based on echo.qualities.

Possible light cues.were controlled, by
using highly transparent or color camouflaged stimuli
whenever feasible.

Blindfolds.were used only for

visual assessment purposes, or when lessons involved,
naturalistic (nohtransparent) Stimuli.

Even so, the

use of blindfolds was rare.

Tactile and auditory cues such as air pressure,
experimenter movement when contacting student, and
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ground surface characteristics were controlled in a
variety ; of . ways

For example, targets were not.placed

so that students could use cracks in the sidewalk to

find them. ; ■ Whenthe experimenter ,moved targets with

arm extended, he moved both the arm holding:the target
as well as his free arm so that students could not use

arm movement (either audible or tactile) to follow the

target.

When wind was present,■ the targets were

usually presented down wind, and,: since the targets
were usually transparent, the warmth from the sun was ■
never blocked.

'v ■

Olfactory cues such as target odors were

controlled by using mostly targets that were made of
odor-free plastic.

V ^Stimulus: 1 ntensi fi cat "i on ,

In some , lessons,

particularly where relatively new or advanced skills
were being instructed, a low intensity signal was

paired with the echo stimulus in the initial stages of
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training in that skill.

The sound emanated from one

of three locations: the echo stimulus by experimenter

tapping on the stimulus, behind the stimulus such that
the stimulus shadowed the sound, or opposite the

stimulus from vocalizations produced by either student
or experimenter.

The sound shadow produced by placing

a target between the student and a source sound such
as traffic called subtle but perceptible attention to

;ttie :presence or absence of the stimulus.

Vocalized

sounds aimed toward targets included aspirant V, Z, •

and shsh':.sounds.

The targets: were , sometimes, moved

.alDout' rapidly in order tp :draw atte:n,ti.oh to -changes in
the.:so,und field by abrupt distinction. . .Ih; general,
the signals used for stimulus intenSiticatiQh were

decrease4: in volume until pnly .the echo cues.

.remained..

Exceptions included,.deliberately' produced

tongue clicks, and .incidental sounds; such :.as footsteps
and cane taps.

In some cases it was. . . . ■

necessary to manipulate the stimulus targets in order
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to heighten echo sensations.

Simpler, less difficult

stimuli began some preparations for more advanced
skills.

when these simpler.stimuli were mastered,

instruction, progressed to more difficult stimuli.

For

instance, in preparation for learning to center
between two objects, the giant panels were used
initially at close range, then moved to greater
distances, and finally replaced by the large panels at
increasing distances.

The program consisted of
several sessions that were administered once or twice

a week over a span of 11 to 17 weeks depending on
student schedule requirements.

The program sessions

consisted of three types: preliminary, training, and
assessment.

In the preliminary session the experimenter

became acquainted with each student, and with all
involved parties including parents and teachers when
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possible.

An endeavor was made to promote a sense of

trust, comfort,, and mutual respect between each

student and the experimenter.

Though the experimenter

was introduced by name to all participants, he was
introduced as a ."teacher" to the younger children, and

a "teacher/student" relationship was emphasized.

The

time was largely spent.explaining to the students and

all interested parties what the project was .all
about.

The seashells and fish bowls were introduced

to assess the students' level of comprehension.

The

"ocean in the seashell" phenomenon was demonstrated,
and it was shown that a small seashell sounds

different from a large seashell - that the difference
between them can be readily determined by listening.
Each small and large seashell was presented one at a

time near the.left and right ear, then to both ears
simultaneously - small on one side and large on the
other.

It was then demonstrated that a similar effect

occurs with a.fish bowl.

Finally, it was demonstrated

that the motion of a hard, flat surface moved toward

and away from the face can be easily sensed while

orally producing a "shsh"' sound.
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The experimenter

demonstrated this himself, then asked the students to
do so.

When students had difficulty performing the

task, the experimenter produced the "shsh" noise over ,
the student's shoulder, and moved the surface toward

and away from the student's face.

Student feedback

was elicited throughout these demonstrations,.

About

15 minutes was allotted for this session.

The training sessions began three to four weeks.

after the preliminary session, and consisted of a
series of lessons designed to train echo-mobility
systematically.

The training portion of the program

spanned eight to 12 weeks, and consisted of about 40
lessons.

This time was divided according to students'

schedules and attention span.

In general, students

younger than nine years old were seen twice a week for
about 25 minutes, while older, students were seen once

weekly for about 45 minutes.

The group of

participants who were pre-assessed only received 170
to 545 minutes of training with an average of about,

324 minutes. . Students who, were post-assessed received

.270 to 500 minutes - averaging about 357 minutes.

Breaks and diversions during the training sessions
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were permitted when necessary, and were not counted as
part of lesson time.

There was a two week break for

all but four of those pre-assessed only, and all but

two of the -post-assessed students due to experimenter
absence.

In addition, five of those pre-assessed only

and four of the post-assessed students missed one
other week due to a holiday.

Further absences seemed

to be scattered more or less randomly among all
students.

The two assessment sessions bracketed the series

of training sessions, and were designed to evaluate
the effectiveness of the program by measuring
echo-mobility skill before and after training.

It was

never spoken of as a "test" of student performance,

but rather an evaluation of program effectiveness.
The assessment sessions took approximately 20 minutes
per examinee.

The lessons were

administered in a variable sequence which covered
specific skills concerning awareness through echo
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perception of location, density, and orientation of
objects and land mark features in the surrounding

ehvironment - both in and out of doors.

Generally,

the level of challenge progressed from static to

dynamic perceptions of object characteristics, and

through tasks involving increasingly complex stimuli.
Dynamic lessons in mobility were interspersed
throughout the program among the static lessons, and
were intended to apply and refine skills learned in

static conditions.

The program began with extremely

basic skills such as the perception of the location of
the giant panel - progressing to more complex skills

such as,tracking an object-as it moved through near
.space,, and locomotor skills such as maintaining an
.awarendss of one's orientation to several objects

While walking, and identifying objects by echoes.

The length of ■ each lesson was. :

highly variable - taking anywhere from five to 30

minutes depending on the complexity , of 'the -lesson and
the skill or level of cooperation of the student.
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Each lesson was designed to develop or enhance a

specific echQ: skill or combination of skills that:■were.;
relevant to mobility.

Each training session began

..wibh ra; ^review ;of . previoiis;;,tiaining sessions.:, - a.nd each; .
lesson built upon the skills introduced previously.
Each lesson consisted of two principal components 
guided preparation and evaluation.

During guided preparation, verbal instruction

varying in tone, vocabulary, and sophistication
appropriate to age was used to introduce the nature of
.the lesson and its practical application.

This was

paired with stimulus presentation and feedback to
clarify sensory experience and to hone judgements.
Sensory experiences were discussed, explained, and
clarified where necessary and feasible. . Students v;ere

generally shown all materials to be used in each
lesson, and were told very specifically what they were
to do, and why.

Where relevant, each lesson was

discussed in the context of previous lessons, and the

practical application of each was explained and ; ■
discussed.

Trials were administered in a relaxed,

informal manner until the student seemed to get the
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hang of the skill taught in that lesson.

Students who

exhibited immediate grasp of the skill moved directly
to the examination portion of that lesson.

Others

took longer.
After the student seemed properly prepared, a

brief evaluation of comprehension was administered.
This was a random trial series based on those covered

in the preparation phase,'

It was administered with

feedback, and was appended to the preparation phase
such that only the experimenter knew of the exam
portion.

The term "examination" was never used.

About half a dozen trials were administered, depending
on the nature of the lesson.

were never used.

Blank or check trials

Seventy-five percent success was

used as a minimum indicator of comprehension.

If the

examination was not passed, the experimenter typically
went on to another lesson, and returned later to the

one not grasped to execute the same procedure as
before.

No mention of "failure" was ever made.

Thus,

each student progressed at an individual rate without
undue pressure.
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:Ali;;yof; ttee'^le

,'

specifically relevant to orientation and mobility, but
they varied somewhat in terms of the degree to which
they applied to the echo-mobility assessment
instrument used to evaluate this program.

Therefore,

the lessons were prioritized according to their degree
of applicability to that instrument.

Those lessons

that were most applicable were given first priority;
those least applicable were given last priority.
Though a11 students•followed the same basic

progression of lesson difficulty, students who
progressed especially quickly were given extra lessons

that had less bearing on the assessment per se.

In

this way the minimal skills needed to negotiate the
echo-mobility assessment were taught to all students,

but additional lessons were available in an integrated
sequence to more advanced students.

Although these

extra lessons were embedded in the sequence of the
overall lesson plan, they were, with discretion,

administered out of sequence when necessary.
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;

Handling variabi1ihy.

There were many extraneous

yariables that■ necessitated, modifi.catipns to minimize
their ;ef fects., : ancl . some that: CP

controlled. ■

not be ..fuM

All,,:deyiations wpre-^ c

Concerning ehvironmeht ,:, differeht ,training, :
environments afforded different characteristics and .

conditions.

One school, for example/ possessed, indoor

,hallways that were used for some exercises, while
other schools afforded only outdoor environments.

Another school had only wrought iron rather than chain
link

fences.

Exercises varied somewhat between

students in different environments, but the use of an

assortment of artificial targets enabled the
standardization of many experiences.
■

, ■ Students varied widely in their level of echo

ability and m.obility skill in the beginning of the
program, as well as their rate and pattern of echo ' ,

learning through the course of training.

It was

necessary to tailor certain lessons or sequences of
lessons to individuals, and to design new lessons to
accommodate certain student characteristics
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(e.g. ,

,

extreme advancement, good use of residual vision,
etc.).

Sound Generation

For purposes of this experiment,.attention was
focussed, on interpreting and utilizing self-elicited
echo information.

Students were, therefore,

encouraged to execute, tongue.clicks in a deliberate
yet discrete manner.

It was found difficult to teach

a given type of tongue click, so no.specific attention
was given to type of click as long as it was not

obtrusive.

Tongue depressors dipped in fruit jelly,

were useful and necessary in teaching a few students
how to click.

All sorts of clicks were used.

Hand

claps and cane taps were also used on occasion where .
circumstances warranted.

Students were, taught to vary

the intensity of their echo signals throughout the
course of training as environmental circumstances

required, and to keep their signals discrete and
functional.

For example, students that clicked very

rapidly were instructed to slow down so that the
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information elicited by each click could be fully

processed.

In addition, students were taught to

combine their clicks with other echo-mobility

techniques such as auditory scanning and

■interpretation of echoes from incidental noises.

Data Collection

All trials in both tasks were videotaped from a

distance of about 5Q feet.

Video emphasis was placed

on examinees' lower body so that course of travel
could be observed.

In the strong echo cue condition for straightness
of travel, the course was divided lengthwise into five

regions by dark lines.

The course was then further

divided conceptually into five additional regions when
the video data were coded - resulting in a total of
ten regions.

In the weak echo cue condition, no physical lines

were available.

The course was conceptually divided
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lengthwise into five regions when the video data were
coded.

The conceptual divisions and data coding were

executed by someone who was unaware of which
assessments were pre- or post-treatment.

Each

examinee's first-ttipved foot was tracked step by step
according to which region that foot landed in at each
step.

Only the first completed trial under each

condition was coded for each examinee.

For the target location task the first trial of
each set was used.

The pre-treatment and

post-treatment conditions were randomized for each
examinee within each stimulus condition, and shown in

pairs,.■to a panel of f ive . judges.

..The. judges had no

prior knowledge of or connection with this study, and

had little or no prior experience with blind people.

They were asked to rate on a dichotomous scale which
one of two attempts to find a given target showed the

greater awareness of the target's location on the part
of

the examinee.

About 15 minutes was used to train

the judges to conceptualize awareness in terms of
grace and confidence.

Thus, gracefulness and
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confidence Were assumed;to reflect awareness.

Several

video examples were shown to demonstrate all points,
and any procedural questions were answered.

Judges

practiced rating two examples before beginning with
the actual examinees.

Each pair of attempts was shown

once, and judges were given about five seconds to
decide.

Meticulous notes were recorded to audio tape
concerning many aspects of programmed instruction for
every participant/

Qualitative observations and

quantitative data were recorded concerning level and

style of performance related to age, degree of vision,
general orientation and mobility skill, and, in the

case of one participant, mild hearing impairment.
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RESULTS

Hypothesis Testing

Straiqhtness of Travel

Straightness of tiavel was measured by
determining the extent of overall veer from a center
line.

The course was divided into five intervals that

were each 45 cm wide.

The intervals were coded as 2

through -2 in both echo courses with 0 representing
the center interval.

Veer measurements were taken to

the nearest half interyal for the strong echo course
and to the nearest interval for the weak echo course.

Contacts with the boarlder in either course were
assigned an additional value of one unit of measure.
Thus, with the inclusion of boarder contact, the echo

courses were assigned a total spread of +- 2.5 on the
strong echo cue coursd and +- 3 on the weak echo cue

course.

Using these regions of deviation, values
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representing the extent'of veer were computed for each

participant by taking the square root of the mean of
the squared veer from the center line.

These values

are simply referred to as deviations or RMS scores.

Some of these values were then adjusted by a.
percentage multiplication to account for discrepancies
in comparative course width.

For example, 12 of the

total number of participants were pre-assessed under
conditions in which the weak echo course was 25

percent wider than the corresponding strong echo
course. ; The deviation values from the weak echo

condition were therefore multiplied by 1.25 to adjust
for this difference.

To test the hypothesis that straightness of
travel guided by echoes would improve as a result of
this program, examinations were conducted to determine
both the extent of improvement in straightness of
travel where strong echo cues were present, and■the

■ extent to which straightness of course was actua1ly
attributable to the perception of strong echo cues.
As can be seen in Figure 1, the distribution of
scores for raw improvement under the strong echo cue
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condition for both pre- and post-assessment is
sufficiently normal to warrant the use of a parametric
test statistic.

Therefore, a parametric correlated

,

t-test was used to compare performance in the strong
echo course between pre- and post-assessments,

t(ll) = 1.96, p < .076(two tailed), d - .56..
Table 2 shows comparisons of deviation scores
between the pre-assessment and post-assessment in the
strong echo cue condition.

Figures 2-13 shows plotted

comparisons of participants' travel between
pre-assessment and post-assessment.
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strong Pre Test RMS values

3.0

2.0

1.0

Std. Dev= .42
Mean = .66
N = 12.00

0.0
75

25

1.00

1.25

1.50

1.75

Strong Post Test RMS values

Std.Dev= .14
Mean =.38
N= 12.00

.16

.24

.32

.40

.48

.56

Distribution of Pre-Assessraent and

Post Assessment RMS scores for students in the

strong echo cue condition
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Table 2

RMS Deviation

scores for hnhh

Pre-Assess

Post-Assess

ment

ment

1 ^

.65

.37

2

.59

, .19,

3

,1.67

.35

4 .

■ : -29 :;

.66

5

.84

.26

6

•31

.34

7

1.27

.29

8

.26

.53

9

.48

.24

10

.71

.29

11

.44

.52

12

.43

.50
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To ascertain the extent to which improvements
might be attributable to the use of echoes, two

factors were examined.

Nonparametric test statistics

were used in these examinations, because the
distribution of scores from the weak echo condition

was bimodal as can be seen in Figure 14.

Std. Dev = .55

Mean =.86
N = 21.00
46

.64

.83

1.01

1.19

1.38

1.56

1.74

1.93

2.11

RMS Deviation (45 cm)
Distribution of Pre-Assessment RMS

Deviation Scores for the Weak Echo Cue Condition.

The first examination concerned the extent to

which straightness of travel can be fundamentally

attributed to the presence of strong echo cues.
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A

Wilcoxon correlated T-test was used to compare

straightness of travel in the pre-assessment between
strong and weak echo courses, T.(20) = -2.28,

p < .023.

A total of 21 out of 23 participants was

included in this comparison.

Two of the 23

participants were excluded because it became clear

through training that they possessed enough residual
contrast perception to be capable of detecting the
grass boarders of the weak echo course.

In addition

it was determined that a mild hearing loss in one of

these participants negatively affected his echo
perception abilities.

Table 3 shows comparisons between the sets of
deviation scores between the strong and weak echo
courses for the pre-assessment.

Next, an examination was conducted to determine

the extent to which improvement in straight travel

with strong echo cues can be attributed to increased
ability to utilizing these cues.

A Wilcoxon

correlated T-test was used to compare pre-assessment

to post-assessment performance in the weak echo course
in a sample of seven out of the original 12,
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Table 3.

RMS np-viation Srnrfis for 21
Rhvidp.n1--!=! in

t.hR

Prf^-

Tpgf- friT- bnhVi WppV and .qi-Tong
F.nho Cue Conditions.

Strong

Weak

.65

1.05

.59

,60

1.67

.78

.29

2.71

.31

.83

1.27

1.06

.26

.53

.48

2.11

• 71

.28

.44

..6

.43

.89

.63

.35

.33

.57

.57

: •6

1.04

.61

.25

'2.14'

.26

.412

.GO

.84

.50
.45

1.13

^ 1.40
.96
! 2.31
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T(6) = -1.52, p < .13(two tailed)

One participant

was excluded due to his apparerit capacity to perceive

the grass boarder of the weak echo course visually.
Four others- were excluded because the post-assessment
was conducted under conditions in which echo cues were

substantially weaker than in the pre-assessment; this

rendered performance comparisons impossible.
A Wilcoxon T was then computed for a random
sample to compare pre-assessment to post-assessment

performance, T(7) = -1.86, p < .063(two tailed).

Target Location

One participant was excluded from these analyses

because he could apparently see the person used to
hold up one of the targets when its transparent stand

broke.

target.

This left a sample of 11 for the large

An additional participant was excluded from

the small target sample, because he was not able to
find the small target in either assessment.
a Sample of 10, for the small target.
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This left

The ratings from each judge were coded according
to whether the pre-assessment or post-assessment was

chosen as demonstrating greater awareness, and a

binomial probability coefficient was computed.

The

results for the large and small target were p < .21

and p < .55, respectively.
Simple inter-rater reliabilities were then
computed for each condition by computing Pearson's r's
between each pair of judges for each condition, and
taking the average and range of these correlations.
These results are shown in Table 4.
Table 4

Large target

Small target

Range =

.69

.79

Mean =

.62

.42

A correlation coefficient was then computed
between the correlation coefficients for large and

small target ratings, r = .14..
Table 5 shows the judges'' ratings for each
participant in each condition,.
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Table 5

Ratings by
Targets.
Jndcrec!

a b e d e

a be d e

1111 1

2 2 2 2 2

1 2 1 2 2

a 22 2 1

2 2 2 2 2

2 2 12 1

1 2 2 12

1^ 1 11 1

2 2 2 2 2

0 2 2 2 2

111 1 1

0 0 0 0 0

2 1 111

2 12 2 2

2 2 2 2 2

2 1111

12 12 2

110 12

10

11111

2 12 2 1

11

2 2 2 2 2

11111

Student

Note.

A score of 1 corresponds to the judge

(a,b,c,d,or e) choosing the pre-assessment
trial as the most aware.

A score of 2

correspond to Choosing the post-assessment
trial. Zeros indicate that no score was given.
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Explorative Statistics

No further analyses were irun concerning the
target location tasks.

However, several statistics

were' computed concerning the straightness of travel
variable under the strong echo condition.

In seven of

the pre-assessment only sample, scores from two trials
through the strong echo course were available.

A

correlated t value was computed comparing performance
on these trials (t(6) = 1.09, p < .32) and a second t

value was computed between performance on pre- and
post-assessment for a random sample of seven from the
12 participants that were both pre-assessed and
post-assessed {.t(7) = 2.35, p < .057).

A final statistic was computed correlating the
difference scores between deviation values for pre

and post-assessment performance in the strong echo
condition with the amount of training each participant
received in minutes, r = .52, p < .086.

Figure 15 shows a scatter plot of deviation
difference scores to amount of training received.
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DISCUSSION

The results of this study suggest marginal

improvement in straightness of travel.

Furthermore,

it seems likely that any improvements can be
attributable to enhanced echo skill rath®^ than other
factors.

There seems to be a mild coirrelation between

time spent in training and degree of improvement, but
a larger sample is needed for further clarification, v
No improvement dn target location was demonstrated.
It is this author's opinion that^ the marginal nature
of these results are attributable primarily to issues

concerning the design and implementation of the
assessment instrument.

Issues in Assessment •

The first issue concerns apparent deficits in the

sensitivity of the instrument to measure actual
improvement in levels of echo skill.
assessed wdf

The skills

few and to narrowly focussed to

provide, ah accurate representation of actual ability 
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whether raw or improved.

Only two skills were tested

rather than a constellation of skills which might have

better represented true ability.
The assessment instrument actually employed was

truncated from the instrument originally proposed due
to last minute technical constraints on space and

time.

Straightness of travel was assessed more or

less as planned, but the target finding task was
originally intended to provide a variety of measures

concerning participant awareness of target location.
The targets were originally to be moved to
locations that varied randomly according to

predetermined distal and lateral positions relative to
each participant

Discrete methods were originally

proposed to measure time to find the target, extent of
wander in approaching the target, and successes in
actually locating each target.: , Due tp,.unfortunate .
circumstances these measures could not be taken, and

an interrater design had to be applied.

To make

matters worse,, raters reported that much of the video
footage was simply too poor to allow rendering of
anything better than sheer guesses on many of the
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:

trials.

Different videographers had been used between

participants and between assessments--each with his or
her own style of shooting.

In some cases only the

participants' legs or feet could be seen, or the
picture was blurred, or the video did not contain the
first few seconds of a given trial.

In most cases the

transparent targets themselves could not be seen in
the video.

Due to the low reliability of judges, it

is impossible to determine quantitatively whether the

apparent lack of improvement on this task is
attributable to a low effect, or data that simply
can't be measured.

It is this author's opinion that

differences occurring between pre- and post-assessment
were subtle, and would be difficult to discern under
the best of circumstances.

The tasks chosen to assess skill levels were also

too easy - resulting in something close to a ceiling
effect.

Many of the participants demonstrated much

more highly developed skills in the pre-assessment
than anticipated - leaving little room for

improvement.

In the pre-assessment, the travel of

many of the participants down the strong echo cue
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course was almost perfectly straight.
effect size was driven downwar

The treatment

by participants whose

straightness of travel remained similar over training
due to the high magnitude of their initial
performance.

In essence, most of those participants

who did not walk especially straight in the

pre-assessment improved markedly in the

post-assessment, while those who walked very straight
in the pre-assessment continued to walk very straight
when post-assessed. , Based.on informal Comparisons of ,

the pre-ass|essment/post-asse!
■thiS; . authoris .impres

video data, it is
had the resolution of

.■

data been finer (e.g. , 2.5 cm instead of 22.5 cm

intervals) , improvements in levels of performance may

have shown more clearly for some of the participants.

Being that there were no solid criteria for exclusion,
all participants were included whatever their level of
skill.

Most participants did well finding the targets as
well - especially the large target.

Nearly every

participant was able to locate the large target easily
in the pre-assessment.

Whatever improvements that may
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have occurred were probably subtle, and thus invisible

to the judges under the conditions of poor video

footage.

In addition, there were subtle kinesthetic

and tactild cues that some participahts might have
been able to use to, assist them to find ^the targets on
some occasions.

For example, since time and space

restrictions did not permit random relocation of „

targets, the targets remained stationary while ■ ■
participants were relocated.

It is this

experimenter's;experience that blind people, even

young children, can be very difficult to disorient in .
confined spaces by such means as spinning them around
or guiding them along sequitous routes.

It has been

shown that children as young as two-and-a-half years

can map enclosed spaces without the apparent use of
echoes (Landau, Gleitman, & SpeIke, 1981; Landau,

Spelke, & Gleltman, 1984).
The second issue related to the inadequacy of the
assessment instrument concerns a lack of robustness to

systematic or random errors in performance.

Few

trials were taken in any given condition, and only the
first usable trial in each condition for each
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participant was coded for analysis.

Inadvertent

errors in performance can happen at any time for any
reason, and the design of the current assessment
instrument assumed that random distribution of errors

across all conditions for all participants would not

impair improvement measures.

However, with so few

trials per condition, the occurrence of single errors,
random or systematic, called into question the
effectiveness of treatment for any given participant.

One participant, for example> performed very well on

his pre-assessment and maintained a very high level of

performance throughout training.

However, he just

happened to make a severe mistake on one of the
post-assessment tasks.

Such mistakes were not at all

characteristic of this participant, but his scores
show a distinct negative effect nonetheless.
To complicate matters further, performance errors

do not appear to be distributed randomly, but seem to
have been introduced systematically into the

post-assessment condition.

The pre-assessment took

place during the school year, while the
post-assessment occurred toward the end of summer
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school.

During summer school, instructional emphasis

shifted from academic performance to recreational
activities.

For four of the participants, for

example, an outdoor assembly demonstrating fire
fighting methods was held about one hundred meters
from the test cite.

Trials often had to be cut short

and restarted due to the intense blaring of sirens,

horns, fire engines, and excited crowds of hundreds of
children.

In addition, during summer school, all of

the participants received less than half of the normal

mobility training beyond the training provided in this
study that they received during the school year.

This

comparative deficit in training resulted from an
unavailability of their mobility instructor.

To say

the least, conditions surrounding the administration

of the post-assessment were less than ideal.

The

participants seemed less thoughtful and disciplined
during summer school than during the regular school
year.

Their minds were not on performance.
Shingledecker (1983) demonstrated that a high

degree of mental effort is required for successful
blind mobility.

This notion is born out by the
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experiences of many blind people.

It seems reasonable

to suppose, therefore, that blind mobility performance

may be vulnerable -to frame of mind - especially in

children.

If the : attentional, requirements^ of blind

mobility are high as seems likely, then any diversion
of attentional resources will negatively affect
performance.

For example, if the participants were

anxiously waiting to return to an art project, or were
looking forward to a recreational outing planned for
later on that day, performance both in the training as
well as the assessment sessions seemed diminished.

In this study, the assessment instrument was not
robust to errors resulting from attentional diversion
or other causes.

If multiple trials had been

available for all participants under each condition, ■ .
and the best of them used for analysis or even an

average, this drawback might have been ameliorated.

General Observations

: While a thorough expose of observations,
impressions, and accumulated information from this
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program is presented in Appendix D, there are a number
of points that bare discussion here.

Every one of the participants already possessed
basic echo skills.

If improvements were to take

place, they would likely have been found at; advanced
levels not measured by the current procedure.

For

nearly every participant on nearly every training
exercise, notable short term improvements were

demonstrated over the course of a given session.

Such

improvemerits were immediately apparent to anyone

observing.

In a centering exercise, for example, the

participants would typically place themselves somewhat
off center on the first try.

When told that they ware

a little off center, they would almost invariably

correct themselves immediately.

By several subsequent

trials, the participant was typically able to center
himself with great precision.

The trick was to

sustain notable improvement over time.

The pattern

typically took the form of participants improving
markedly on a given task at a given time.

Then, when

tested on a later session, they had regressed to a

level somewhere between there original performance and
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their previous.level of improvement.

They would then

regain their level of skill quickly with a few more
trials of practice.

Thus, it was not generally

difficult to teach many of the skills to most of the

participants,,-^

was diffidult'to' facilitate the

long term refinement and maintenance of given skills ■
in the time available.

It is evident that, though the

;most:basih^^^e

iri minutes,

advanced skills take much time and practice to learn
and maintain.

This is consistent with the acquisition

:,of other mobility skilIs such as effective cane

technique or crossing major intersections.

While a

more thorough and sensitive assessment instrument
would probably have yielded more positive results, it
seems probable that sustained, marked improvements
will take much time and practice.

The fact that participants showed marginal
improvement on straightness of travel over target

finding is of particular interest,, because very little
time was actually spent training straight travel.

Most of the participants were so good at straight
travel that it seemed worth devoting attention to a
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multitude of other skills.

It may be that

participants' listening skills were becoming tuned in
a general way - enabling them to recognize subtler
nuances of factors already familiar to them.

Alternative Procedures

A great deal was learned over the course of this
study about designing a more sensitive and robust
assessment, instrument as well aslthe^^^t

of echo

skilis (see Appendix D). . ■
A more powerful assessment instrument could be

designed .that would be: bbth simple, and capable of
assessing a wide variety of variables reliably.

For

example, participants might be taken to several
predetermined places, and instructed to describe the
location of objects around them in terms of distance,
height, and direction.

They might also be instructed

to identify objects, or at least provide information
about density and composition.

This procedure is

Similar to that used by Magruder (1974).

It has the

advantage of allowing for highly discrete measurements
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of judgement accuracy.

It might also be rapidly

administered, a:nd should be adaptable to a wide
variety of natural or artificial environments.

Uhfbbtunately, such an instrument does nbt actually
involve movement,; so it does, not represent a good

measure of echo perception as it applies to mpbiiity.
Also, because the assessment is static rather than

dynamic, :it might quickly wear;thin the patience .of
young children who, in this author's experience, do
not like standing around. ■ . ; r

Another procedure might' involve the assessment of

participants as they walked along a predetermined
course.

The course would have various objects and

environmental features along the way.

Participants

would be instructed to stop at each object or feature

that they sense, identify the phenomenon, and locate
it by approach.

Scoring could be based on percentage

of phenomena detected, correct identifications, and
location variables such as time and directness.

Other

indices might also be measured such as walking speed,
amount of accidental contact with physical objects,

etc.

This procedure bares faint similarity to that
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used by Boehm (1986).

Being a dynamic task, it would

constitute a measure of echo perception as it applies

to mobility, and would probably hold the attention and
interest of young children.

However, such an

instrument could become quite complicated by the need
to find suitable courses, ,and to match characteristics

between the pre-assessment and post-assessment.

It

might be susceptible to changing environments and
layouts, and would not be readily supplemented by
artificial means.

The inclusion of multiple trial measures for

multiple indices over a large sample should make
either procedure resistent to many forms of random
error, and flexible to accommodate systematic error.
For instance, if the course in the second example

involves the possibility of detecting 50 objects

spread over 30 cases, the distribution of errors
should little effect performance trends.

The program itself has evolved into a
constellation of tasks and teaching strategies.
Appendix A.)

(See

The primary elements that must be

considered include the amount of time and practice for
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each participant.

It would be useful to test

participants over a year's training.

.

One might train

:motivated raobiiity.specialists in the ; techniques for

instructing:echo-mobility•

The;ehps^rimenter,would^^^

,, ,

responsible for the assessment of, improyement. ; Such a-

procedure would risk high susceptibility to varying

,

styles of instruction, but this could be minimized by
rohtineitrainirig -visits; froto:; the experimenter/.regular;
contact with the.; instructofs^^

of a pfescribed iessori .guide.

the ^implementation

Such a ,; gu

would nCt .

rigidify:: traihing curriculum, but merely prpvide
general guideiiaee ,so ;that. all students , would receive
a similar subset of training experiences.

Meticulous

notes would be taken on time spent training echo
skills for each student as well as any deviations that

took place in lesson implementation.

This would allow

the division of the overall sample into subgroups if

necessary, and would provide interpretive

information.

This procedure would have the advantage

of a potentially large sample and a lengthy period of
training.

Such a procedure might allow the

establishment of a control group, although the
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heterdgeheit^

the blind population would make

matching difficult.

The implementation of lessons by

mobility specialists under natural conditions would
greatly increase the ecological validity of such a
procedure.

• ;,

Implications and Concluding Remarks

The long term effects of a drastically impaired

comprehension of space can be quite deleterious to

mobility, and tp many other aspects of functioning,
since .echo perceptiQh: va^i-iables: have/bee^ found to
correlate highly with mobility performance (Foulke,
1971; Juurmaa, 1965, 1967a, 1967b, 1969; Norris,

Spaulding, & Brodie, 1957; Warren & Kocon, 1974), it
seems likely that an understanding and implementation
of auditory spatial processing should dramatically
enhance the effectiveness of mobility training for the

blind (Juurmaa, 1972).

Blind people could learn to

travel much more autonomously with a substantially
clearer and more fulfilling perception and

comprehension of the world around them.
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Improvements in mobility

may, in turn, lead

to increases in self esteem, motivation, and even

social development.

Mobility skill seems largely to

determine general ability to get along in life, and is
related to high levels of self-confidence.

Graham,

Robinson, Lowrey, Sarchin, and Tims (1968), in a study
of over 800 blinded veterans, found an almost linear,

relationship between mobility skill and capacity to
earn an independent living.

De I'Aune et al (1974)

found strong correlations between performance at echo
detection and a variety of personal adjustment
variables. "... once the problem is squarely faced,

and once the possible benefits to the blind are
considered in full perspective, who can deny that the

potentialities of human echolocation deserve full and
rigorous exploration." (Griffin, 1986, p. 322)
Such investigations stand to challenge many of
the basic assumptions upon which current theory and

practice of orientation and mobility rest.

This area

of the literature is fraught with the notion that the
blind do not have access to continuous or parallel

sensory processes for the effective analysis and
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comprehension (^f:/space (see Strelow, 1985)

:lt:- is /

often assumed that stable and reliable points of

reference exist only within a blind person's physical
reach (brachial space), and that audition is

inadequate to provide useful information about: such
references beyond reach.

Such: a perspective does not seem)tenabie'i
of modern investigations into the capacity and .

function of auditory spatial processing.

■

In a study

of how children blind from birth use echolocation, for

example, ■ Ashmead, Hill, and Talor (1989) found, " ...
congenitally blind children utilize at least some of :
this auditory spatial information, and, moreover, that
they coordinate the information with functionally
important behavior such as goal directed locomotion"

(p. 23).

It is clear that echo perception is an

aspect of audition which can provide stable, reliable
spatial references of immense quantity and richness at
considerable range.

According to Wiener (1980) "It

[audition] helps one to appreciate depth by
identifying the existence of space and the distance
through space to a reflecting surface or a sound
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•

emitting object" (p. 115).

A multitude of empirical

studies together with the experiences of the blind and
those who know them leave no doubt that audition can

provide sufficient information to enhance mobility
performance.

However, the potentials for deliberately

and systematically applying the use of complex echo
skills to the enhancement of orientation and mobility

have simply gone unrecognized (Ashmead, Hill, & Talor,

1989; Juurmaa, 1972).

If the formal training of blind

mobility is to eVolve, orientation and mobility
professionals must concern themselves with the

development of techniques and strategies for teaching
complex echo skills, and facilitating their

application to nonvisual movement.

As Wiener (1980)

succinctly states, "The traveler who is able to make

good use of this source of stimuli [reflected sound]
learns to travel in a more sophisticated, more

graceful manner than those unable to do so" (p. 156).
This author believes that the results of this

study, qualitative arid quantitative, show promise, and
are worth investigating further.

The prospects for

further study seem positive in terms of improving
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training techniques toward more highly functioning

nonvisual mobility.

In this author's experience, most

mobility specialists and authorities in the field know
little about the phenomenQn of echo perception or
other aspects of auditory spatial processing, or how
to improve it through training.

They labor under

serious misconceptions about the population they

attempt to serve.

For example, many believe that the

reason .'some blind people some.tiraes shuffle their . feet
is that they are uncertain about the terrain that lies
ahead.

While this may be true for some people under

some circumstances, it was observed that many of the

participants in this study began shuffling their feet
when asked to locate small objects of unknown
location.

It was clear that the shuffling resulted

from an attempt to generate the signals needed to find
the objects.

As explained earlier, ■ this process of

irradiating the environment with acoustic energy to

apprehend the nature of that environment runs closely
analogous to the process of illuminating the
environment with optical energy for a similar

purpose.

While this study does not advocate foot
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shuffling> it seeks to clarify the techniques
nfecessary to optimize mobility by the use of echoes.

Examples such as this abound in the qualitative data
collected (see Appendix D).

This information can and

should be used to design more robust investigations

into the development of more refined teaching
.strategies.

Ultimately, such studies as this could pave the

way toward the thoughtful integration of echo skills :
training into standard orientation and mobility
curricula - to be taught along side cane travel and
other skills.

In short, as Amons, Worchel,:and

Dallenbach put it in 1953 "The implications ..• are
far reaching >... ;that. a11 persons, b1ind: but otherwise
normal, are capable of learning to perceive obstacles,
and that there is no reason other than the lack of . .

courage or the will to learn for any of them leading a

vegetative existence in which he has to be lead
about." (p. 551)

Although much has changed for the

blind since the early 1950s, application of studies
such as this one may facilitate great strides that
must still be made to enhance and refine the skills of
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travel for the blind toward increased efficiency,
security, assurance, and grace.
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APPENDIX A , ; : V

TRAINIIJG PROGRAM FOR ECH5-MOBILITY

Lessori''Plan

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, SOUND EMITTING, GIANT

Pi^EL IN LATERAL POSITION:

low level ; t

continuous noise combined with tapping on the

giant panel at 1 foot distance.
A.

PREPARATION:

The giant panel was positioned

at 7 locations around the participant's
head.

Positions included directly to the

left and right, 45 degrees left and right
in■front and behind, and directly behind^
Low level noise emanates from the target,

and the target was tapped on in a slightly
irregular rhythmic fashion with moderate
rate - about once per 1.5 seconds +- 0.5

Seconds.

The participant practices

turning directly toward the sound.
Orienting responses in this task should be
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fairly precise (between 5 and 10
degrees).

Most participants were expected

to have little difficulty.
B.

EXAM:

7 trials - 1 corresponding to each

position.
II.

ORIENTATION AWAY FROM STATIC, SOUND EMITTING,
GIANT PANEL IN LATERAL POSITION:

low level

continuous noise combined with tapping on the

giant panel at 1 foot distance.
A.

PREPARATION:

The giant panel was positioned

at 7 locations around the participant's
head.

Positions included directly to the

left and right, 45 degrees left and right
in front and behind, and directly in
front.

Low level noise emanates from the

target, and the target was tapped on in a
slightly irregular rhythmic fashion with
moderate rate - about once per 1.5 seconds

+- 0.5

The participant practices turning

directly away from the sound.

Orienting

responses in this task were expected to be
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somewhat less precise than in the previous
lesson (between 10 and 15 degrees).
B.

EXAM:

7 trials - 1 corresponding to each

position.
III.

LOCATION OF STATIC, SOUND EMITTING, GIANT PANEL
IN LATERAL POSITIONS:

continuous white noise

only at 1 foot distance.

A.

PREPARATION:

The giant panel was positioned

at 5 locations - directly to the left and

right, 45 degrees to left and right front,

and directly in front.

Low level noise

emanates from the target.

The participant

was asked to touch the target.

Groping

was discouraged.
B.

EXAM:

5 trials - 1 corresponding to each

location.

IV.

INITIAL SENSITIZATION TO ECHO CUES:

giant panel

in front-center position at 6 inch distance.
A.

PREPARATION:

The target was randomly

presented and removed directly in front of
the participant's face at a distance of
about 6 inches.
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The participant was asked

to say whether the target was present or

not.

No restrictions were imposed on the

participant's method of echo detection.
When the participant had difficulty, the

patticipant was asked to?v
the target was presented, removed, and

moved toward and away from the

participant's face over a distance of
about 2 feet.

After a few repetitions of

this, it was explained that there was a
way that many blind people, including

myself, use to help them hear objects.
Various attempts were made to explain the
tongue click.

First, the participant was

asked to emulate the sound I make.

If the

participant cannot, then the process was

guided verbally.

If this was

unsuccessful, then, with participant's ;

permission, I point out the relevant oral
spots in the participant's mouth using a
fresh, sterile tongue depressor dipped in
fresh packets of honey.
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It was then

demonstrated that it was easier for the

participant to detect the target when I

emit this signal from directly over the
participant's head.

Finally, the

participant was asked to try.

[For

participants who already use the palatal

click, this explanation was otnitted,
except that it was briefly mentioned that
this tongue click was an excellent way to

help hear objects.]

Additional

preparation was then given with the use of

the tongue click.
B.

EXAM:

The target was presented at the same

position before each participant's face.
A series of 6 trials (3 blank) were

conducted with participant asked to use

the tongue click.

The first trial in this

series was never blank.

V.

DETECTION OF STATIC PRESENCE VS.

AND RIGHT SIDE:

ABSENCE AT LEFT

giant panel on left or right

at 1 foot distance.
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A.

PREPARATION:

The sensation of hearing the

target presented directly to the left or
right ear was demonstrated.

The target

was randomly presented and removed
directly at either the left or right ear.
The participant was asked to say whether
or not the target was present.

The

participant was always told on which side
the target was to be present or absent,
and had to touch the target when it was

present.

The participant was specifically

instructed to use only one hand, and not
to grope.
B.

EXAM:

2 series of 5 trials - 1 for the left

and the other for the right (3 present and
2 absent for each series).

Again, the

participant was always told which side to
expect the target.

The first trial was

never blank.

VI.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, LATERAL POSITION AT

CLOSE RANGE:

90 degrees left and right, and
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directly behind head at about 15 inches with
giant target.
A.

PREPARATION:

The participant was simply

instructed to turn toward the target when
prompted.

Great precision was not

required at this point.
B.

EXAM:

6 trials - 2 left, 2 right, and 2

behind head.

VII.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, LATERAL POSITION AT

LONG RANGE:

90 degrees left and right, and

directly behind head at 6 feet with giant
target.

A.

PREPARATION:

The participant was instructed

to turn toward the target when prompted.
Great precision was not required at this
point.

This stimulus was approached by

successively increased distances if
necessary.

B.

EXAM:

6 trials - 2 left, 2 right, and 2

behind head.
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VIII.

LOCOMOTOR DETECTION OF MEDIUM PANEL:

panel in

horizontal orientation at about 15 inches
distance.

A.

PREPARATION:

As the instructor and

participant walk in an outdoor
environment, the instructor carries the

panel, and moves it occasionally in front
of the participant's face.

The

participants had to stop when they

detected it.

The participant was in

physical contact with the instructor, so
the instructor's panel movements were
subtle so as not to be detectable through

the participant's contact.

Also, the

panel was moved discretely, so as not to
cause detectable air currents.

It may be

explained that it was helpful to emit a
tongue click of mild intensity from time
to time to check the environment ahead,

though this task may be easy for many
participants without that precaution.

The

participant was given about 3 seconds to
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respond to each presentation.
detections were pointed out.

False
The large

panel was used initially with those

participants who have difficulty with this
exercise.

B.

EXAM:

The panel was introduced 5 times

during this series.
IX.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, FRONT AND BACK LATERAL

POSITION:

45 degrees left and right of front

and back at 20 inch range with medium panel. V:
A.

PREPARATION:

Front and back left and right

. positions were demonstrated.

The

participant was asked to turn toward the
target with somewhat greater attention to
precision.
B.

EXAM:

8 trials - 4 front (2 left and right),

4 back (also 2 left and right).
X.

ORIENTATION TOWARD SIMULTANEOUS DISTANCE

DISTINCTION:

2 medium panels at distances from

18 to 36 inches.

A.

PREPARATION:

Both panels were presented

simultaneously at hard left and right, and
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about 45 degrees to left and right of
front center.

The participant was

instructed to.turn only to one or the

other as'specifled by the instructor.

If

neGessary, the further distance was
increased to 4 feet at first in order to

clarify the stimulus distinction, then

reduced grad'ually to 36 inches as seems

B.

EXAM:

4 trials involving each stimulus

pdsitlon - i with the stimulus target at
frontal and direct left, and 1 with

stimulus at frontal and direct right.
XI.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, HORIZONTAL OBLIQUITY:

4 by 6 foot surface at both sides and front - 3
foot distance.

A.

PREPARATION:

The stimulus was the long

panel, supported by two Plexiglas stands.
Its height was adjusted so that its upper

edge was at least a foot above the

participant's head.

The panel was placed

parallel, and at varying obliquity to the
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direction that the participant,was

toward the surface as squarely as

possible.

Exact measurements of angular

disparity were not taken, but precision

was encouraged.

The participant may

examine the target tactually after each
trial.

For participants who have

difficulty grasping this skill, a speaker
emitting the low level white noise was
attached to each end of the surface at the

level of the participant's face.

The

speakers were situated to point toward
each other rather than outward.

With the

close proximity of the speakers and the
surface acting as a solid backdrop or
"shell" to hold the sound, the binaural

effect was analogous to a wall of soft

noise.

The sound was gradually diminished

until the participant can respond to the
echo stimulus by itself.
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B.

EXAM:

6 trials - 1 parallel at each side, 1

oblique by 30 degrees at right and left of
center, and 1 oblique by 60 degrees at

right and left of center.
XII.

■

ORIENTATION AWAY FROM STATIC, HORIZONTAL

OBLIQUITY:

4 by 6 foot surface at either side

and behind - same procedure as previous lesson,
except that back rather than frontal positions

were used, and participant practices facing
directly AWAY from the surface.

[This was

analogous to "squaring off," a mobility
technique in which a blind person orients his
forward direction by squaring the back of his

shoulders (usually by touch) with a flat

;":-'surfaGe.l;\
XIII.

SHORELINING (walking parallel) BY ECHOES FROM A
STRAIGHT WALL:

along a 30 foot wall at 4 feet

distance

A.

PREPARATION:

The participant was positioned

in oblique orientation facing toward and
away with respect to a 30 foot stretch of
simulated wall at a distance of 4 feet,
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and instructed to orient himself and walk

forward in a straight line parallel to the
wall without touchirig it.

This exercise

was practiced with the wall on either side

of the participant.

The participant

should learn to walk a straight line

parallel to the wall (+- half a foot)
until reaching the end.

Measurements of

distance were taken at start and finish,

and the experimenter walks close behind
and to one side so that veering can be
monitored.

A small degree of erratic

veering was permitted at the beginning of

each pass.

For those who have difficulty

with this exercise, parallel travel was

practiced with the participant using a 4
foot bar to trail the wall.

This should

give the participant a sense of straight
line as well as parallel travel.
B.

EXAM:

4 trials - 2 for each side, 1 oriented

toward, 1 oriented away.
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XIV.

LOCATION OF STATIC, SOUND EMITTING PANELS IN

FRONTAL, VERTICAL POSITIONS (elevation):

tapping on large panel with continuous noise at
20 inches distance.

A.

PREPARATION:

participant stands straight

with back against a wall or column.

The

term "straight" was explained to younger
participants if it appears to be necessary
through the course of the exercise, and
younger participants were informed that

they were standing straight.

The large

panel was presented at 4 vertical

positions - 3 in front of the participant
(at forehead level, stomach level, and

shin level), and directly over the

participant's head.

At each position, the

panel was tilted to direct echoes back to
the participant's face or head,

participant practices touching the target,
or may say the location.
B.

EXAM:

4 trials - 1 at each of the 4 vertical

positions.
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XV.

LOCATION OF STATIC, VERTICAL POSITION

(elevation):

A.

with large panel.

PREPARATION:

The participant stands straight

with back against a wall or column as

before.

The participant practices

touching the large panel presented at
different elevations - above head,

forehead, waste, and feet.

The panel was

slanted to optimize reflections to the

participant's face or head.

Distance and

degree of slant for the lowest position

varies according to participant height in
order to keep angle of reflection

reasonably constant across participants,
participants were shown that they could

bump their heads if they walk into an
object at head level, or trip and fall if
they bump into a low object, or hurt

themselves by walking into an object at
waste level.

B.

EXAM:

8 trials - 2 at each of the 4 vertical

positions.
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XVI.

CENTERING BETWEEN TWO WALLS:

8 feet apart and

12 feet long.

A.

PREPARATION:

Two, 16 foot walls placed 8

feet apart were the stimuli.

participants

were placed at different positions between
the walls such that the stimuli were

directly to either side.

participants had

to center themselves to within 6 inches of

the center,

participants were turned

around and walked sequitously between
trials.

Noise generators may be used

initially with some participants to assist
in this exercise.

B.

EXAM:

4 trials - 2 at 18 inches to left and

right of center, and 2 at 3 feet to left
and right of center.
XVII.

SHORELINING AND STOPPING AT OBSTACLE:

large

obstacle at head level.

A.

PREPARATION:

The large panel was placed in

various positions along the center line of

a simulated corridor made up of two, 16
foot simulated walls placed 8 feet apart.
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The panel stands vertically, and its upper
edge was adjusted to at least half a foot
over the participant's head.

The

participant was asked to walk straight
down the center of the corridor, and to

stop before touching or colliding with the
panel (less than 6 inches).

The starting

point varies from 8 to 14 feet from the

obstacle.

Distance was varied by moving

the obstacle from one point to another
within the corridor while the participant
was behind one of the walls and facing
away from the apparatus.

Also, the

participant sometimes starts at one end of
the simulated corridor, and sometimes at

the Other.

The method of changing the

starting point was not revealed to the
participant, although the fact that

starting distances vary was made clear.

The instructor walks beside and slightly
behind the participant on each trial.
purposes of preparation, it may be
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For

necessary to increase the initial distance
between participant and obstacle gradually.
B.

EXAM:

6 trials - 3 with the obstacle at 8

feefcy'■'^nd,-5'" at,
XVIil.

feet\

^

SHORELINING AND DUGKliSTG OVElRffi^GS.

Ai

PREPARATION:

The apparatus tor this lesson

was exactly as i

lesson XVII, but with

the overhang instead of the large panel.

The participant had to walk down the
center of the corridor, and duck the

overhang without touching it.
B.

EXAM:

6 trials - 3 with the overhang at 8

feet, and 3 at 14.
XIX.

SHORELINING AND STEPPING UP AT A CURB:

same

procedure as in lesson XVII, but the curb was
used instead of the large panel.
XX.

SHORELINING BY ECHOES FROM A LOW WALL:

wall was

2 feet high and 4 feet distant.

A.

PREPARATION:

The participant was positioned

in oblique orientation facing toward and
away with respect to a 20 foot stretch of
simulated low wall at a distance of 4
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feet, and instructed to orient himself and

walk forward in a straight line parallel
to the wall without touching it.

This

exercise was practiced with the wall on
either side of the participant.

The

participant should learn to walk a

straight line parallel to the wall (+- 1
foot) until reaching the end.
Measurements of distance were taken at

start and finish, and the experimenter
walks close behind and to one side so that

veering can be monitored.

A small degree

of erratic veering was permitted at the
beginning of each passage.

For those who

have difficulty with this exercise,

parallel travel was practiced with the

participant using a 4 foot stick to trail
the wall.

This should give the

participant a sense of straight line as
well as parallel travel.
B.

EXAM:

4 trials - 2 for each side, 1 oriented

toward, 1 oriented away.
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XXII.

LOCOMOTOR IDENTIFICATION OF VERTICALLY

POSITIONED ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES (elevation):

raised curbs or steps; tall planters, trash

cans, hoods of parked cars, or fire hydrants;
and archways or tree branches.

A.

PREPARATION:

The participant was introduced

to various environmental features that

exemplify elevation.

Each feature was

named, and an appropriate response for

each was given where relevant (E.G., step
up on to a curb, duck beneath an overhang,

stop and examine or avoid mid-height

objects).

Also, ramifications for failing

to respond properly to these things were
explained and demonstrated.
B.

EXAM:

8 trials - 2 overhangs, 2 low

(preferably curbs or steps), and 2 middle
features were addressed, and 2 awnings.
"What do you think this is?"

participant

may give the name, the proper response, or

just contact the object directly.

Any

such response was considered correct if it
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Gorresponds

elevation of the

feature;--. ^
XXIII.

TURNING OUTWARD AND INWARD RIGHT-ANGLE

GORNERS:

.A.

a 26 foot wall a

PREPiUy^TION:

feet diatance.

The participantwas positioned

parallel to the start of a 26 foot stretch
of wall.

The wall was constructed to form

a corner that turns outward (away) and
inward (toward).

The corner was located

at the center of the wall.

The

. participant walks 3 feet: from the wall/
and can veer +- 1 foot.

Trials were

practiced with the wall on either side of
the participant.

B.

EXAM:

Four passes were made - 2 with inward

and outward corner on the left, and 2 with

inward and outward corner on the right.
XXIV.

LOCATION OF RECESS IN A WALL:

;

2 feet wide by 2

feet deep recess.
A.

PREPARATION:

The simulated wall was used

with one 2 foot by 2 foot recess.

The

participant practices locating and facing
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the recess while walking 2 feet from the

wall along a path varying in length from 6
to 12 feet.

Trials included wall at both

sides.

B.

EXAM:

8 trials - 5 with wall on each side (2

at 6 feet and 2 at 12 feet.

XXV.

DETECTION OF STATIC, SMALL PANEL.

A.

PREPARATION:

The small panel was randomly

presented and removed directly in front of
the participant's face at a distance of
about 15 inches,

participant was asked to

say whether or not the panel was present.
B.
XXVI.

EXAM:

6 trials - 3 present, 3 absent.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, SMALL PANEL AT

FRONTAL LATERAL POSITION:

A.

PREPARATION:

20 inch range.

Directly to left and right, and

45 degrees to front-left and front-right

positions were demonstrated.

participant

was instructed to turn directly toward the
target.

If necessary, in order to

acclimate the participant to the rigors of
the experimental conditions, the concave
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surface of the small panel was used at
first instead of the flat surface.

B.
XXVII.

EXAM:

8 trials - 2 at each position.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, LOW DENSITY PANEL

AT FRONTAL LATERAL POSITION:

A.

PREPARATION:

20 inch range.

Directly to left and right, and

45 degrees to front-left and front-right
positions were demonstrated,

participant

was instructed to turn directly toward the

target.

If necessary, in order to

acclimate the participant to the rigors of

the experimental conditions, the concavity
surface of the small panel was used at
first instead of the flat surface.

B.
XXVIII.

EXAM:

8 trials - 2 at each position.

ORIENTATION TOWARD STATIC, SIMULTANEOUS

DENSITY DISTINCTION:

large and low density

panels at 20 inches.
A.

PREPARATION:

The two panels were first

presented alternately to accustom the
participant to the different
characteristics of echoes from the
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different surfaces.

Then, both panels

were presented simultaneously at hard left

and right

and 60 degrees to left and

right in front, with participant
instructed to turn only to one or the

other. ^
B. ! EXAM:

V"'

8 trials - 4 with each stimulus (2

with the stimulus target at each of
frontal and direct left, and 2 with
stimulus at each of frontal and direct

V

right).

XXIX.

,

. ■v,:.',

^

CENTERING BETWEEN TWO POLES:

A.

PREPARATION:

Two poles set 6 feet apart

serve as the targets.

The participant

learns to center.himself
of

B.

EXAM:

5 feet apart.

to within 1 foot

the center.

4 trials -

2 at 2

feet to left and

right of center.
XXX.

LOCATING (AND PASSING THROUGH) OPENINGS IN^;^

WALLS:

Only location was required of

participants who did not complete the previous
lesson.

V'

^
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A.

PREPARATION:

The simulated wall was used

with one 4 foot opening - bordered by
poles to simulate a door frame.

The

participant practiced locating and turning
into the opening from 2 foot distance from

the wall along a path varying in length
from 6 to 12 feet.

Trials included wall

at both sides.

B.

EXAM:

8 trials - 4 with wall on each side (2

at 6 feet and 2 at 12 feet

XXXI.

^



LOCATION OF DYNAMIC, SOUND EMITTING, LARGE

PANEL IN LATERAL MOTION:

220 degree arc (110

degrees left to 110 degrees right) at 20 inch
range.

A.

PREPARATION:

The large panel, oriented

vertically, was moved slowly at a fix
1

range of 20 inches in a random, arc-like
pattern spanning from just behind the left
ear to just behind the right.

The panel

was tapped about once per second
throughout the entire exercise.
participants were asked to touch the
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; ;

target immediately after prompting.

target had to be cphtacted wit^h

The

about 2

seconds or it was bemoyed.

B.

EXAM:

5 trials - 2 right and left at 110, 2

^ right and left at 60 degrees, a^

■

XXXII.

1 at

centar\.positi0n^...c- ,:,, ■ ,

ORIENTATION TOWARD DYNAMIG, LATERAb POS'lTION:
220 degree arcr CilO degrees left to 110 degrees
right) at 15 inch range with medium panel 
participants who did not complete the lessons
involving poles or small panels use the large

A.

PREPARATION:

The medium (or large) panel,

oriented vertically, was moved slowly at a

fix range of 20 inches in a random, arc

like pattern spanning from just behind the
left ear to just behind the right.

The

participant was asked to touch the target,
immediately after prompting.

The target

had to be contacted within about 2 seconds

or it was removed.

Extra emphasis may be

placed on positions past 85 degrees.
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;

because these regions were most difficult

to perceive accurately.

It was exp1ained

that fairly regular tongue clicks of
moderate intensity may be necessary to
track the object, especially when it
passes into peripheral zones that were
difficult to scan.

B.

EXAM:

6 trials - 2 right and left at 110, 2

right and left at 60, and 2 at center

XXXIII.

EVASION OF LARGE, SOUND EMITTING PANEL IN

MOTION:
A.

180 degrees arc.

PREPARATION:

From various directions within

the 180 degree arc, the large panel with a
noise speaker was brought toward the
participant at moderate speed from a
distance of 42 inches.

The participant

was asked to move out of the object's path
before it touches them.

B.

EXAM:

5 trials - one from directly in front,

1 from 45 degrees left and right of front,
and 1 from each side.
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XXXIV.

EVASION OF MEDIUM PANEL IN MOTION:

180

degrees arc.
A.

PREPARATION:

From various directions within

the 180 degree arc, the medium panel was
brought toward the participant at moderate

speed from a distance of 42 inches.

The

participant was asked to move out of the
object's path before it touches them.

panel makes no noise.

The

It was explained to

the participant that regular tongue
clicking may be necessary to track the
object.
B.

EXAM:

5 trials - one from directly in front,

1 from 45 degrees left and right of front,
and 1 from each side.

XXXV.

SHORELINING BY ECHOES FROM A ROW OF POLES:

2

foot distance for about 20 feet.

A.

PREPARATION:

Stimuli consist of 8 Plexiglas

poles adjusted to about 1 foot taller then

each participant.

These poles were spaced

about 2 feet apart for a distance of about
18 feet.

The participant was positioned
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parallel to the first 2 poles (on left and
right sides) at a distance of about 2 feet

from the line.

The participant was

instructed to walk straight forward beside

the poles without touching them, and to
stop when the end was reached.

Distances

were kept between 1 and 3 feet from the
line of poles.

Measurements were taken at

beginning and end.

[For participants who

had difficulty with this lesson, each pole

was temporarily fitted vertically with a 2
foot by 4 foot Plexiglas panel to
accentuate each pole's position.

These

panels were removed when the participant
showed facility with the exercise.]
B.

XXXVI.

EXAM:

4 trials - 2 oh each side.

IDENTIFICATION OF STATIC, LATERAL, VERTICAL

TILT:

at 20 inch distance with full length

Plexiglas pole and reward.
A.

PREPARATION:

One of the Plexiglas poles

adjusted to about 7 feet was the

stimulus.

The participant practices
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retrieving the reward from the upper end
of the pole as the pole was tilted at
about 45 degrees from left to right and
right to left, or vertically straight.

The elevation of the pole's midpoint was
at about upper chest.

For participants

who have difficulty grasping this skill, a
white noise emitter was placed at either
end as in lesson XI.

For this purpose

alone, the concave rather than the flat

surface of the pole was used so that the

noise was held more effectively - thereby
accentuating the "wall of noise" effect.
B.

EXAM:

5 trials - 4 tilts (2 left, 2 right),

and 1 vertically straight.
XXXVII.

LOCOMOTOR, ECHO EXPLORATION OF EXPANDED

ENVIRONMENT: indoor and outdoor.

A.

PREPARATION:

Environments were generally

scoped out for exploration in advance,

participants practiced echo identifying
various features of the environment.

Features included foliage, chain link or
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wrought iron fences, trees and poles or
posts, walls of different heights, curbs
and steps, awnings, etc.

[What they were

asked to identify depended on which

lessons had been completed.]

participants

were allowed to explore all features
tactually after an echo-based estimate was
made.

B.

EXAM:

6 distinct types of features were

presented for identification.

The

specific features presented depended on
the environment that was available,

participants were not permitted to
approach closer than about 20 inches for
identification, and identifications at

greater distances were noted.
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APPENDIX B

Materials

Artificial Stimulus Materials

The artificial stimulus targets were made of

smooth, 100% transparent, imported, extruded grade

Plexiglas in six 240 cm x 120 cm x 0.313 cm sheets,
and one 240 cm x 120 cm x 0.625 cm sheet.

The six

sheets of 0.313 cm thick Plexiglas was prepared as
follows:

[The corners of all the following panels

were rounded, and the edges polished.]
A.

20 120 cm X 60 cm panels.

0.938 cm holes

were drilled into these at each corner and half way-

down each side, 2.5 cm from the edge.

A 0.938 cm hole

was also drilled at the very center of each panel, and
one more drilled 30 cm to either side of the center

hole along the length of each panel.
B.

One 120 cm x 30 cm and two 60 cm x 30 cm

panels into which 0.938 cm holes were drilled half way
down each side, 2.5 cm from the edge.
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C.

One 30 cm x 15 cm panel into which a 0.938 cm

hole was drilled half way down each side, 2.5 cm from
the edge.

D.

Eight 105 cm x 17.5 cm panels.

These were

bent lengthwise to 90 degrees, and 0.938 cm holes were
drilled at 15 cm intervals down both of the long

sides, 2.5 cm from the edge and starting 2.5 cm from
the end.

In addition to the Plexiglas, one 120 cm x 60 cm
piece of thick myllar (about 0.15 cm thick) was used.

Guiding and Measuring

A role of duck tape.
A role of white butcherblock paper.
Dark, wide marker.
A hand held audio cassette recorder.

One cam-corder and about six hours of videotape.

A 12 M tape measure, and a timer.
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Attachment Implements

Five dozen 0.625 cm hex bolts (40 1.875 cm length

and 20 3.1 cm length), 20 3.7 cm x 0.625 cm slotted
machine screws, and 20 1.56 cm x 0.625 cm metal screws.

Four dozen 0.625 cm wing-nuts, five dozen 0.625
cm tennermen nuts, and four dozen 0.625 cm nuts and
cap-nuts.
Six dozen metal washers with 0.625 cm inner

diameter and 3.1 cm outer diameter.

Five dozen large binder clips.

Three roles of clear strapping or packing tape.
One large tube of polymer bonding agent and
Plexiglas scrap used for occasional repairs.

One dozen nylon snap straps and bunji cords for
bundling and carrying.

Supporting Materials

45.3 M of 3.1 cm X 0.313 cm hot-rolled steel

flatbar.

This was cut into 42 75 cm lengths, 21 45 cm

lengths, and two 120 cm lengths.
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All corners were

rounded, and all edges^ sanded-

One 0.625 cm hole was

drilled 2.5 cm from each end of each of the 75 cm and

120 cm lengths.

A 0.625 cm hole was also drilled 2.5

cm from one end of each of the 45 cm lengths, and this
hole by countersunk.

Finally, each 45 cm length was

bent very slightly about 5 cm from the end with the
countersunk 0.625 cm hole.

This bend was executed in

the direction of the side with the countersink so that

the countersink was on the same side as the interior

angle of the bend.

13.8 M of 0.625 cm, high grade or stiff aluminum
rod.

This was cut into 21 65 cm lengths.

Each end of

each length was then looped into 0.625 cm eyelets
within the same plane.

Finally, each rod was bent to

about 95 degrees, 5 cm from one end in a plane
perpendicular to that of the eyelets.
21 120 cm X 7.5 cm x 0.625 cm strips of

Plexiglas.

One, 0.625 cm hole was drilled at the

center of each end of each strip, 2.5 cm from the

edge.

Two additional 0.625 cm holes were drilled at

30 cm and 60 cm from one end.

Each strip was bent to

90 degrees 7.5 cm from the end with the single hole.
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Each strip was rigidified by gluing a 2.5 cm x 0.625

cm Plexiglas strip down the edge of the interior angle
side - perpendicular to the strip.

Finally, the

interior angle of each strip was reinforced by gluing
a 7.5 cm triangular gusset in the bend, and along side
the 0.625 cm rigidifier.

(The side holding the

gussets and rigidifiers always faced away from the
participants, and is referred to henceforth as the

"back" of the strips.)

Camouflage Materials

Two square meters of sticky-backed felt.

Five cans of dull gray, rust guard spray paint.

Teaching Aids

Two, ornamental seashells of very different
sizes.

The smaller of the two was about the size of a

baseball, while the larger was about the size of a
basketball.
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Two spherical, transparent, glass fish bowls of
very different sizes.
removed.

All stickers and labels were

These followed dimensions similar to those

of the seashells.

A portable audio cassette player, a pair of

A.K.G. 240df headphones, and a 90 minute audio
cassette of broadband noise (white noise.)

A dozen individually sealed tongue depressors.
One jar of fruit jelly.
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APPENDIX C

Assembling the Apparatus

Gamouflage and Protection

All metallic pieces were covered with dull gray
rust guard paint to prevent glinting.

Then, all hex

bolts, wing-nuts, and binder clips were covered with

bits of sticky felt to protect both participants and
Plexiglas from gouging or abrasion.

Finally, a

rectangular piece of sticky felt was applied to the
center of each edge of all the 120 cm x 60 cm

Plexiglas panels, and to the top of each Pi exi g1 a.q
support.

This was done to prevent abrasion, and also

to minimize squeaking sounds that sometimes resulted
from

is rubbing together.

Plexiglas Stands

Each of the 21 bent, 0.625 cm

was reinforced with aluminum rod, and bolted by the
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bent portion with 3.7 cm x 0.625 cm slotted machine
screws to two 75 cm lengths and one 45 cm length of

steel flatbar as shown in figure 16 and discussed
below.

Rigidifier

Support Rod

Right Rear

Gusset

Left Rear
Front

Figure 16.

Expanded view of lower stand assembly.

The 21 45 cm steel strips were placed,
countersink side down, over the slotted machine screws
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so that the sloped head of the screws fitted snugly
into the countersink.

Then, one 75 cm steel length was placed over each

of these so that the machine screws passed through
both Steel pieces.
Each of the Piexi glas strips was then fitted at
the bent portion over the screws so that the screws
past through all three elements.
A second 75 cm steel strip was then fitted over

the screw.

The Plexiglas pieces rested between each

pair of 75 cm steel pieces with the 45 cm strips on
the bottom. .

The three steel strips (called prongs) were then

splayed out to 120 degrees from each other such that
the 45 cm prong pointed toward the front of the
Plexiglas strips opposite the gussets and rigidifiers
as shown in Figure 17.

The lower of the pair of 75 cm

prongs was pointed in about the same direction as the
corners holding the triangular gussets.

The remaining

upper 75 cm prongs were pointed toward the corner

opposite the gussets.

With the steel prongs splayed

out in this fashion, the Plexiglas stands stood
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Front Prong

Target

Rigidxfler

Gusset

Support Rod

Rear Prongs

Top view of assembled stand with panel,
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upright and leaning slightly backward due to the

slight bend in the 45 cm prongs as seen in Figure 18

Panel

Bolts and

Wing Nuts"

Main

Aluminum

Support

Reinforcement
Rod

Front Prong
Shorter and
Bent Downward

Rear

Prongs

Side view of assembled stand and panel.

At this point, the bent, eyeletted aluminum rods
were affixed so that the eyelets at the bent ends

slipped snugly over the protruding tops of the machine
screws.

The interior angle of each bent aluminum rod

faced toward the interior angle of its corresponding

bent Plexiglas strips.
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A washer was then placed over the top of each
eyelet.

All pieces were bolted together, and cap-nuts

were screwed into place.

The stands and metal prongs

were affixed snugly together, but not so snugly they
could not be rotated.

The upper eyelet of the aluminum rods was pressed

flat against the back of each Plexiglas strip.

This

usually required bending the rods near that end

slightly so that their eyelets would lay more or less
flat against the Plexiglas.

A metal washer was placed

over each eyelet, and each eyelet was bolted to the
hole 60 cm below the top of each Plexiglas strip.

This was done by passing a 3.1 cm hex bolt through the
washer and the back of each eyelet so that the screw

end protruded out the front of the Plexiglas, and then
bolting them in place using tennermen nuts.

The top

eyelets often had to be re-shaped or the rods bent or

stretched slightly so that the eyelets would align
with the hole.

It was necessary to keep the tension

on the rods high to provide adequate reinforcement for
the Plexigla.q strip.q.
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A little over a cm of screw now protruded from
the hole mid way down each Plexiglas strip.

A second,

0.938 cm hex bolt was affixed through the top hole of
each strip in the same manner as the first, and also
through the hole midway between them.

The Plexiglas

was hung on these bolts and fastened in place by wingnuts.

These stands were finally bolted together in
bunches of two or three by the free holes at the end

of each 75 cm steel prong.

Again, these bolts were

snugly tightened, but allowed enough play to rotate

the prongs.

Joining the stands in this fashion gave

them tremendous stability.

It also allowed the stands

to fold together and unfold easily when the Plexiglas
panels were not attached - enabling the apparatus to
be erected and dismantled fairly quickly.

The Assessment Track

The butcherblock paper was cut into 12 M strips
and taped side by side with clear strapping or packing
tape to form a run 1.5 M wide.
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The paper was then

marked lengthwise into five even divisions with a dark
orange marker.

18 of the 20 120 cm x 60 cm Pl exiglas panful r were
arranged lengthwise, end to end on their stands into

two, parallel rows that bounded each long side of the
paper grid.

This created a transparent corridor of

sorts about 11 M long and roughly 2.6 M wide.

The 75

cm steel prongs at each end of each row of panels were

rotated to lie over the paper across the corridor, and

were joined end to end by the two 60 cm steel strips.
This kept the paper flat and taught, and provided an

extremely stable foundation for the Plexiglas panels.

Stimuli

Multiple panels were supported by one J
stand per panel, and were fastened together by binder
clips.

The height each stimulus was variable

according to the height of the participant.

Diagrams

of the various combinations are shown in Figure 19 and
described below.]
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High Wall
Sarpetitine Wall

l/^"¥"

N

Low Wall

^

^

Interior Corner

1-^

Alcove

■ ^....,.....y..........:.,..^

Path of t^^avel :

^ Vertical panel
Y ^Horizontal panel

Figure 19■

Different tat^

configuration that 

yielded different echo mobility tasks.
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Giant panel: 120 cm x 120 cm, constructed from
two 120 cm X 60 cm panels fastened vertically together
side by side.
Long panel: 240 cm x 60 cm, constructed from two
120 cm X 60 cm panels fastened together end to end.
Poles: constructed from the bent, 105 cm x 17.5

cm Plexiglas strips, and fastened With binder clips to

High wall: consisted of 120 cm x 60 cm panels
fastened vertically together side by side.

Typically,

15 stands were used to create a wall-like structure

about 10 M long and 2 M tall.
Low wall: consisted of 120 cm x 60 cm panels

fastened horizontally together end to end.

Typically,

five stands were used to create a wall-like structure

about 6 M long and 0.6 M tall but for the 113 cm

supports which stuck up about every 120 cm along the
wall.

Interior corner: formed by shaping the high wall

into an interior right angle, and fastening the edges
oft angle together with clear strapping tape.
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A serpentine wall: formed from the high, wall by
fastening every second or, third panel at various

angles to their adjacent panel with clear strapping
tape.

It reassembled several, disuniform "S" shapes

in succession.

Polygon: formed from six or seven panels fastened

vertically by clear strapping tape to each other at
appropriate angles to form an enclosed polygon.
Alcove: formed from the high wall by fastening
three of its panels into a 60 cm x 60 cm recess or
alcove.

The angles were slightly more than 90

degrees, and the edges fastened by strapping tape.
The alcove was always formed near the middle of the
wall.
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APPENDIX D

Observations and Considerations of Echo Training Based
on 150 Hours of Teaching

Starting Out

In developing and implementing exercises for

participants, it was necessary to be creative.

While

it may be possible to optimize learning through the
careful application of formal knowledge and teaching
techniques, there's probably nothing that can be done

that would prove disastrous except failing to insist
on enough practice.

Many different things were tried

for some participants before success was stimulated.
This experimenter believes that something can work for

just about every participant.

If echo-mobility is

addressed and challenged regularly and often, it seems

likely that it will flourish in time under many and
varied conditions.

Training echo-mobility is somewhat different from
training cane technique.

Much about cane technique is

fairly specific and predetermined__^::__xiane length, arc.
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rhythm, touch:;^tyie, arm gdsition, pqsture>, etc
There is no prescribed way to teach echo-mobility.

While the science behind echo phenomena may be well

hnderstbpd'and set i

the methods of applying

that science certainly are not.
Echo-mobility can be thought of as an art, and

its development as an art form.

There are a great

many things possible depending on the needs of

participants, the environment being worked in, the
items and materials available, and so on.

Exercises can be designed using materials and
environments that are at hand.

It is certainly not

necessary to use Pi exi g1 a.q or other synthetic
materials.

If transparent materials are needed for

specific exercises, cheap plastic paneling can be
readily purchased at a hardware store or homeimprovement center, and scrap can be bought from a

plastics shop.

Otherwise, cardboard targets, or wood,

or even construction or braille paper may be used if
it isn't too windy.

Notebooks, clipboards, file

folders, stuffed animals, boxes and box lids, and many
other things can be used successfully.
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It is good to start with basic exercises such as
orientation skills with large, simple objects.

Basic

exercises such as the perception of object location
and size usually involve little independent movement,
and the space in which they take place can be simple.
Movement exercises are more complex.

Perceiving

composition is generally the most difficult 
especially for young kids.
When teaching new echo-mobility skills, it was
useful to isolate these skills at first from other

skills such as cane travel.

For instance, when

teaching echo shorelining, turning at corners, or long

range echo orientation, it seemed best to focus on the
echo skill before combining or integrating that skill

with cane use.

Good echo-mobility skills are no less

important than good cane skills, but both are
difficult to master.

One participant who could turn

reliably at a t-intersecting hallway without his cane
went crashing straight into the wall when asked to use
his cane.

Still, both sets of skills should be

addressed without exclusion to the other.

While using

the cane, participants were kept alert to echo cues
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around them.

And, while teaching new echo skills,

participants often carried their canes, even if they

weren't actually using them at the moment.

Sometimes,

they were guided initially so that they could
concentrate on the echo cues without interference from

mental distraction or anxiety, though this is not
recommended as a regular practice.

It seemed very

difficult for a beginner to attend to all the subtle
nuances of echo perception while concentrating on

appropriate cane technique and other tactual and
kinesthetic cues.

Without practice, one cannot tap

one's foot to one beat while snapping one's fingers to

a slightly different beat.

Most can do either task

separately, but it takes practice to combine them.

Of

course, integration is ultimately necessary where

mobility skills are concerned, but it seems that the
process of fully integrating these skills must be

gradual, and learned with much guided practice and
travel experience.
When echo-mobility skills did begin to integrate
with other skills, the skill levels seemed to drop for
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a time until integration was improved.

Patience and

Greativity were required.
When incorporating exercises> three principal

:

aspects of safe travel were born in mind - negotiates

objects easily without bodily contact, does not depart
accidentally from pathways, crosses streets quickly
and efficiently.

Effective echo-mobility can great

facilitates these skills.

A Flexible Hierarchy of Echo-Mobility Development

Static tasks (tasks requiring little movement)
seem generally easier than dynamic tasks (tasks where
movement is involved).

Static tasks simply require

less mental processing, and therefore less effort.
For instance, it is easier to respond to targets that

are stationary than those that are moving relative to

the listener.

Tracking or following the course of a

moving target is generally more difficult than static,
directional tasks such as orienting toward or away

from a stationary target.

It appears that tracking a

target in motion involves the organization of three
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primary faculties - knowing where the target is going
while it moves (mentally following the target),
judging how much and in what fashion one must move in
order to maintain a certain relationship to the

target, and actually executing the appropriate
movements.

A distinction can be drawn between judging

the movement, and actually executing the movement.
The former is strictly mental, the latter involves

translating a mental perceptual structure into

physical action.

The judgement must take place before

the action, even if the judgement is unconscious.

In

simply orienting to a stationary target, one does not
need to follow the target while it is in motion.

One

need only make a judgement of direction once the
target has stoppe

moving and is stationary.

Even if

One chooses to follow the target mentally as it moves
rather than waiting for it to stop, following while

not engaged in other mental or physical functions is
easier than trying to do so while so engaged.

To

speak generally, many more judgements must be made to
hit a moving ball or shoot a moving target than a
target that is still.
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Larger objects seem generally easier to perceive
than smaller ones.

Larger objects reflect more sound

back to the listener, creating a louder, wider echo.
When starting out with skills like static orientation,
larger targets were typically used before smaller

ones.

When progressing to more complex skills like

tracking or avoiding targets in motion, instruction

returned to the use of larger targets before going
back to smaller ones.

Generally, the perception of single targets
seemed easier to process than multiple targets or
arrays of targets.

Determining the location of one

target is easier than determining the location of
several targets.

The exception to this rule involves

the comparison of target features such as absorption
(soft vs. hard), or dimension.

It is much easier to

compare two different echo qualities when presented

together than at different times.

When teaching short

vs.ftall, for instance, or solid vs. sparse, both
targets were presented at the same time in the

beginning.

Presenting a participant separately with a

target made of wood, then a target made of foam and
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asking the participant to tell which was the foam was
more difficult fo^r the participant than when both

targets were presented simultaneously.

participants

were then asked to distinguish between the two targets

directly whils they were both within the participants'

:perceptual field.

By analogy, it is easier to match

cblorS: when the sets of colors are all in view, rather

than being forced to look at everything a piece at a
time.

Detertnining which shirt goes with what slacks,

or what carpet goes with which drapes is facilitated
when the colors are presented next to each other.

Every participant responded differently to the
deyeilopment of echo-mobility skills.
skills can be set in stone.

No hierarchy of

What seemed difficult for

one participant was easy for another, and visa-versa.
For instance, one could go two ways with the training
of static or dynamic skills with large and small

targets.

One could either start with static tasks

involving large targets, and then go to dynamic tasks
involving large targets before you progress to static
tasks involving smaller targets.

Or, one could start

with static tasks with large targets, and go to static
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tasks with smaller targets before going to dynamic
tasks with large targets.

In short 

static large to static small to dynamic large,
,vs.

static large to dynamic large to static small.

It is not yet clear that either way is better.

It seemed to depend on the individual participant.
The key was to maintain participants' interest.
Sometimes, we would do 15 or 20 minutes of exercises

inside with panels of various sizes and arrangements,

then go outside for some natural exposure.

Of course,

not every aspect of mobility training can be a joy,
but if the experience is sugared with enough
interesting things, then the kids came to enjoy the

whole process.

Blind people seem generally averse to

traveling, but "A spoon full of sugar helps the
medicine go down."

Helping the participant maintain interest and
motivation is worth far more than the most carefully
designed hierarchy of tasks.
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participant performance

seemed related much more to their motivation than to

the experimenter's supposed knowledge of perceptual

learning.

For instance, it often seemed necessary to

intersperse dynamic exercises between static
exercises, because it kept participants interested 

especially young participants.

Once the participants'

interest was lost it didn't seem to matter what was

done.

Sometimes, with some kids, it was necessary to

drop what was planned and just go for a walk, or go

exploring, or with some other flow.

As long as the

activity was constructive and informative, there
seemed no harm.

Mobility skills can still be

developed under such circumstances, often better than

one's carefully wrought plans.

An echo exercise can

be made out of just about any activity.

Many kids

loved to play around with the tether ball.

They would

be instructed to find tether ball poles with the
incentive that one of the poles had a tether ball.

They loved it.

Sometimes, participants and instructor

would play "find the tree," and, when they did, they
might get to climb a little way up.

Other times it

was, "take me to the things you like to play on."
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These might be monkey bars, swings, the slide, a merry

go-round, etc.

With one kid, the experimenter would

pick him up and spin him around in a toy airplane to
get him totally disoriented.

He had a blast.

Then,

he would practice finding the slide from where he had
been set down.

He loved it!

Sometimes, it seemed

that being a good instructor meant having a good knack
for intrigue and entertainment as much as a

professional background in blind perception and
kinesthesis.

Appropriate Echo Signals

Loud signals are unnecessary in quiet
environments such as study places.

Since echo signals

carry well in quiet places, loud signals can be

obtrusive to others, and can yield a lot of
unnecessary and confusing information.
Some participants developed the tendency to click

very often and rapidly.

Partly, this seemed to be a

form of self stimulation, but it may also have result

from a craving for the information that clicking
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provides.

It's something like squinting the eyes.

However, rapid clicking usually seemed more

detrimental to performance than helpful_r:_^speeially

for beginners.

Besides being obtrusive, it generally

seemed to elicit too much information too quickly to

process efficiently.

Information from one click

tended to blur uselessly into the next,

participants

were instructed to wait between clicks—^_±.o process
information from each individual click rather than

volleys of clicks.
Kids who used echoes were often unaware that they

were doing so.

Moreover, they were often unconscious

of trying to elicit echoes by such behaviors as tongue
clicking, hand clapping, finger snapping, foot

scraping, cane banging, or yelling.

For example, when

one participant with residual vision was asked to

close his eyes and show me around campus, his

performance was not diminished from that with his eye
opened.

However, he engaged in increased tongue

clicking and foot shuffling of which he was unaware

upon questioning.

Attention was called to what they

were really trying to do.
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If their endeavors were

obtrusive, they were redirected to more discrete and
more useful behaviors.

Young kids can be taught to use echo signals
discretely and unobtrusively.

Kids who refused to

emit echo signals were encouraged strongly to do so
when it became clear that there performance on most

tasks was vastly improved with signals.

Factors That Effect Echo-Mobility

The distance and detail that echoes can carry

seem to depend largely upon the following five factors:
1.

QTTAT.TTY DF F.rTTO .qTONAT,.

In general, Strong

signals carry furthest, and very short, high pitched

signals bring the most detail.

A strong signal may

carry hundreds of feet under good conditions; a weak

signal perhaps a few yards.

Signals produced

deliberately by the listener usually yield better
performance than random sounds from the environment.

It appears that listener can rely best on a signal
that is under their control, and they are accustomed
to the style of information these familiar signals
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yield.

An analogy can be drawn to the use of

glasses.

If one's glasses changed their focus

randomly, the user would quickly come to hate them.
The constancy of one prescription at a time is greatly

preferred.

The same is true with echo signals.

Those

signals produced near the ears typically yield clearer
echoes, because echoes return most of their energy to
the origin of their signal.

Thus, echoes from

discrete tongue clicks seem easier to interpret than
those from cane taps or foot steps.

Since echoes are

relatively quiet, as much echo energy as possible must
be directed to the ears.

However, moderately low

intensities (the volume of a finger snap) are suitable
for most situations.

Strong intensities were

necessary to perceive objects far away, or through
noisy environments.
2.

STTPFArn rHAPArTHPTSTTCS.

Large, hard, solid

surfaces with concavities or interior angles are

usually the easiest to detect at the greatest

distances.

Also, objects near the head are typically

easier than those below the waist.

Large objects can

camouflage or over shadow small ones that are near
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them.

Small or sparse objects may require stronger

echo signals to detect, but very loud signals can
hamper perception when many other objects are
present.

Wet grass can cast false or confusing images

when traversed.

Strategic echo signaling seemed to

dispel false images, but this required practice.

Some

participants seemed less effected by false images than
others.

3.

AMBIENT NQTSF. CHAPACTKPTSTTTS,

Background or

ambient noise may elicit useful echoes, but it
generally served to mask or absorb echoes, because

echoes are relatively quiet.

The more ambient noise,

the more difficult it generally was for participants

to perceive echoes.

Strong signals such as hand claps

or intense tongue clicking were necessary to penetrate
loud noise such as very heavy traffic of loud music.
Such noise could cut detection distance down to a

couple of yards, and detailed information may not be
available.

Conversely, very quiet environments

generally necessitated the use of soft signals for the
"clearest" information.
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4.

QUALITY OF HEARING.

Broadly speaking, better

hearing enables the highest potential for using
echoes.

However, while high frequencies are required

for the perception of small objects and detail on
surfaces, most useful echo skills rely more heavily on

mid frequencies.

Even if hearing sensitivity is

reduced across large portions of the spectrum,
effective echo-mobility seemed possible.

5.

DF.qRF.F. Qf VTOTT.ANrE.

most important factor.

This is perhaps the

Because there are many cues

that must be analyzed and integrated for successful

blind mobility, concentration is often divided among

many elements.

Since echo information is relatively

subtle, it requires at least a moderate degree of
continued concentration for effective use.

What Helps or Hinders Echo-Mobility

Too much guided travel will impede the
development of echo-mobility over the long term,
participants, even young participants, should be
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required to travel without physical guidance except
under rare circumstances.

Rain does not necessarily interfere with echomobility, but it can be very distracting.

The perception of echoes may be slightly improved
in cold weather or after rain.

Sound waves tend to

travel better in cold air, and wet objects tend to
reflect more sound energy.
Strong winds or noise will hamper echo-mobility.
A strong echo signal is necessary for good perception
under these conditions.

Anything that covers or shadows the ears such as
umbrellas, hoods, and hats can strongly interfere with
echo-mobility.

A strong signal will not help.

Age Factors

With blind kids under six or seven, perception of
composition and object identification were especially
difficult.

These require relatively good attention,

analytical skills, and contextual knowl^dgR - aT1 n-F
which tend to increase with age.
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Concepts of near and far tended to be hard for

young kids, but they usually responded when asked:
"Which one is the easiest to touch?"

Centering or

going between are also ideas not understood by young
■ • . v.'.vV .

kids.

Young children were more inclined to touch

everything, and had difficulty maintaining necessary
vigilance and concentration.

While touching is not a

bad thing, young kids were frequently reminded that
they were doing "listening" games rather than touching
games. ■

^

'

Children under six or seven rarely understood

that their sense of surrounding comes from hearing.

Asking them to listen for silent objects just seemed
to confuse and even agitate them.

It was best not to

refer to echoes as auditory with young kids.

If

reference was made to "listening" game, it was done

matter-of-factly, and they rarely challenged such

references.

Eventually, they seemed to get the idea.

Older kids, however, generally understood, and could
make use of the knowledge that their perceptions come
from auditory echoes.
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Residual Vision

Most functionally or educationally blind people
possess a small amount of residual vision - too little

for a visual acuity rating.

Typically, this vision

seems to have little use; these people generally seem

to function as if totally blind.

However, the

perception of light sometimes made it difficult to

assess echo-mobility.

It was often hard to know for

sure whether the participant knew of the parked truck
or tree from echoes or the blockage of sunlight.

Echo

information often surpassed visual information for
those with very poor or marginal vi si on - Rspsci ally
concerning long range perception.

Therefore, a

blindfold was used for some lessons, to help turn the
attention of the participant to echo cues, and
facilitate their application to mobility.

participants with light perception or visual

memories often confused echo images with visual
images.

They seemed to see what they heard.

They

would say: "I can still see the wall," even under a
blindfold.

The brain can interpret echo sensation in
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a visual refe:cfence2_^_causing confusion between the
sensQ:cy channelal

to very young children, the

differehce between what participants saw, and what

they hfeard was eicpiained to them.

The strategic use

of blindfolds and headphones was helpful here.

with poor vision over strained his eyes.

One

But'when the

use of echoes was brought to his attention and
refined, he found it less necessary to strain.

He

came to depend only partly on his vision for obstacle

detectioh, but came to use a strong click to ascertaih

his briehtation to distant objects.

This finding is

especially relevant to those with fragile eye
conditions.

Special Notes

participants often had surprising difficulty
locating narrow objects like poles, even when they had
perceived the presence of the object.

Random search

patterns were common - especially for young children.>
In the beginning, the participant was always
instructed to turn and face the object first, then
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move straight toward it.

Sometimes, participants had

to be reminded to keep facing the object while they
searched.

When a participant was traveling in a circle
around an object, telling the participant not to '
"loose" the object was helpful.

The perception of

increasing distance seemed subtle for some beginners,
and needed to be reinforced.

If the participant

appeared to be lost, asking him to turn and face the
object, then to return to the object and try again
seemed helpful.

They could often do this from

impressive distances.
Low objects such as curbs seemed taller to some
participants from several feet away than they actually
were.

These were difficult to perceive up close.

It was found helpful to instruct participants in

the recognition of specific surface characteristics
such as those covered in the table.

It was observed

that many participants had a very difficult time
describing objects and•features that they perceived
through echoes.

When confronted with two different

targets - tall vs. short, big vs. small, close vs.
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,

far/ et

pa:rticiparits were reliably aware that

some difference was present, but they often could not
state the nature of the difference.

For example,

participants were instructed to walk parallel to a
wall that changed distance abruptly from 60 cm to 120

cm from them.

Many of the participants were easily

able to recognize a change in the wall.

When asked to

describe this change, one 12 year old stumbled greatly
over his explanation. "The wall widens. ... It -.how/

can I describe it?

It sort-of is opened, or something

like that. ... It changes directions
but..."

not directions

In various wall following exercises, this

participant and others demonstrated a functional
awareness of the walls' changing distance.

This

participant could, for example, maintain a constant
distance from this wall or a curved wall while

walking.

It was semantic knowledge that seemed

lacking.

It was as though the children lacked

discrete, verbal, descriptive references to their
surroundings.

My impression is that this arises from

little practice on the part of blind people,
especially children, to describe their echo
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perceptions, or attend to them as discrete and
concrete perceptions.

Descriptive language is

typically based on visual references^^_distance,
direction, color, texture, etc.

Little if any

encouragement is typically offered to blind children
to fashion their own descriptive frames of references

based on auditory perceptions^:^^articularly echoes.
It seemed important, therefore, to help participants
develop auditory based frames of references.

It

seemed that, in this way, participants grew able to
establish clearer relationships between themselves and

other objects, and among the surfaces of other

objects.

This author further submits that this may

facilitate the development of spatial reasoning skills
that may broaden general and basic comprehension of
spatial layouts and contexts.
Children often seemed unaware of improvements or
decrements in their mobility as a result of proper or

ill use of techniques.

It seemed appropriate to take

their comments and observations into consideration,

but care was taken to confirm their verbal accounts by

carefully observing specific behaviors.
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It was important to keep in mind that, just

because participants didn't seem able to do something
did not mean that they really could not.

Sometimes,

it was simply necessary to ask in the right way.
is especially true with young kids.

This

For example,

asking young participants for verbal responses was
generally much less effective than requiring a
specific action from them.

Asking them to tell where

the target was often got me nowhere, but they could
often go to the target, or reach for it.

Younger

participants were often not able to turn their body
and face the target as it moved around them in a
tracking exercise, but they often tracked the target
instinctively with their head even so.

Often, it was necessary to keep talking in order
to help some children maintain their attention.

Blind

kids seem to have attention spans far greater than

sighted peers, but they can be completely distracted
by the slightest noise, or even the thought of a
noise.

Talking to them helped keep them focussed on

the here and now.
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It was sometimes found that great strides seemed
to be made one day or week, only to fall back by the

next few sessions.

Performance seemed highly variable

for many participants.

It seems that blind mobility

is extremely difficult, and is therefore readily
affected by the mental state of the travel

especially in children.



It seems to takes a good deal

of practiced discipline and traveling experience to
reduce the negative effects that mental distraction
can have on the performance of nonvisual mobility.

It

is easy for a sighted person to travel while
distracted, because visual mobility is very simple.
Sighted people almost always have easy access to far
more information than they need.

The processes

involved in mobility are highly simplified for them.
The blind, on the other hand, encounter much greater
complexity.

First, they must work very hard to

acquire their information, and, despite the extra

work, the information available is usually lacking in
many crucial respects.

Second, the blind must make up

for insufficient information by applying highly
intensive cognitive skills to fill in the gaps.
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If

someone presents a sighted person with a faded,
blurred, photograph, he'd have to think about it for a

while before he could decide what he was seeing.

The

blind must engage in this extra processing at every
step and every nuance of movement.

mind can be immense.

The load upon the

Therefore, the slightest draw

upon the mind seems to affect the blind person's
ability to effectively manage this load.

race car driver.

Consider the

He cannot be thinking much about his

personal problems while negotiating hair-pin turns at
hundreds of miles an hour with a swarm of other

drivers all fighting for the lead.

Likewise, the

blind traveler cannot find proper footing and maintain
good balance, negotiate random arrays of all sorts of
objects, and maintain his sense of direction and
overall spatial awareness at a reasonable gait while
otherwise mentally engrossed.

It seems that blind

people must learn early to focus themselves in their

travel, and reckon with the consequences of failing to
do so.

Intensive training and extensive practice

would seem likely to yield the greatest success.

There seem to be two main keys here that must pervade
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all facets of mobility instruction__^L_developing mental

discipline in blind travelers so that they are more
likely to keep a large percentage of their minds
focussed on mobility, and developing the skill of

mobility to such a high degree that a slight decline
in performance doesn't prove hazardous.

Both of these

keys require extensive practice and experience on the
part of the blind traveler, and sustained yet patient
attention on the part of the instructor.
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